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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the ways in which science and magic were brought together 
in fiction of the fin de siècle concerning ancient Egypt, in the works of popular 
including Bram Stoker, H. Rider Haggard and Marie Corelli. Notions of authenticity 
and artifice, fact and fiction, antiquity and modernity collided in the late nineteenth-
century metropolis, where London’s academic institutions, occult organisations and 
theatrical exhibits of Egyptiana sat side by side. Writers who lived in this central hub 
are examined in relation to this unique geographical space that encouraged a sense of 
intimacy between these concepts. The influence of scientific discoveries 
demonstrated in the city’s lecture halls, including remarkable electrical phenomena, 
and occult undertakings such as Spiritualist séances, are traced within literature. 
Ancient Egypt, in this fiction, encourages a fusion of the two, lending an air of 
legitimacy to depictions of the supernatural, while projecting a sense of the 
alchemical and magical onto representations of cutting-edge science, including X-rays 
and radiation.  In this way, literature with ancient Egyptian themes often reveals 
much about late nineteenth and early twentieth century ideas of fantasy and reality, 
as well as the present’s relationship to the past.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt in 1798 sparked the beginnings of ‘Egyptomania’, the 
craze in the Western world, particularly in Britain and France, for all things ancient 
Egyptian. It also saw the beginning of innovative modern scholarship on ancient 
Egypt and, after Jean-François Champollion deciphered ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, 
the birth of the science of Egyptology.1 This period of fascination for ancient Egypt 
extended beyond the nineteenth century, reaching a climax in 1922 with the 
discovery of the tomb of Tutankhamun.2 This thesis offers an analysis of ancient 
Egypt in literary culture in the years leading up to this zenith, presenting an insight 
into the fluid ways in which ideas were being exchanged between the often 
overlapping discourses of science and magic. In doing so, it argues for the significance 
of ancient Egypt in late Victorian and Edwardian popular culture, charting its 
influence on a variety of literary genres, as well as in theatre, art, and more serious 
scholarly investigations into diverse scientific subjects ranging from electricity and X-
rays to trance and clairvoyance.  
The last decades of the nineteenth century were particularly significant in the 
development of scientific investigations into the paranormal and the popularisation 
of esoteric movements such as Spiritualism, Theosophy and Hermeticism, a 
                                                             
1 Jeffrey Richards, The Ancient World on the Victorian and Edwardian Stage (Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2009), p. 16; Jasmine Day, The Mummy’s Curse: Mummymania in the English-Speaking World 
(London: Routledge, 2006), p. 3; Michael Delahoyd, ‘The Curse of the Mummy’s Text’ (2009), 
<http://www.wsu.edu/~delahoyd/mummy.article.html> [accessed 10 October 2012].  
2 David Gange, Dialogues with the Dead (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), p. 1. 
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fascination known collectively as the ‘occult revival’.3 Increased British imperial 
involvement with Egypt meant that the country was seldom out of the newspapers, 
while Thomas Cook revolutionised tourism at a similar time, making Egypt’s ancient 
monuments accessible to eager travellers and archaeological digs easier to facilitate.4 
Over the course of a decade, the London Lodge of the Theosophical Society was 
founded in 1878, the Society for Psychical Research was established in 1882 (the year 
Britain invaded Egypt), and 1888 saw the formation of the Hermetic Order of the 
Golden Dawn, the first occult society to create a rigorous programme of practical 
magical education.5   
The occult was being explored in novel ways, with quasi-religious groups 
drawing upon ancient Egyptian symbolism and reviving, for both public and private 
performances, the civilisation’s magical rites. Furthermore, the otherworldly and the 
spiritual were being investigated with scientific rigour, while developments in fields 
as diverse as telegraphy and radioactivity were theorised to be connected to occult 
phenomena then fascinating society. As Dominic Montserrat notes, in the nineteenth 
century, ancient Egypt was considered to be ‘the beginning of everything’.6 Separated 
from modernity by thousands of years, ancient Egypt remained connected to the 
present through its association with the origins of modern science and magic. 
Erik Hornung’s influential division of ancient Egypt in Western cultural 
consciousness into objective, scholarly Egyptology and spiritual ‘Egyptosophy’, ‘the 
                                                             
3 Kathleen L. Spencer, ‘Purity and Danger: Dracula, the Urban Gothic, and the Late Victorian 
Degeneracy Crisis’, ELH: English Literary History, 59.1 (1992), 197-225, (p. 203). 
4 Martin Willis, Vision, Science and Literature, 1870-1920 (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2011), p. 117. 
5 Alison Butler, Victorian Occultism and the Making of Modern Magic: Invoking Tradition (Basingstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), p. 2. 
6 Dominic Montserrat, Akhenaten: History, Fantasy and Ancient Egypt (London; New York: Routledge, 
2000), p. 154. 
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study of an imaginary Egypt viewed as the profound source of all esoteric lore’, is a 
useful starting point for an analysis of the ways in which ancient Egypt is and has 
recently been perceived.7 Certainly, his divisions are appropriate in the twenty-first 
century, where any overlap between scientific Egyptology and mystical Egyptosophy 
is immediately dismissed as nonsense. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, however, the division between the scientific and the mystical was far less 
distinct. Science and magic were categories in flux, coming together in fin de siècle 
metropolitan centres in lecture halls, museums, theatres, and private rooms used for 
occult rituals, where ancient Egypt was often drawn upon to evoke a sense of genuine 
magic, or unparalleled scientific advancement. Major cities, such as London, Paris, 
New York and Cairo, saw the creation of immersive ancient Egyptian spaces where 
magic seemed real and science alchemical in its mystical sophistication.  
Recently, scholarship investigating nineteenth-century encounters with ancient 
Egypt has proved fruitful. Roger Luckhurst’s monograph The Mummy’s Curse: A True 
History of a Dark Fantasy (2012) has extensively investigated the origins of curses 
connected to Egyptian mummies, relating this cultural phenomenon to popular 
authors such as H. Rider Haggard and Algernon Blackwood. In doing so, Luckhurst 
identifies one of the most significant ways in which the ancient Egyptian supernatural 
was entertained as a fantasy, but also as a genuine possibility by some of the curses’ 
believers. The mummy remains one of the most scrutinised elements in fiction 
dealing with ancient Egypt, with Luckhurst’s study providing the most 
comprehensive and detailed account. David Gange, in Dialogues with the Dead: 
                                                             
7 Erik Hornung, The Secret Lore of Egypt: Its Impact on the West, trans. by David Lorton (London: 
Cornell University Press, 2002), p. 3. 
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Egyptology in British Culture and Religion, 1822-1922 (2013), explores connections 
between Egyptology, religion and science, linking the emerging academic discipline to 
issues of spirituality and professionalism that defined its historical context. My thesis 
aims to complement such works, offering an insight into ancient Egypt’s associations 
with alternative religions and secret societies which often drew upon scholarly 
Egyptology.  
Chris Elliott’s Egypt in England (2012) is the first major twenty-first century 
work to outline the influence of ancient Egypt on architecture, from the Regency era 
to the twentieth century. In doing so, he establishes a sense of the pervasiveness of 
ancient Egyptian symbolism and motifs throughout the country, but predominantly in 
the city of London. Understanding ancient Egypt’s stylistic influences on the city, as 
well as considering it as the hub of scientific, Spiritualist and occult activity in 
Victorian Britain, reveals much about the overlap between categories of metropolitan 
entertainment with their disparate aims and emphases. 
The nexus between Victorian psychology and the supernatural has also resulted 
in pivotal studies in the field, including Alison Winter’s Mesmerized: Powers of Mind in 
Victorian Britain (1998), Pamela Thurschwell’s Literature, Technology and Magical 
Thinking, 1880-1920 (2001) and Luckhurst’s The Invention of Telepathy: 1870-1901 
(2002). These studies have also recorded connections between telepathy and 
clairvoyance with the contemporary interest in Spiritualism. The séance is an element 
of late nineteenth-century modernity whose popularity makes it key to an 
understanding of fin de siècle encounters with the otherworldly. Thus, making 
connections between ancient Egypt and the Spiritualist séance (or else the stage 
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magic shows that tried to debunk the phenomena they produced) seems an 
appropriate way in which modernity and antiquity collided on the pages of popular 
fiction.  
Graeme Gooday and Iwan Rhys Morus have produced an extensive body of 
research into electricity in the nineteenth century, as spectacle, as science and as 
magic. My thesis seeks to offer an insight into the ways in which such dazzling 
displays of scientific showmanship, through their associations with the magical, 
proved useful in depictions of ancient Egyptian power. Equally, the discovery of X-
rays and atomic radiation came to be seen in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries as scientific breakthroughs with parallels to the fabled ancient science of 
alchemy. Mark S. Morrisson’s Modern Alchemy: Occultism and the Emergence of Atomic 
Theory (2007) and Marjorie C. Mallet’s Radioactivity: A History of a Mysterious Science 
(2011) are both central to an understanding of the broader cultural implications of 
these discoveries and their construction as magical.   
While many of these critics have produced work crucial to an understanding of 
their subject, a specific focus on how ancient Egypt interacts with these strands – 
particularly the scientific – has not been their intention. Through bringing these 
elements together, I hope to shed new light on late nineteenth- and early twentieth-
century notions of science and the occult. Where studies of psychology and the 
supernatural have established links between mind-powers and the exotic East, I plan 
to focus on Egypt within this tradition of Eastern mysticism. Aside from a few select 
texts, instances where ancient Egypt is brought into contact with electricity, X-rays or 
radioactivity, have evaded critical comment, and thus I aim to revitalise this critical 
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conversation by introducing fresh material to the debate. While critics have pointed 
out the influences of individuals or specific artefacts on literary works, the impact of a 
single city brimming with artefacts and scholars of ancient Egypt, has not yet been 
considered. Common to these investigations is the relationship between ancient 
Egypt and late Victorian and Edwardian modernity. Ultimately, this thesis aims to 
ascertain the ways in which the contemporaneous and the ancient converged at the 
nebulous boundaries of fact and fiction. 
In order to achieve this, one text I return to throughout this thesis is Bram 
Stoker’s The Jewel of Seven Stars (1903). Stoker’s interest in cutting-edge 
developments in science, as well as his personal links to London’s occult 
organisations and Egyptological networks, results in a text that embodies and 
interrogates ancient Egypt’s place in early Edwardian popular culture in a way that 
draws upon various spectacular sources. Stoker’s novel thus brings together the 
strands that this thesis encapsulates – the influence of London as an Egyptianised 
city, the occult culture surrounding séances and stage magic, connections between 
modern physics and the alchemy of ancient Egypt, and psychological phenomena 
including trance and telepathy. 
The first chapter examines the city, particularly London, as a location for the 
marriage of the modern and the ancient. Through an analysis of how the city was well 
and truly invaded by ancient Egypt in all its guises, it suggests that London’s authors – 
specifically Stoker and Haggard – drew upon their metropolitan experiences in order 
to shape their fictions. The venues and landmarks discussed include the Egyptian Hall 
in Piccadilly, famous for its stage magic, anti-Spiritualist exposés and its adoption of 
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ground-breaking moving picture technology, as well as the Albert Memorial, 
Cleopatra’s Needle, and the British Museum. These Egyptianised spaces all 
contributed to a broader association between ancient Egypt and the recreational 
experiences the city had to offer. Haggard’s She (1887) is examined as a text whose 
ancient Egyptian themes are based on his experience of ancient Egypt in London. 
Notions of authenticity appear to be crucial; likely influenced by his visits to the 
British Museum, a desire to confuse the fantastic and authentic is evident in his use of 
London’s artefacts as inspiration for his novels and its newspapers as vessels for their 
serialisation.  The impact of Egyptianised London on Stoker is manifested far more 
explicitly in The Jewel of Seven Stars. Real roads mentioned by name in the novel are 
examined for their Egyptian associations, revealing Stoker’s deliberate and cryptic 
harnessing of London’s real geography as an expression of the pervasiveness of 
Egyptian iconography within the city. 
The second chapter studies the way in which Spiritualist séances, stage magic 
and the visual technologies behind photography and early cinematography interact 
with ancient Egypt. Continuing discussion of issues of authenticity key to the city’s 
recreational experiences in the first chapter, this section identifies a trend in fiction 
that describes the ancient Egyptian magical and occult in terms that situate it 
somewhere between stage conjuring and genuine spiritual occurrences. Haggard’s 
Egyptian-themed texts are discussed, along with supernatural romances Iras; A 
Mystery (1896) by Theo Douglas and Ziska (1897) by Marie Corelli, as well as 
Algernon Blackwood’s short story ‘The Nemesis of Fire’ (1908). Drawing parallels 
between the gloom of the photographer’s darkroom, the shadowy séance, and the dim 
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Egyptian temple, darkness in these contexts comes to represent an appropriate 
setting for the magical, in which spirits are summoned, and where coloured lights 
either signal the arrival of the genuine supernatural or the gaudy theatrical.  
The third chapter investigates the use of physical phenomena alongside the 
ancient Egyptian. It examines the prevalent use of electrical lighting in nineteenth-
century exhibits of ancient Egyptian artefacts, the common trope of electrical 
reanimation of mummies in literature, and connections between ancient Egyptian 
monuments and unusual electrical phenomena that bring these disparate themes 
together in the cultural consciousness. The chapter goes on to discuss scientific 
developments in radiation and X-rays, suggesting that their use in mummy 
examination had a significant impact on literature. In turn, this implies that the most 
radical and innovative breakthroughs were being ascribed to this ancient civilisation 
in a way that aligned science with magic and the figure of the scientist with the figure 
of the god. Connections are made between the scientist-cum-showman Nikola Tesla, 
the anatomist Grafton Elliot Smith, the physicist and chemist Marie Curie, and 
characters in Haggard and Stoker’s fiction, suggesting that modern science was 
impacting upon conceptions of ancient Egypt in hitherto unexplored ways. 
The fourth and final chapter discusses connections between ancient Egypt and a 
variety of psychological topics related to the occult. Trance, telepathy and powers of 
prophesy are examined in contexts which emphasise the ancient Egyptian as a way of 
lending legitimacy to potentially magical mind-powers. This chapter focuses on the 
symbol of the eye, itself deeply important to ancient Egyptian culture, as the site of 
uncanny abilities, and the effects of these powers on bodies which are reduced to 
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automata. Ancient Egypt’s erotic and seductive power is also highlighted as 
particularly significant, exemplified in female bodies, which themselves become 
hypnotic weapons, from late nineteenth-century literary representations through to 
early twentieth-century actresses at the advent of cinema. With reference to texts 
including Richard Marsh’s The Beetle (1897), C. J. Cutcliffe-Hyne’s short story ‘The 
Mummy of Thompson-Pratt’ (1904), and George Griffith’s The Mummy and Miss 
Nitocris: A Phantasy of the Fourth Dimension (1906),  I consider unusual mind-powers 
in the context of contemporary scientific conceptions of evolution and degeneration, 
which categorise these ancient concepts as distinctly modern phenomena. 
I conclude by bringing this thesis into the early 1920s, with the discovery of the 
tomb of Tutankhamun. Of the writers I consider, Haggard and Corelli were among 
those who commented on the reports of a terrible curse striking down those involved 
with the excavation. Their responses are revealing of their backgrounds in authoring 
supernatural tales of ancient Egyptian revenge, and sees the extension of late 
Victorian and Edwardian notions of ancient Egyptian magic, occultism and fantasy in 
the post First World War era. Authors of nineteenth-century novels exploring these 
themes were allowed, once more, to have their voices heard, only this time as 
authorities, rather than fantasists.    
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ARTEFACTS & ARTIFICE:  
ANCIENT EGYPT IN THE MODERN CITY 
 
 
All the wonders lie within a stone’s-throw of Kings Cross Station and on 
all the vague, smoky, weary streets about it.1  
 
 
By the late nineteenth century, the surge of interest in Egypt’s mysterious past since 
Napoleon’s invasion had resulted in the accumulation of all varieties of Egyptiana in 
the West’s major cities. With emphasis on the city of London, but with reference to 
other major cities including Paris, New York and the Egyptian capital of Cairo, this 
chapter identifies the impression ancient Egypt had upon the modern cityscape, 
particularly on its scientific and occult hubs. It also charts the influence of 
Egyptianised London on the literary careers of two of the late nineteenth-century’s 
best-known authors, H. Rider Haggard and Bram Stoker. In doing so, I argue that 
reading the significant impact of ancient Egypt on the city alongside these texts offers 
new insights into late Victorian and Edwardian experiences of Egypt, which calls into 
question the authenticity and encrypted symbolism of the simultaneously 
metropolitan and Egyptian. These urban Egyptianised spaces are crucial to an 
understanding of the cultural phenomenon that saw ancient Egypt transformed into 
the subject of modern fantasy. By evaluating how modern cities facilitated 
involvement with an imagined ancient Egypt, and through the use of a map that plots 
                                                             
1 Arthur Machen, Things Near and Far (London: Martin Secker, 1923), p. 59. 
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these points of fantasy (Figure 1.1), it is possible to better comprehend the complex 
relationship between authenticity and artifice in the works of London’s literati. 
The elements of ancient Egypt that became a part of the modern city ranged from 
relics situated safely within academic discourse through to more troubling fakes 
masquerading as artefacts, and even to artificial environments designed to simulate 
the transportation of the participant to the ancient civilisation in its glorious heyday.  
Frequently, the delicate boundaries between Egyptology and Egyptosophy dissolved; 
archaeological facts informed artificial immersive landscapes, and experts were often 
enlisted to give these undertakings an academic flavour. The reverse was also true; 
academic lectures were made more potent through the use of theatrical props, and 
genuine artefacts were displayed in dramatic, faux-pharaonic surroundings. As these 
examples reveal, the desire for an authentic experience and the wish for a fantastical 
adventure were not always in direct opposition. Often, the real and the imaginary 
were combined, resulting in hybrid encounters that hovered between categories of 
the scientific and the magical. 
In London, these windows into ancient Egyptian culture were, by and large, 
found within a very specific geographical locus. As Figure 1.1 reveals, it was in the 
city’s fashionable West End that ancient Egypt could be rediscovered, in the very 
midst of the celebrated scientific societies and controversial occult subcultures. This 
in itself is unsurprising; the kinds of individuals attracted to these organisations 
tended to enjoy the luxuries of leisure time and the disposable income necessary for 
taking full advantage of the city’s stylish recreational centre. It is instead the curious 
combination of the concepts these institutions represented and endorsed – science 
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and magic, authenticity and artifice, the modern and the ancient – that is peculiar. 
This crossover is very specific to conceptions of ancient Egypt and, in part, a direct 
result of the geographical intimacy of these sites. 
Critical to a discussion of London’s ancient Egyptian spaces are immersive 
exhibits, which enjoyed particular popularity throughout the nineteenth century. As 
Michael Saler notes, these spaces functioned as virtual realities, a way of temporarily 
swapping the mundane for the enchanted and the otherworldly.2 Of these locations, 
the Egyptian Hall on Piccadilly (Figure 1.2) was the most remarkable, and England’s 
first major public building with a neo-Egyptian façade.3 The distinctive frontage was 
inspired by the temple of Hathor at Dendera, and featured many archetypal elements 
of ancient Egyptian architecture, including sphinxes, hieroglyphs, a distinctive 
tapering pylon shape and lotus columns.4 Above the entrance were statues of Isis and 
Osiris, although for these the geometrical starkness of ancient Egyptian sculpture was 
abandoned in favour of a more curvaceous Greek style. Until 1819, the Egyptian Hall 
was a museum, subsequently housing art exhibitions, panoramas, and eventually 
anti-Spiritualist demonstrations, illusion and moving picture shows until its 
demolition in 1905.5 David Gange states that strongman-turned-antiquarian Giovanni 
Belzoni’s celebrated recreation of the tomb of Seti I at the Hall in 1820 ‘brought […] 
Egypt […] to life in London, confusing lines between the museum and the city, the 
                                                             
2 Michael Saler, As If: Modern Enchantment and the Literary Prehistory of Virtual Reality (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2012), p. 205. 
3 Chris Elliott, Egypt in England (Swindon: English Heritage, 2012), p. 17. 
4 Richards, Ancient World, p. 18. 
5
 Lynn Parramore, Reading the Sphinx: Ancient Egypt in Nineteenth-Century Literary Culture 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), p. 26. 
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Fig. 1.2. The Egyptian Hall at 170-1 Piccadilly, photographed in 1895. Credit:  
Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly 1895 (b/w photo), English Photographer, (19th century) / 
Private Collection / The Bridgeman Art Library. 
 
 
 
spiritually charged primeval world and the immanent, material present’.6 
This idea, of immersive exhibits breaking down concepts of time and space is 
important, not just in the context of the Egyptian Hall but in the wider cultural 
engagement with ancient Egypt. As a modern Western place masquerading as the 
ancient and the Eastern, frequently housing genuine ancient Egyptian artefacts 
                                                             
6 David Gange, Dialogues with the Dead: Egyptology in British Culture and Religion 1822-1922 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2013), pp. 77-78. 
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discovered by the era’s most distinguished Egyptologists, the Egyptian Hall provided 
an unusual home for its relics. With its galleries and great hall decorated in an ancient 
Egyptian style to match the exterior, it was not simply a remarkable piece of neo-
pharaonic architecture but a theatrical experience in its own right.7 Visually, these 
artefacts were transported back to their original context, beheld as part of a 
simulation of the time and geography that produced them. The experience of the 
viewer, therefore, would have been quite different to an encounter with a museum 
exhibit, with its emphasis on labelling and classification. Instead, categories of 
artefact and artifice, authenticity and pretence, ancient and modern would have 
seemed far more fluid.   
Aside from the Egyptian Hall, London’s other major immersive display was the 
Egyptian Court at the Crystal Palace. The Egyptian Court was a new feature when the 
Palace, once occupying Hyde Park, was reassembled at Sydenham in 1854, and was 
undoubtedly one of its most striking constructions. As the grandest rendering of 
ancient Egypt in the mid nineteenth century, the Egyptian Court was unusual in that 
its statues were painted, a level of detail designed to add unprecedented authenticity 
to the spectacle.8 Although many of the finer details were based upon the notes and 
sketches of the Court’s creators Owen Jones and Joseph Bonomi Jr. during 
independent excursions in Egypt, along with casts of relics in Europe’s major 
museums, the Egyptian Court did not resemble the ruins of ancient Egypt, but rather 
                                                             
7 Richards, Ancient World, p. 18; Roger Luckhurst, The Mummy’s Curse: A True History of a Dark Fantasy 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), p. 96. 
8 Elliott, Egypt in England, p. 147. 
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Fig. 1.3. North Transept of the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, from Matthew Digby 
Wyatt’s Views of the Crystal Palace and Park, Sydenham (1854) 
 
the great civilisation as it might be imagined at its cultural peak.9 The experience was, 
essentially, akin to time travel (incidentally a theme that emerges again and again in 
fiction dealing with ancient Egypt), although the otherwise fairly faithful recreation 
included hieroglyphic dedications to Queen Victoria, Prince Albert and the Crystal 
Palace Company’s directors, whose names were hidden amongst the reproductions of 
legitimate engravings.10  
                                                             
9 Ibid., pp. 146-47. The Egypian Court was notable for combining historically accurate details from 
diverse periods, so the overall effect was a composite of ancient Egyptian splendor from throughout 
the civilisation’s history. 
10 Ibid., p. 148. 
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The Abu Simbel colossi were probably the most striking ancient Egyptian 
reproductions in the Crystal Palace, having been scaled up to dominate their 
surroundings (Figure 1.3).11 These were not in the Egyptian Court, but instead were 
given pride of place at the end of the north transept, framed by the elegant curve of 
the glass ceiling. While the colossi were destroyed in a fire along with the rest of the 
north transept in 1866, the north nave where the Egyptian Court was situated 
survived. Repairs were made over the course of two years, but eventually the 
Egyptian Court met its end in a more devastating fire that consumed the whole Palace 
in 1936.12 This section of the Crystal Palace typified the Victorian fascination with 
ancient Egypt and its artefacts, not just as ruins and relics to be categorised and 
exhibited, but as they existed before temporal decay, worlds that could be 
reconstructed and experienced first-hand. Furthermore, the act of concealing modern 
cartouches within genuine hieroglyphic inscriptions, seamlessly merging the artificial 
with the ancient and authentic, typifies engagement with ancient Egypt in this period, 
and anticipates the same kinds of techniques that late nineteenth-century authors 
would employ in their ancient Egyptian fiction. Although there is no evidence to 
suggest that Haggard and Stoker visited the Egyptian Court, its sheer popularity and 
uniqueness as an experience certainly drew those with a desire to walk through the 
city’s most vivid recreation of the ancient civilisation. Undoubtedly, from their 
addresses in south west London, the journey to the Crystal Palace at Sydenham would 
have been fairly quick and straightforward. Regardless, the Egyptian Court with its 
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bright colours lasted nearly a century after its instalment, and represents a unique 
and spectacular way in which ancient Egypt could be experienced in London. 
The vogue for Egypt also meant that tourist hotspots including the Sphinx, the 
pyramids at Giza and the Nile became common subjects for panoramas and dioramas. 
Less common were scenes from ancient Egypt in its prime which were, by necessity, 
more reliant upon the imagination of the artist. These immersive representations 
included David Roberts’s The Departure of the Israelites from Egypt (1829), an epic 
scene of biblical Egypt exhibited in the British Diorama on Oxford Street.13 Indeed, the 
West End featured such a dense collection of panorama and diorama venues that this 
feature of the London geography was parodied by Charles Dickens.14 Through the 
character of Mr. Booley, who describes his panoramic forays to far-away lands as 
‘actual experience’, Dickens teasingly engages with the level of realism that these 
entertainments provided.15 On one occasion Booley encounters all of the typical 
features of the sightseer’s Egypt: ‘temples, palaces, pyramids, colossal statues, 
crocodiles, tombs, obelisks, mummies, sand and ruin’.16 Yet, Dickens includes a few 
details where time seems to shift from the modern to the ancient. Booley observes 
‘obelisks […] thousands of years of age, as sharp as if the chisel had cut their edges 
yesterday’ and wall-paintings whose colours are also as ‘fresh and bright as those of 
yesterday’.17 It is clear that Booley is still encountering a depiction of modern Egypt, 
yet the emphasis on the civilisation’s remnants that seem completely unspoiled by 
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time is intriguing. It is true that certain archaeological sites were remarkably well 
preserved. Nevertheless, there is still a hint that the past is encroaching upon the 
present, that the ancient civilisation is somehow ubiquitous. It is also significant that 
Dickens likens Booley to Thomas De Quincey, who had experienced hallucinations of 
a vengeful Isis and Osiris as he wandered the London streets in Confessions of an 
English Opium-Eater (1821), describing him as experiencing Egypt ‘like an opium-
eater in a mighty dream’.18 Unlike the other panoramas, Egypt is dreamlike, or 
hallucinatory; it is aligned with the subconscious or the imaginary rather than the 
real and therefore is more inclined to collapse temporal barriers. Extending out of the 
panorama venue, the Egyptianised elements of the city contribute to what A. M. 
Stauffer labels ‘an Egyptianized dreamscape’, where fantasy and reality merge .19 
Panoramas and dioramas that were popular in venues such as the Egyptian Hall 
could also be found in museums, where the apparatus helped to facilitate the 
institutions’ educational mission.20 Through the utilisation of the technology of 
entertainment, museums ensured that the artefacts they housed could fulfil their full 
informative potential. A side-effect, however, was the ensuing association between 
the museum and the fantastic. Especially towards the end of the nineteenth century 
and at the beginning of the twentieth, the museum was used as a literary setting 
where magical and supernatural events took place.21 Tellingly, the real museums that 
exhibited the most impressive and important ancient Egyptian artefacts – the British 
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Museum, the Musée du Louvre and the Cairo Museum – all featured as locations in 
fiction. This suggests that the contemporary preoccupation with the fantastic was 
also occurring in scientific and scholarly contexts. Furthermore, the fantasy 
experience could actually be enhanced by genuine artefacts, or academic authenticity; 
through its very authority, the real (or alternatively, references to the real) could lend 
credence to the imaginary and thus enhance the illusion. This is a feature particularly 
conspicuous in Haggard’s fiction. 
Although these illusions of ancient Egypt were intensely concentrated in central 
London’s West End, its fashionability meant that the style was adopted elsewhere, 
especially in places with an emphasis on modernity. In Shepheard’s Hotel, Cairo’s 
oldest and best-known accommodation, ‘the grand Entrance Hall was done out in 
pharaonic style with thick, lotus-topped columns and friezes in the colors seen in 
artists’ depictions of the monuments of Upper Egypt’.22 The combination of ancient 
style and modern functionality resulted in the hotel being described as ‘Eighteenth 
Dynasty Edwardian’ after the turn of the century.23 With its electric lifts, lighting and 
bells in each room, Shepheard’s was, underneath its pharaonic disguise, the pinnacle 
of modernity.24 The décor offered, in effect, the same kind of immersive experience of 
ancient Egypt at its peak as the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, panoramas or historically 
accurate theatrical performances. Its situation within Cairo meant that, unlike these 
entertainments, it presented a view of the local past, situated within its correct 
geographical if not temporal context. As such, Shepheard’s, with its modern comforts 
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rivalling those of European hotels, established itself as a temporally hybrid space, 
simultaneously ancient and modern in its very current adoption of simulated 
antiquity.  
This was not limited to just one hotel; the central part of Cairo, having succeeded 
the coastal metropolis of Alexandria as the superior modern Egyptian city by the 
1870s, became a microcosm of fashionable European society, a nucleus characterised 
by the latest technologies within a broader landscape embodying antiquity.25 The 
grand hotels of Egypt functioned as ‘outposts of Europe planted on Egyptian soil’, 
glamorous meeting places for ‘a rich mix of the well-to-do of London, New York, Paris, 
Berlin, and a host of other world cities’, and repositories of artefacts in their own 
right.26  Bridging the gap between performance and educational demonstration, 
mummy-unwrappings that were popular in London lecture theatres in the 1830s and 
1840s continued to be widely enjoyed in these hotels. As Christine El Mahdy notes, a 
routine practice was for guides to lead tourists to a specially prepared crypt, where a 
mummy would be ‘discovered’. The mummy would be brought back to the tourists’ 
lodgings, where it would be unwrapped as an after-dinner entertainment.27 Reflecting 
the similar amalgamation of authenticity and artificiality that was taking place in 
London, Cairo itself became a theatrical fantasy space, where genuine artefacts 
(albeit, arranged in advance) were brought back into settings where ancient Egyptian 
style represented modernity through its very (Western) fashionability. As Britain’s 
military presence in Egypt grew, Cairo became more westernised, and thus, the 
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popular pharaonic style became more widely used.28 This style fused with 
cosmopolitan, European elements that had recently emerged, such as public gardens, 
theatres, boulevards, museums and an opera house, creating a curious landscape 
where what looked to be ancient at first glance often turned out to be the most new.29 
The French novelist Pierre Loti complained in L'Égypte (1909) of ‘the blinding glare 
of the electric light’ and the ‘monstrous hotels [that] parade the sham splendour of 
their painted façades […] a medley of all styles, rockwork, Roman, Gothic, New Art, 
Pharaonic’.30 It is evident that not everybody celebrated the concealment of authentic 
modern Egypt beneath the hyper-modernised faux-pharaonic style that transformed 
modern Egyptian spaces into theatrical portals to the ancient world. Cairo and 
London were both seeing the creation of controversial hybrid styles, in which the 
Western and Eastern were brought into close contact. 
Epitomising the faux-pharaonic in Cairo at the time was Giuseppe Verdi’s Aida 
(1871), which premièred at the Khedivial Opera House. Like many later theatrical 
performances, Aida stressed the importance of recreating a credible and stimulating 
image of the ancient civilisation, presented through fictitious means. The 
distinguished Egyptologist Auguste Mariette was enlisted in order to ensure the 
production’s aesthetic authenticity, drawing upon wall-paintings in the tomb of 
Rameses III when designing costumes, and even personally painting the sets for the 
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opera’s début.31 Aida was later performed at the Royal Opera House (then the Royal 
Italian Opera) in London’s Covent Garden in 1876, a venue that had previously shown 
performances of other Egyptian-themed operas Die Zauberflöte (1791) and Mosè in 
Egitto (1818) in 1833 and 1850 respectively. Ancient Egypt provided inspiration for 
numerous other theatrical productions of the time, many of which also claimed a 
degree of faithfulness to history. Florence Farr and Olivia Shakespear’s plays The 
Beloved of Hathor (1901) and The Shrine of the Golden Hawk (1902), both performed 
at an intimate venue, the Victoria Hall in Notting Hill, were particularly well-
informed. Farr had served as the leader of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, an 
organisation dedicated to the pursuit of occult knowledge heavily influenced by 
ancient Egypt, and had studied at the British Museum alongside E. A. Wallis Budge, 
the celebrated Egyptologist who served as the museum’s keeper of the Department of 
Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities.32 Consequently, Farr imbued her work with a 
combination of occult and scientific authority; although fantastic in their plot, the 
plays have a strong emphasis on authenticity. In 1906, Philip Michael Faraday and 
Frederick Fenn’s comic opera Amāsis, an Egyptian Princess (1906) was produced at 
the New Theatre, complete with highly detailed sets and costumes (Figure 1.4). The 
opera was the focus of a special edition of The Theatre Magazine, whose description 
of the production highlights the tension between fantasy and historical accuracy. 
‘Once upon a time’, it begins, conjuring up the make-believe world of fairy tales, 
before remarking upon details whose accuracy is verified by ‘the historian’.33 
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Fig. 1.4. Wedding scene from Amāsis, from The Theatre Magazine 3 (vol. 1) Aug - Sep 
1906 (monthly, pp. 70-1)  
 
 
 
Meanwhile, throughout the era, Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra enjoyed 
increased popularity, with some productions using real artefacts as a way of ensuring 
‘archaeological authenticity’.34  
A similar emphasis on historical validity can be found in the world of dance 
where, in the early twentieth century and particularly in mainland European cities, 
ancient Egypt frequently provided inspiration. In 1907, there were riots at Paris’s 
Moulin Rouge, sparked by a controversial mime performance, Rêve d’Égypte. The 
show featured the writer and performer Colette as a mummy, unwrapped and 
revived by the kiss of an Egyptologist, played by the Marquise de Mornay, with whom 
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she was engaged in a lesbian affair.35 The show did not continue past its opening 
night. Less controversial were Elsa von Carlberg’s Egyptian dances in Munich in 1909, 
performed under the stage name Sent M’ahesa. Having moved to Berlin in 1907 to 
pursue Egyptology, her dances were strongly influenced by her academic interest in 
Egypt’s past, and drew upon stylised ancient Egyptian art, although she ‘did not 
subordinate aesthetic power to academic authenticity’.36 Her costumes were also 
influenced by the iconography of ancient Egypt: she often performed dressed as the 
goddess Isis, or later, wearing a pharaonic helmet.37 The scholarly appeal of ancient 
Egyptian dance continued into the late 1920s and beyond, when Irena Lexová, the 
daughter of an Egyptologist, performed ancient Egyptian inspired dances in Prague, 
concurrently publishing impressive scholarly work on the history of ancient Egyptian 
spectacle that was informing her own performances.38 Thus, even in modern 
performance art where emphasising the beauty of the body was paramount, the 
fantasy aspect was still linked to and enhanced by the suggestion of faithfulness to 
history. The more authentic the dance, the more it was akin to an experience of 
watching a real ancient Egyptian performer, a prospect made all the more tantalising 
by its very impossibility.  
Alongside these immersive experiences offered by the most fashionable urban 
spaces, the sheer quantity and accessibility of artefacts transformed cities into 
enormous curiosity-cabinets. The sheer physical density of relics and exhibitionary 
venues that permeated the metropolis meant that the observer could wander through 
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the city as if it were a single gigantic museum. The most conspicuous example of such 
an artefact in London was Cleopatra’s Needle, a genuine ancient Egyptian obelisk 
erected on the Victoria Embankment in 1878.   Its sister obelisk was raised in New 
York’s Central Park in 1881, while a similar monument (like its London and New York 
counterparts, also nicknamed ‘Cleopatra’s Needle’) functioned as the centrepiece of 
Paris’s Place de la Concorde since its installation in 1833. These kinds of monuments 
are perhaps the most visually striking examples of the invasion of the modern city by 
the remnants of Egypt’s ancient civilisation, which reconstruct the metropolis as 
analogous to the Foucauldian concept of the heterotopia, a place of ‘indefinitely 
accumulating time’.39 As a ‘heterotopia of time’ the city ‘[encloses] in one place 
objects from all times, all epochs, all forms, all tastes’.40 Michel Foucault’s main 
example of the typical heterotopia of time, the nineteenth-century museum, can be 
projected onto the Victorian city. Museum-like in its acquisition and display of 
artefacts, the city’s open spaces were transformed into ones of exhibition, where the 
produce of different times collided and combined.   
The Victoria Embankment proved to be an ambiguous location for the Needle, 
which was, for many years, the subject of extended debate. On its installation, the 
Needle was paradoxically both the oldest and newest monument in London. Having 
been completed eight years before the Needle’s arrival, the Victoria Embankment 
provided the city with a modern sewerage system and, less than three months after 
the obelisk’s installation, became the first British street to feature permanent electric 
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lighting (although gas lighting was restored in 1884 for financial reasons). Thus, the 
Needle was a symbol of supreme antiquity within an area of London closely 
associated with cutting-edge modernity. Simultaneously, the River Thames provided 
a fitting backdrop, not merely as the city’s most ancient natural landmark, but also in 
its associations with the goddess Isis. The section of the Thames flowing through 
Oxford bears the goddess’ name, also immortalised at the end of the Thames’s Celtic 
name, Tamesis. Although the exact etymological origins are in dispute, the river had 
been associated with Isis for hundreds of years. The keystones of Henley Bridge even 
feature masks of the river deities: the male Thames and the female Isis, suggesting 
that the river brings together the complementary ancient British and the ancient 
Egyptian in a harmonious pairing that unites Western with Eastern, male with female. 
The Needle features as one of the early settings of Guy Boothby’s novel Pharos 
the Egyptian (1899). Tellingly, Cyril Forrester, the narrator, describes the 
Embankment in modern terms, emphasising its ‘myriad lights’, and the ‘distant 
thunder’ of a train.41 Forrester, who has been drawn to the Needle as he wanders 
flâneur-like through the streets of London’s West End, is struck by the extraordinary 
age of the monument and, having acknowledged the modernity of his surroundings, 
ponders ‘the changes the world had seen since the giant monolith first saw the light of 
day’.42 With an almost supernatural allure, the Needle draws Forrester to the 
riverside where, in a scene that evokes the real tragedy that occurred during its 
transit from Egypt, he witnesses a man drowning. Six sailors had lost their lives 
attempting to retrieve the obelisk when it came loose during a storm, a disaster that 
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was recorded in a plaque added to the south side of the Needle’s plinth in 1882.43 The 
Needle, therefore, not only stood as a symbol of the British imperial relationship with 
Egypt, but as a memorial to those who died endeavouring to make its installation 
possible. Boothby instils his literary version of the Needle with a strong sense of the 
uncanny; the Needle functions as a cursed object, heralding the imminent doom of 
those around it, linking directly to its true history. Echoing the trend of depicting real 
museums in fiction, the city’s literary exhibits fuse with their genuine counterparts; 
functioning as a kind of alternate reality, the artificial is made believable by allusions 
to the authentic.   
The metropolitan influence of ancient Egypt could also be found in residential 
areas; in 1841, houses decorated with sphinxes, obelisks and pharaonic head door 
knockers were built on Richmond Avenue in north London.44 More commonly, 
however, the style was adopted by secret societies including the Freemasons, who 
had been promoting their connection with ancient Egypt since the latter half of the 
eighteenth century, and newer occult orders such as the Golden Dawn.45 In London’s 
Great Eastern Hotel, the Horseshoe pub, and Café Verrey, rooms used for Masonic 
meetings were decorated with ancient Egyptian designs.46 By surrounding 
themselves with visual reminders of the civilisation that saw the birth of alchemy, 
sorcery, science and mysticism, the Freemasons could simultaneously pay tribute to 
and evoke the grandeur of Egypt’s esoteric past.47 Meanwhile, in the West End, the 
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room used for rituals and initiations at the Golden Dawn’s Isis-Urania temple was 
embellished with representations of Thoth-Hermes, and displayed effigies of the 
goddesses Isis and Nephthys on a veiled altar.48 The room’s idols were, through the 
performance of specific magical rituals, intended to channel the gods themselves.49 
Ancient Egyptian motifs – mostly scarabs, obelisks and sun disks – also found their 
way into Victorian funerary architecture. Suggesting both the splendour of the 
ancient civilisation and the importance it placed on the afterlife, cemeteries at 
Highgate, Kensal Green, Abney Park, Brompton, Hampstead and Putney Vale all 
featured neo-Egyptian elements in their design.50  
Other monuments designed to commemorate the dead, including the Albert 
Memorial, also revealed ancient Egypt’s stylistic influence. Installed in Kensington 
Gardens in 1872, the monument features several surrounding statues each with a 
different theme (Asia, Africa, America and Europe; Agriculture, Commerce, 
Engineering and Manufactures). The Africa group is dominated by the figure of a 
pharaonic queen.51 The overall effect of this extensive and diverse use of ancient 
Egyptian iconography was that the city could be wandered through and engaged with 
in the same way as a museum or art gallery. The prevalence of the ancient Egyptian 
within the city implied by Figure 1.1, which only offers a small selection of the most 
important sites, meant that occult societies, various major archaeological 
associations, ancient Egyptian themed social and performance spaces could be mostly 
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found within a central square kilometre, with most of the more removed locations 
only a short cab ride away.  
The escapism obtainable through these spaces mirrors that offered by fiction, in 
particular that with a generic emphasis on the fantastic.  As Robert Fraser points out, 
the romance, the Gothic and the sensation novels ‘permitted an escape from 
commonplace tedium’ made all the more powerful ‘because they opened onto the 
wilder excesses of fact’.52 The notion of escapism is important, not simply as it echoes 
the effects of the city’s immersive entertainments, but also because it implies that the 
imagination is a place of its own.53 Over the course of the nineteenth century, the 
physical format of literature changed as the bulky triple-decker novels gave way to 
more slender editions. As a result, the imaginary places offered by fantastic narratives 
became more portable, and therefore accessible from virtually any physical location.  
Like the city itself, the ancient Egyptian fantasy spaces offered by literature were 
shared by a wide audience, who participated in this landscape dreamed up for them 
by the author, and made accessible by the publishing industry. Saler refers to the 
reader’s ability ‘to embrace alternative worlds and to experience alternative truths’ as 
the ‘ironic imagination’.54 Unlike many of these fictional worlds, the alternative 
realities offered by literature with ancient Egyptian themes are often fantasy versions 
of real places, whether it’s as broad as a fantasy London or as specific as a fantasy 
British Museum or Cleopatra’s Needle. As a result, the ironically imaginative reader 
can allow the fantasy world and the real world to become indistinct. Of course, the 
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relationship between the city and its literature is not one-way; just as the city 
influenced the way in which fiction was written and read, literature affected the way 
in which the city was engaged with and interpreted. This relationship is especially 
evident in the works of Haggard and Stoker, who both lived adjacent to the influential 
Egyptianised zone identified in Figure 1.1 at key points during their literary careers.  
 
H. Rider Haggard’s She, London’s Artefacts and the Ironic Imagination 
From mid-1885 to approximately April 1888, H. Rider Haggard lived at 69 
Gunterstone Road in Hammersmith. It was here, just a short distance west of the area 
of London shown in Figure 1.1, that he produced two of his most famous works, King 
Solomon’s Mines (1885) and She (1887). Each of these works had artefacts at their 
centre (the treasure map in King Solomon’s Mines, and the Sherd of Amenartas in She), 
reflecting the influence of the city’s abundant artefacts on Haggard’s writing. While in 
London, Haggard delighted in the company of E. A Wallis Budge, the Keeper of 
Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities at the British Museum. Budge allowed Haggard to 
view the ancient Egyptian collections when they were otherwise closed to the public, 
and a friendship based on a mutual appreciation of ancient Egyptian artefacts 
blossomed. Haggard dedicated Morning Star (1910), one of his later novels set in 
ancient Egypt, to Budge to commemorate their relationship, which had developed 
from a shared interest in the antiquities in London’s most important museum. Budge 
was not the only Egyptologist to whom Haggard dedicated his work. Moon of Israel 
(1918), another novel set in ancient Egypt, was dedicated to the (then recently 
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deceased) French Egyptologist and former Director of the Cairo Museum, Gaston 
Maspero. Haggard also enjoyed the friendship of Flinders Petrie, and was shown 
around Tutankhamun’s tomb personally by Howard Carter.55 The associations 
between Haggard’s literary works and the careers of eminent professional 
Egyptologists reveals his interest, not just in ancient Egypt within the popular 
imagination, but in serious, academic discourse. Haggard himself was a passionate 
amateur Egyptologist, regularly participating in digs and eventually amassing a hefty 
assortment of ancient Egyptian relics, sufficiently extensive to be featured in the 
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology.56  At this point, however, Haggard had not yet made 
his first trip to Egypt, and thus his enthusiasm for the country’s ancient culture and its 
antiquities was simply the result of his engagement with the artefacts that had, like so 
many, been imported into Britain.     
Not only was Haggard writing in an area of the city where artefacts abounded, he 
surrounded himself with all kinds of antiques and curiosities. While living in 
Hammersmith, he was sent a mummy by one of his brothers, which was installed in 
the same room in which he produced the manuscript of She in a matter of weeks.57 
The speed with which he completed the text as well as his situation in the heart of 
London inspired rumours that he was a member of the Golden Dawn, gossip that was 
also circulated about Petrie and Budge.58 Although this was not the case, Haggard 
certainly occupied himself with the collection of ancient Egyptian regalia, possessing 
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several ancient Egyptian rings, one of which he always wore and another customarily 
fastened in his tie.59 In 1886, the year in which he wrote She, he acquired a ring dating 
back to the fourth dynasty, the real counterpart to the ring he describes in the novel. 
The hieroglyphs on this ring are faithfully reproduced in the text itself and on the 
cover of many early editions. The novel’s other artefact, the Sherd of Amenartas, was 
created for Haggard by his sister in law, in this case acting as a surrogate for a 
genuine relic.60 Haggard combines real and artificial artefacts in order to support the 
ways in which his worlds can be ironically imagined, inventing alternative histories 
which could be shared with and believed by his readers. 
Haggard revealed in an interview he gave for The Strand Magazine that the same 
sister in law who created She’s potsherd also fashioned the original map reproduced 
in the frontispiece of King Solomon’s Mines, among various other mock-artefacts.61 
The interview, which took place at Ditchingham House in Norfolk after Haggard 
moved from London, concentrates on his extensive collection of all kinds of 
‘interesting and suggestive mementoes’, such as ‘ancient Egyptian bows and throwing 
sticks’ and ‘an ancient cedar rod believed to be similar to the one which Moses cast 
before Pharaoh’.62 His study is pronounced ‘a perfect treasure-house of curios’, and 
from the interviewer’s descriptions, it is evident that Haggard situates his own 
imaginative works among his collection.63 The study, where Haggard keeps his 
‘strings of beads from the necks of mummies’ and assortment of ancient Egyptian 
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rings (including the one reproduced in She), is also where he keeps the novel’s 
original manuscript and the mock potsherd, which is displayed ‘over the 
mantelpiece’.64 The way in which Haggard aligns his writing and mock-artefacts with 
real antiquities reveals a desire to imbue his possessions with an air of legitimacy and 
historical importance. An amusing anecdote about the map created for King Solomon’s 
Mines, allows an insight into Haggard’s unique relationship with his texts and 
artefacts, and addresses the issue of narratorial authenticity: 
 
Mr Haggard tells a merry story of a little adventure he had one day with 
this map. He was taking it to be bound with the MSS, and travelling on 
the Underground Railway. The frontispiece of “King Solomon’s Mines” is 
an exact reproduction of the original map. An old lady got into the same 
compartment as the novelist, and opening a copy of this very work, at 
once became deeply interested in the frontispiece. She turned it this way 
and that way – all ways, but was more puzzled than ever. It was 
impossible for Mr. Haggard to resist the temptation. He took the real 
thing out of his pocket, put it on his knee, and began studying it too. It 
caught the innocent old lady’s eye. She looked from book to author, from 
copy to original, and was perfectly bewildered. Mr. Haggard got out at 
the next station, and when the train left the platform there was the old 
lady staring at him out of the window with indescribable amazement still 
written on her face.65  
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Relishing the opportunity to masquerade as a genuine explorer, perhaps even his 
own hunter-protagonist Allan Quatermain, Haggard’s delight in producing an artefact 
duplicated in his literary work is also evident in the text’s dedication, for which he 
famously assumes the role of Quatermain: ‘The faithful but unpretending record of a 
remarkable adventure is hereby respectfully dedicated by the narrator Allan 
Quatermain to all the big and little boys who read it’.66  Haggard clearly had an 
unusual relationship with artefacts and authenticity, taking great pleasure when the 
boundaries between real and fictional were broken down. Roger Luckhurst observes 
that ‘if artefaction is the process of turning unruly things into museum artefacts, 
Haggard adopted a parallel process of turning objects into fictions’.67 While this is 
indeed the case, Haggard also participated in the reverse. His desire to own and 
display artefacts dreamed up in his imagination, treating them and his own 
manuscripts as part of a genuine collection is an eccentricity very specific to 
Haggard.68 In his memoirs, he proudly reveals that after King Solomon’s Mines was 
published he received ‘at least a dozen letters […] received from individuals […] 
anxious to know whether or not the work is a record of fact’.69 Whether or not 
Haggard’s narrative actually convinced these individuals is unclear; they, like 
Haggard may have been participating in his ironic alternative reality, to further their 
enjoyment of these fictional worlds. On the other hand, Haggard’s blending of the real 
and the fictional may well have been sufficiently convincing.  
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As Tamsin Kilner O’Byrne notes, ‘the overlap between what is openly fictional 
and what claims some degree of truth is indistinct in Haggard’s fiction, partly because 
he often chooses a narrative framed within another narrative’, a technique that 
‘enabled him to weave into his fiction real-life experiences from his time in Africa’.70 
Haggard’s grandson, Mark Cheyne describes this process as ‘faction’.71 She, subtitled 
‘A History of Adventure’, is just one of Haggard’s texts that features a framing 
narrative and an invented editor who, it is evident, Haggard intends his readers to 
identify as himself.  The editor recounts his first meeting with the novel’s 
protagonists, Leo Vincey and Horace Holly, describing how they ‘stood chatting – 
about the Zulu people […] for I had just returned from the Cape at the time’.72 
Haggard began his literary career after returning from South Africa, and 
autobiographical details such as this reveal his playful attitude towards authorial 
truthfulness. The editor also includes a letter from Holly, in which he mentions that 
he has ‘recently read with much interest a book of [the editor’s] describing a Central 
African adventure’, a text which ‘is partly true, and partly an effort of the 
imagination’.73 If we are to believe that the editor is Haggard, the book that he refers 
to, one might assume, is King Solomon’s Mines. The editor’s introduction also provides 
a false history of how he/Haggard acquired the potsherd and the scarab ring – these 
were supposedly sent by Holly, along with the tale’s manuscript. Haggard seemed to 
enjoy finding ways to insert himself into his own narratives, self-deprecatingly 
referring to himself in Mr. Meeson’s Will (1888) as a writer of ‘mere romances […] 
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mostly plagiarised from the Book of Genesis and the Egyptian Novelists of the Ancient 
Empire’.74 Through what almost seem to be cameo appearances in his own works, 
Haggard establishes a whimsical world where the real and the literary collide, where 
he is able to interact with his own characters and invented artefacts, similar to the 
physical way in which the real and the invented were interacted with in fashionable 
Egyptianised spaces. 
Martin Willis reads Haggard’s invented city of Kôr in She as 'a reimagined version 
of Karnac [sic]'.75 Indeed, at one point, the narrator likens the size of a temple façade 
to that of ‘El-Karnac, at Thebes’.76 Luckhurst also sees similarities between the ruined 
temple complex and Haggard’s architecture in his earlier novel Dawn (1884), in 
which lines of sphinxes seem to pay tribute to Karnak’s distinctive ranks.77 It is 
evident from suggestions such as these that real sites (and Karnak in particular) were 
exerting their influence on Haggard. It is important to remember, however, that this 
early in his literary career he had not yet set foot on Egyptian soil. Everything he 
knew of Egypt’s historical sites was gleaned from books, artefacts or, one might 
speculate, from the city’s immersive simulacra. Karnak, as one of the most famous 
sites, appeared to be a particular favourite for depiction in metropolitan 
entertainments, from panoramas to the Egyptian Court at the Crystal Palace.78 The 
Egyptian Court featured the ‘Hall of Karnac [sic] Columns’ which, as a London 
guidebook points out, had their ‘colouring […] taken from actual remains in Egypt’.79 
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As Stephanie Moser notes, the Egyptian Court at the Crystal Palace was, for thousands 
of people, ‘their first visual encounter with ancient Egypt’.80 This is particularly 
interesting in light of Willis’s establishment of parallels between Kôr and London. He 
notes that Haggard associates the African landscape with the metropolis; the narrator 
at one point compares the ruins to London’s gas-lit streets.81 For Willis, this marks 
the imposition of classification onto the hitherto undefined.82 If the imaginary Kôr is 
somewhere between the real Karnak and London, Haggard distorts the fictional and 
the real in a way that is based on his metropolitan experiences of both. His 
encounters with Egypt were no doubt influenced by their metropolitan contexts, in 
environments which may have even included the Crystal Palace’s Egyptian Court – a 
portal into ancient Egypt accessible through the London suburbs. 
The publication history of Haggard’s works also reveals a desire to merge the 
fictional and the real, not just on Haggard’s part, but on that of his literary agent. In 
Britain, Haggard’s agent A. P. Watt arranged for She to be serialised in The Graphic 
from October 1886 to January 1887 before it became available as a novel.83 The result 
was that, in effect, Haggard’s tale would have been originally consumed as a 
component of a larger and mostly factual collection of texts, in a publication that, Julia 
Reid claims, ‘blurred the boundaries between fiction and fact’.84 Tellingly, when She 
was taken out of the authoritative context that the newspaper had provided, Haggard 
added new material relating to the artefacts, and accentuated the editorial presence, 
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seemingly in an effort to instil the text with a more factual aura. The first edition, 
published in 1887, reproduced the text as it appeared in The Graphic (without the 
accompanying illustrations), and included new material. This included detailed 
facsimiles of the potsherd along with a scale and information on its dimensions and 
weight, the story of Amenartas in uncial and cursive Greek lettering, and more 
editorial footnotes, which contribute to the academic character of the novel.85 Oscar 
Wilde attacked this feature of Haggard’s writing in his essay ‘The Decay of Lying’, 
claiming that his reliance on ‘personal reminiscence’ and extensive footnotes were ‘a 
kind of cowardly corroboration’, detracting from the ‘marvellous’ and fantastical 
subject of his writing.86 The technique was also mocked, albeit much more gently, in 
Andrew Lang and Walter Herries Pollock’s He (1887), a spoof of She, published 
anonymously. Regardless of their reception, Haggard clearly made these changes to 
add a greater sense of authenticity to the text in novel form. The colour facsimiles in 
particular (Figure 1.5) and the editor’s interjections in order to clarify historical 
details provide the novel with a number of features more commonly found in 
academic or scientific literature, while the transcription of the text on the Sherd 
resembles different alphabets as laid out on the Rosetta Stone. As the most famous 
ancient Egyptian relic in the British Museum, a favourite haunt of Haggard’s, it is clear 
that his Sherd is descended from this artefact, further associating his text with real 
archaeological history, specifically that which could be experienced in London.87 
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Fig. 1.5. The two facsimiles of the Sherd of Amenartas in the 1888 edition of She, 
between pages 30 and 31 
 
 
 
Haggard’s next novel with an ancient Egyptian flavour, Cleopatra (1889), is also 
presented as a factual account. The artefact in Cleopatra is the text itself; the original, 
we learn in the introduction (another of Haggard’s frame narratives), was written on 
‘papyrus rolls’ discovered in a tomb.88 Again, Haggard constructs an editorial persona, 
who narrates how the demotic script is translated by a London Egyptologist. Like She, 
this text is explicitly labelled a ‘history’.89 Richard Pearson makes connections 
between the framing narrative of Cleopatra and The Illustrated London News, in which 
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Haggard’s tale first appeared, noting that the publication was ‘the newspaper most 
keen to depict (literally) the sensational discoveries’ that were being made by 
archaeologists in Egypt.90 Thus, Haggard situates Cleopatra within the context of real 
archaeological discovery, specifically within the Egyptological spheres of London, 
drawing upon a wealth of archaeological sources which frequently take precedence 
over the narrative.91 On a visual level, the very practice of reading a fictional text in a 
typical newspaper format, laid out across a large page separated into columns, in a 
small font, would have changed the way the reader engaged with the text. Associated 
with factual writing, this layout actively encourages the ironic imagination of the 
fictional text as ‘real’.  
The serialisation of Haggard’s early ancient Egyptian fiction in newspapers when 
many of his other later texts were serialised in magazines (including, but not 
exclusively Longman’s Magazine, Tit-Bits, Windsor Magazine, Pearson’s Magazine, 
Cornhill Magazine, Cassell’s Magazine and The Strand) if they were serialised at all, is 
perhaps revealing. Although it’s unclear to what extent Haggard influenced the kinds 
of periodicals his literary agent approached, it may suggest a desire to see his 
artefactual fictions situated within a format that amasses a mostly factual collection of 
texts. In newspapers, his artefactual narratives would receive a further impression of 
authenticity simply because they would be consumed alongside and in the same 
visual format as factual writing. Serialising these texts in a magazine rather than a 
newspaper would have a similar effect but, surrounded by articles and features with a 
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less rigid factual emphasis, his writing would inherit less of an atmosphere of veracity 
and currency. Thus, newspaper serialisation provided Haggard with the opportunity 
to further develop the legitimacy of his stories (or at least their framing narratives), 
something which seemed to be most important to him when engaging with ancient 
Egyptian themes. That Haggard placed such an emphasis on simulating reality, both 
in his publication methods and in the real and devised artefacts he used as a starting 
point for his writing, while he was living in London is no coincidence.  
The reason is perhaps related to Haggard’s particular understanding of the 
Egyptianised spaces of the mind. Haggard is now infamous for his beliefs in 
reincarnation, considering that his particular fascination with ancient Egypt might 
have been a result of having lived one of his previous lives amidst the civilisation.92 
The mind, with its dreams, imaginings and subconscious thoughts was, for Haggard, a 
place where hidden truths, not fictions, were revealed. Like De Quincey, whose 
nightmares disclose an awareness of an ancient Egyptian presence within London, 
Haggard also sought out hallucinogenic drugs, believing that they would provide him 
with genuine experiences of ancient Egypt.93 As the ancient Egyptians used 
hallucinogenic drugs during religious and magical rites, Haggard’s use of similar 
substances reveals a desire to connect with this aspect of ancient Egyptian culture in 
an authentic way. His pursuit of spiritual experiences, the way that he treated his 
manuscripts and invented artefacts as if they were real, and the publication of his 
early Egyptian fiction in London newspapers, when considered alongside his opinions 
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on the mind, hint at the possibility that Haggard considered his fictions to contain an 
element of truth, or at least to have been inspired by realities that he had psychically 
encountered. Haggard’s intermingling of the real, the replicated and the artificial 
mirror the wider experience of ancient Egypt that London promised, and reveals a 
powerful desire to occupy himself in ironic imaginings. The level of Haggard’s irony, 
and the imaginative irony employed by his readers, is harder to ascertain.   
 
Bram Stoker’s The Jewel of Seven Stars and Cryptic Geography 
Bram Stoker was well acquainted with the area of London mapped in Figure 1.1. A 
long career as manager of the Lyceum Theatre in the heart of the West End, and his 
close personal and business relationship with Henry Irving, one of the biggest names 
in theatre, allowed him access to the city’s most glittering social circles alongside, and 
frequently overlapping with, their academic, scientific and occult counterparts. From 
1896 to 1906, Stoker lived at 18 St. Leonard’s Terrace in Chelsea, a short distance 
south of the area illustrated in the map, and his business at the Lyceum would see 
him commuting to the central region on a regular basis. Among his literary output 
during this period are his acclaimed Gothic novels Dracula (1897) and The Jewel of 
Seven Stars (1903). Both novels feature the area of London surrounding Piccadilly as 
a setting, and in both cases one that is invaded by an ancient, supernatural, sexually-
threatening force. They also indicate the British Museum as a source of knowledge for 
the characters who endeavour to overcome this threat. Stoker was acquainted with 
Budge and regularly visited the Reading Room at the British Museum in order to 
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conduct research for his novels.94 The Dutch artist Laurence Alma-Tadema lived 
nearby to Stoker, and the two were good friends.95 Alma-Tadema incorporated 
artefacts he had seen in the British Museum into his paintings to enhance their sense 
of historical accuracy. Outside of this research, he had authentic Egyptian style 
furniture made so that he could work with replicas in his studio.96 Stoker was, 
therefore, moving within circles who valued artefacts and a sense of authenticity 
when it came to artistic representations of ancient Egypt. Furthermore, his visits to 
the museum, which brought him into close contact with ancient Egyptian artefacts, 
allowed him to connect with Egyptologists – both professional and amateur – who 
also used it as a source of knowledge.  
Artefacts are, as the novel’s name suggests, central to The Jewel of Seven Stars. 
The titular jewel was depicted on first edition covers, title pages and within the text in 
a simplistic style evocative of scientific line-drawings (Figure 1.6). The front and 
reverse views echo the layout of the facsimiles of Haggard’s potsherd in She, while 
Stoker’s jewel, which does not appear to be based on a real artefact, seems to 
combine a number of features that form a general composite image of ancient 
Egyptian relics. The scarab, hieroglyphic inscription and constellation are 
amalgamated to form a hybrid object that almost acts as an archetypal embodiment 
of everything ancient Egypt came to represent: astronomy (or, more broadly, 
science), spiritual rebirth (in the symbolic figure of the scarab beetle) and, through 
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Fig. 1.6. Front and reverse details of the scarab from The Jewel of Seven Stars  
 
 
 
the popular construction of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs as an ‘occult script’, magic.97 
These were typical symbols found in neo-Egyptian funerary architecture in London’s 
major cemeteries, and decorating the exterior of the Egyptian Hall, or interiors of 
buildings with Masonic connections. Stoker’s engagement with the aesthetics of the 
Egyptian revival style is evident, although the more unusual astronomical detail on 
the scarab was possibly inspired by depictions of constellations in ancient Egyptian 
art. Referred to in the Bible as ‘the seven stars’, which appears to be the origin of the 
novel’s title, the constellation is the Plough, a collection of stars recognisable as 
distinct to the modern eye, but in ancient Egypt, considered to be part of a larger 
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cluster.98 The use of the Plough in this way thus adds an element of the modern to the 
artefact. 
Stoker’s own experience of ancient Egypt in London is, I believe, encrypted 
within the text. At the beginning of the novel, Stoker provides the reader with an 
exact route that the protagonist, Malcolm Ross, takes from his rooms on ‘Jermyn 
Street’ to the house of Abel Trelawny, an Egyptologist with a particular interest in 
ancient Egypt’s occult sciences. 99  His cab turned onto ‘Piccadilly’, ‘bowled swiftly 
along Knightsbridge […] turned up the Kensington Palace Road and presently stopped 
opposite a great house on the left-hand side, nearer […] the Notting Hill than the 
Kensington end of the avenue’.100 Given that Kensington Palace Road did not exist,  
and that Stoker later refers to the location as ‘Kensington Palace Gardens’, it seems 
reasonable to assume that this is the real road where Stoker imagines the 
Egyptologist’s house.101 Jermyn Street, close to the central cluster of the West End’s 
gentlemanly institutions, associations and clubs, is a fitting home for Ross, and is 
roughly equidistant between the British Museum and Trelawny’s collection, which at 
one point, is light-heartedly described as indistinguishable from the museum.102 Thus, 
from the outset, Ross is located in an area surrounded by and saturated with ancient 
Egyptian artefacts, among which rests the dormant mummy of Queen Tera, an 
artefact that refuses to remain a passive object. Brian J. Frost notes a rumour that 
Stoker had a cursed ancient Egyptian mummy in his study while he wrote Dracula, 
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which would have been the same room in which he wrote The Jewel of Seven Stars.103 
Although there does not appear to be any evidence to support this claim, amateur 
Egyptologists such as Haggard often had mummies or mummy parts in their homes. 
Stoker certainly would have encountered them in London in the homes of his friends 
and acquaintances, brought back as holiday souvenirs or else added to a collector’s 
cabinet of curiosities. 
The fact that Stoker chooses to provide the reader with such a detailed list of 
directions from Ross’s to Trelawny’s address is peculiar, especially as this level of real 
geographical detail does not occur elsewhere in the novel. Other locations central to 
the text include the Cornish town of Kyllion and Egyptian Valley of the Sorcerer, both 
fictional, although probably loosely based on real places. Although Ross does not 
mention these features in his narration, the precise route through London would have 
taken him past both the Egyptian Hall at 170-1 Piccadilly (point 19 on Figure 1.1), 
with its distinctive ancient Egyptian style façade, and the Albert Memorial in 
Kensington Gardens (point 25 on Figure 1.1), which would have been visible from the 
road. The mythology of Isis and Osiris, the gods represented in the Egyptian Hall’s 
distinctive statues, shares significant parallels with the plot of Stoker’s novel. In 
ancient Egyptian myth, the god Osiris was murdered and dismembered by his brother 
Set. After his murder, his wife (and sister) Isis found the pieces of his corpse and, with 
the aid of other gods, restored life by a process that involved mummification followed 
by sexual revival. It is the subsequent production of an heir that allows Osiris to live 
again. The plot of Stoker’s novel has a number of features in common with this 
mythological narrative. The dead body of Tera has been, through the severing of her 
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hand, partially dismembered. The Egyptologist who acquires her body as an artefact 
with the intention of reviving it is not impervious to its sexual allure (it is symbolic 
that, unlike some of his other mummies, Trelawny keeps Tera’s body in his bedroom). 
Tera’s revival, however, does not come about through the production of a genetic 
heir, but rather a psychic one. Trelawny’s daughter, Margaret, is Tera’s physical 
double, increasingly channelling the queen as the novel progresses. The way in which 
Margaret and Tera are almost entirely physically identical also parallels the 
incestuous nature of Isis and Osiris’s union, through Trelawny’s attraction to the 
queen with an uncanny resemblance to his own daughter. In this sense, the Egyptian 
Hall and its statues seems to be directly linked to Stoker’s plot, with Stoker drawing 
on many elements of the ancient Egyptian mythology associated with the deities.  
The Albert Memorial has even stronger symbolic links to Stoker’s work. The 
ancient Egyptian queen of the memorial’s Africa group features a fascinating 
combination of stylistically accurate and inaccurate details. Engaging with the 
tradition of powerful females – either goddesses or queens – as being depicted 
wearing the vulture headdress in ancient Egyptian art and sculpture, the statue 
represents authoritative femininity in a way that is historically appropriate. 
Simultaneously, the figure holds the heqa sceptre (similar to a shepherd’s crook), 
which was only ever depicted in the hands of a male god or monarch. Although this is 
almost certainly an unintentional error in the design or else a deliberate choice made 
for reasons of aesthetics rather than historical accuracy, the end result is that the 
power of a king is reassigned to the figure of a queen. This concept links explicitly to 
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Tera in The Jewel of Seven Stars, who dons all of the male pharaonic regalia as a 
physical symbol of her ‘[claim to] all the privileges of kingship and masculinity’.104   
Kate Hebblethwaite and other critics have noted the similarities between the 
transvestism of Stoker’s Tera and the real historical figure Hatshepsut, one of the few 
female pharaohs ever to have ruled ancient Egypt, and the only one to have herself 
depicted ‘in emphatically masculine form, with a naked male upper torso, short kilt 
and royal beard’.105 As Hatshepsut’s tomb was only discovered by Carter in 1902, a 
year before Stoker published The Jewel of Seven Stars, it is evident that he kept up to 
date with developments in Egyptology. Stoker was, after all, familiar with Petrie and 
while still in Dublin often visited Sir William Wilde (father of Oscar), himself an 
ardent practitioner of amateur Egyptology and heavily involved in the discipline’s 
social networks in Ireland.106 In London, Stoker’s academic interest in ancient Egypt 
was evident in his library, which included a number of influential works by long-time 
Egyptological rivals Petrie and Budge.107 Indeed, The Jewel of Seven Stars borrows so 
much material from Budge’s work without acknowledgement (often to add credibility 
to Stoker’s Egyptologist, Trelawny) that William Hughes brands it an act of 
plagiarism.108 Hughes also acknowledges that Stoker gives Trelawny a Cornish 
background, further enhancing his connection with Budge, implying through details 
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such as these that Stoker’s character is based upon the real Egyptologist.109 Other 
references to recent advances in science reveal Stoker’s desire that his novel would 
bring together concepts embodying the very ancient and the very modern. In doing 
so, he unites the worlds of ancient Egypt and modern London (similar to his use of 
primitive Transylvania and modern London as contrasting settings in Dracula), while 
also drawing upon real Egyptological developments that found the British capital to 
be their most receptive audience.  
It seems unlikely that Stoker would illustrate a journey past the Albert Memorial, 
with its statue of a female pharaoh symbolically assuming male power, and not be 
drawing upon its significance. He was, after all, partial to concealing cryptic clues 
within his work. Glennis Byron offers the most thorough decoding of Stoker’s choice 
of name for Tera and her English doppelgänger, Margaret Trelawny. Margaret’s full 
name ‘contains two anagrams of Tera, most notably the last four letters of her first 
name reverse the name of Tera. A little more speculative play with names yields some 
potentially significant results. Tera has its roots in the Greek teras or monster’.110 In a 
reversal of the infiltration of the Egyptian Court’s hieroglyphs by carefully disguised 
British names at the Crystal Palace, Stoker conceals the ancient Egyptian queen’s 
name within Margaret’s, yet another way in which the two characters are inextricably 
and fatally linked. 
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Stoker may have intended there to be another thematic clue in the novel’s first 
passages. Remembering his second meeting with Margaret, Ross recalls a boat trip 
that strongly evokes Enobarbus’s description of Cleopatra in Shakespeare’s Antony 
and Cleopatra (1623). The scene is depicted as sumptuous, the water ‘golden-brown 
under the canopy of translucent green’ edged by a ‘grassy bank […] of emerald 
hue’.111 Margaret, assuming the role of the queen, reclines in the boat while Ross 
stands and rows. The reader later learns that the river is the Thames, between 
Cookham and Windsor.112 The section of the river does not need to be that of central 
London for Stoker’s association to be understood. Here, the Thames is equated with 
the Nile; modern Britain and ancient Egypt cease to be geographically and temporally 
distinct. Symbolically, the English woman and Egyptian queen begin to coalesce, a 
very real and frightening possibility by the end of the novel, while the merging of the 
Thames and the Nile may have been in part inspired by the Thames’s associations 
with the Egyptian goddess Isis. In his biography of Stoker, Paul Murray details his 
everyday experience of the Thames on his commute. Either travelling from his house 
to the Lyceum by river or, later, by bicycle which he rode along the embankment, 
Stoker took a route that would have taken him along the Thames up to Cleopatra’s 
Needle.113 When Stoker first moved to London in 1878, the same year that Cleopatra’s 
Needle was erected, he lived a very short distance from the Lyceum, and as a result, 
the ancient monument itself.114 Stoker’s associations between the Thames and 
ancient Egypt become all the more apparent considering that to him, the sight of the 
Needle would have been routine and familiar.  
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As in Haggard’s fiction, there is also a sense that semi-autobiographical 
information may have a powerful influence on the text. David Glover suggests that 
Stoker ‘constantly invites a biographical reading’ as a result of his use of ‘topical 
references and allusions’ as well as basing his characters on himself and those he 
knew.115 On the most basic level, the protagonist, Ross, is a barrister. Stoker himself 
trained as a barrister, although he never worked in law. More thought-provoking is 
the fact that a number of Stoker’s close friends were members of the Golden Dawn, 
whose main temple and meeting places were fairly near to where Stoker was living 
(point 4 on Figure 1.1).116 Some scholars believe Stoker himself to have been a 
member, although speculators tend to suggest that he was a member of a temple in 
Edinburgh rather than the London temple frequented by his friends.117 The Golden 
Dawn dedicated much of its energy to the learning of sorcery and the procurement of 
purportedly substantial magical abilities, particularly those associated with ancient 
Egypt.118 Over the course of Stoker’s novel, Margaret comes to exhibit the kinds of 
magical power Golden Dawn members claimed to have harnessed. Stoker’s vision of 
ancient Egyptian magic in the modern world was no doubt informed by his associates 
in the Golden Dawn, and there is evidence to suggest that it was approved of by 
initiates. The Scottish writer J. W. Brodie-Innes, who was a member of the group’s 
Edinburgh temple wrote to Stoker stating that he had read the novel aloud to his 
family, praising the way in which the text shed ‘a clearer light on some problems 
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which some of us have been fumbling in the dark after for long enough’.119 While 
Stoker’s allusions to London reveal something of the same playful mischievousness of 
similar features in Haggard’s writing, the connection between his subject matter and 
the Golden Dawn reveals more serious parallels between fiction and reality.   
Unlike Haggard, Stoker never travelled to Egypt. His alternative geographies 
(including Dracula’s Transylvania) were learned through research at the British 
Museum, an institution to which he sends his characters in both Dracula and The 
Jewel of Seven Stars when information on foreign lands is required. Hughes asserts 
that The Jewel of Seven Stars is Stoker’s work which is most heavy with the evidence 
of his research, even though he investigated more thoroughly for Dracula.120 What is 
interesting about this is that Stoker, like Haggard with his editorial footnotes, felt the 
need to authenticate his work concerning ancient Egypt by supporting it with large 
quantities of Egyptological and other contemporary scientific material. This 
authentication was also achieved, however, through the use of the city as inspiration, 
drawing upon its geographical facts, associations and symbolism. Stoker used his 
experiences of the city and the knowledge that its academic institutions could provide 
as a substitute for real travel, placing the importance on the power of text to mentally 
transport him to the places he was writing about. His opinions mirror those of Petrie 
who, in the preface to the second series of Egyptian Tales (1895) praises the ability of 
literature to ‘place [the reader] in the mental position of another, to see with the eyes, 
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to feel with the thoughts, to reason with the mind, of a wholly different being’.121 
Literature, he claims, ‘is the transplanting of the reader into a new life, the doubling of 
his mental experience’ which allows access to the ‘empire of the imagination’.122 
Petrie describes the imagination using the language of geographical place, and aligns 
the literary experience with real experience. It is just this kind of engagement with 
literature that Stoker himself drew upon when writing about his hybrid London, a 
space that was at once fantastic and authentic, based upon the real city that had 
allowed him access into the world of ancient Egypt.  
 
London, the Real and the Fantastic  
Just as ancient Egypt seeped into the makeup of real London, the influence of real 
London leaches into the fictional texts dealing with ancient Egyptian themes. Stoker 
and Haggard used autobiographical details of their time in the city, making references 
to its real locations and symbolism, drawing inspiration from its genuine artefacts to 
instil their texts with the authoritative air produced by allusions to the real. This 
desire to provide the fantastic with an authoritative quality was also occurring in the 
spaces that provided physical rather than literary immersion in the world of ancient 
Egypt. The Egyptologists who influenced the fiction of these authors, and who moved 
in the same circles, were not looked upon as impartial scientists, but authorities who 
could facilitate access to the fantastic, something that Stoker and Haggard tried to 
emulate through literary means.  
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The importance of the ancient Egyptian artefacts and artifice of London is 
evident in their works. It influenced Haggard’s desire to draw inspiration from real 
relics that were part of his experiences in the city (specifically, the Rosetta Stone), to 
publish his early ancient Egyptian narratives in London newspapers, and to 
masquerade as his own characters while travelling on the underground railway. For 
Stoker, the influence of London and its artefacts is much more symbolic. The Jewel of 
Seven Stars can be read as a narrative about the Egyptianised cityscape, actively 
drawing on the stories and significances behind notable landmarks in order to shape 
its own meaning. Just as the city altered the way in which these authors wrote, it 
changed the way they were read by their metropolitan readers, and in turn affected 
their interaction with the real spaces this fiction described. Authenticity is desirable 
in itself, but it also makes the fantastic more readily accessible from our own world.  
To conclude, the cultural pervasiveness of ancient Egypt in the city setting is 
exemplified in H. G. Wells’s The Time Machine (1895), in which Wells imagines the 
London suburbs in the year 802,701. The landscape is much changed; the scenery is 
far more pastoral than urban, museums have fallen into disarray and the 
underground tunnels once used for trains become a gloomy subterranean complex. In 
this virtually unrecognisable setting, the first landmark that the Time Traveller sees is 
a white sphinx. Depicted on first edition covers of the text (Figure 1.7), the sphinx is 
definitely Egyptian in style as it wears the distinctive nemes headdress of the 
pharaohs (although it has wings, more commonly found on Greek or Assyrian 
sphinxes). Even in this hyper-futuristic setting, the Egyptianised elements of London  
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Fig. 1.7. Detail of the sphinx from the front cover of the first edition of The Time 
Machine 
 
have survived; embodying both the ancient past and the distant future, the sphinx 
symbolises both the timelessness of the Egyptian fantastic and the metropolis’s 
ability to act as a gateway to the exotic.
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GHOSTLY IMAGES:  
MAGIC, ILLUSION & TECHNOLOGY  
 
 
Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.1  
 
 
Throughout the nineteenth century and beyond, city centres saw the side-by-side 
existence of all varieties of spectacle for purposes of entertainment, scientific or 
spiritual demonstration, whose boundaries were more fluid than we would perhaps 
imagine. This chapter explores the crossover between ancient Egypt and fin de siècle 
magic and illusion, with tropes and conventions exchanged between a variety of 
discourses: stage magic, Spiritualist demonstrations, photography and early moving 
pictures. There is a high degree of reciprocity between these discourses. Not only 
does ancient Egypt impact upon these media, these media in turn can be read as 
influencing fiction that deal with themes of the supernatural or the illusory. The city-
based technologies of magic and illusion were undergoing radical changes towards 
the end of the nineteenth century, and these cutting-edge developments contributed 
to the broader association between ancient Egypt and contemporary modernity, 
specifically in scientific, pseudoscientific and occult fields. Firstly, this chapter 
examines the Spiritualist séance and magic performances. Whether stage conjuring or 
real occult ritual, the apparitions and mysterious lights, sounds and sensations 
associated with these performances were projected onto scenes of ancient Egyptian 
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magic. It then moves on to discuss technologies that were used to investigate spirit 
materialisations – namely, photography – and the technologies of entertainment 
which were used to create and project virtual images, including the magic lantern and 
early moving picture cameras.  
One major difference between categories of genuine occult practice and stage 
conjuring is a question of perceived authenticity, directly related to Michael Saler’s 
concept of the ironic imagination. An audience enjoys stage magic by ironically 
imagining it to be real even though the performer’s methods are known to be 
trickery, occurring well within the reassuring limits of known scientific laws. A 
temporary tongue-in-cheek belief in magic as the true explanation behind the illusion 
is possible because the performer’s true method is not immediately apparent; 
through sleight of hand, misdirection, optical illusion or else with the use of specialist 
equipment, an audience can enjoy being deceived. Demonstrations claiming to be 
truly supernatural are much more problematic because they split the spectators or 
participants into believers and disbelievers. It is worth pointing out that, unlike the 
stage conjuror who knew the truth behind the tricks, not every Spiritualist medium 
was consciously deceiving their audience.2 To complicate things further, the many 
similarities between séance phenomena and magic tricks resulted in mediums and 
magicians being confused with each other on a number of occasions.3 Reciprocal 
accusations were common, in which magicians claimed that mediums were frauds, 
and mediums alleged that magicians were harnessing the same supernatural powers 
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that they were, but presenting them as something ordinary.4 Thus, boundaries of 
supposedly real and false magic were often broken down. 
As Saler notes, although magic was perceived as something unknowably ancient, 
it also simultaneously came to express modernity through its fashionability, the 
audience’s hunger for novelty and new technological developments that facilitated 
innovative tricks.5 Simone Natale observes that, of the many features that stage magic 
and Spiritualist séances had in common, ‘innovation and novelty’ were key to the 
success of both.6 Audiences were eager to see something that they had not 
experienced before. Public interest in Spiritualism reached its peak in the late 
nineteenth century, stimulated by the unusual phenomena that the most celebrated 
mediums were able to produce, with London being particularly notable for the 
concentration of its Spiritualist associations.7 The modernity inherent to late 
nineteenth-century magic and Spiritualism experienced as metropolitan pursuits is 
transposed onto depictions of ancient Egypt, while ancient Egypt itself lends 
credibility to the modern. Often demonstrated as a curious mingling of the Spiritualist 
séance and the stage magic performance, depictions of ancient Egyptian occultism 
relate back to contemporary notions of illusion, with novel tricks and phenomena 
essential to securing the reputation of the medium or stage magician evident. 
Virtual images of disembodied spirits were being experimented with and 
investigated through new technologies. Photography, magic lanterns and early 
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moving pictures are just a few examples of technologies that were being put to 
illusory purposes. Michael Mangan observes that optical illusions used for scientific 
demonstrations including ‘Pepper’s Ghost’ found their way into theatrical and magical 
performances, particularly in London venues. A technique based on reflections in 
angled glass, a translucent image appearing and disappearing as a light source 
brightens and dims, Pepper’s Ghost invaded both lecture halls and theatres as an 
illusion at once instructive and captivating. Mangan emphasises that ‘as a theatrical 
device its function was to produce that most unscientific of effects – a ghost. What 
started out as a scientific demonstration of Enlightenment rationalism turned into a 
producer of the irrational’.8 There was perhaps a more reciprocal exchange of ideas 
between these different fields than Mangan implies. Scientists and debunkers were 
attracted to psychic phenomena and the challenge of proving how these effects could 
be achieved, to the delight of similarly minded audience members. Pepper later 
exhibited his techniques at Piccadilly’s Egyptian Hall, known for its magic displays 
that were often explicitly intended to expose the techniques put to use by fraudulent 
mediums. The programme for Pepper’s show drew upon the mystery of ancient 
Egypt, situating his illusion within an ancient tradition that instead emphasised the 
veracity of true magic, rather than illusion or legerdemain that his show was actually 
demonstrating.  
Other similar illusions at the Egyptian Hall included Stodare’s Sphinx, in which 
angled glass produced an effect of making the head of the magician’s accomplice –
made up to look like that of the Sphinx of Giza – appear dismembered. While it may 
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seem unsurprising that magic acts at the Egyptian Hall drew upon the architecture of 
their setting to add a frisson of the ancient and mystical, the style appears to have 
been more widespread. The connections between the iconography of ancient Egypt 
and that of stage magic were so strong that by the early twentieth century it became 
common for Egyptian symbolism to feature on posters for magic performances. 
Influences ranged from the subtle use of Egyptian gods as detail on apparatus, 
through to extensive Egyptianised architecture, or even the depiction of a glamorous 
assistant in ancient Egyptian costume. In 1902, the first edition of a new magic-
themed periodical which drew upon ancient Egypt’s mystical glamour was published; 
its name was The Sphinx. 
Aside from the demonstration of illusions at the Egyptian Hall, magicians John 
Nevil Maskelyne and George Alfred Cooke performed shows that exposed the 
mechanisms behind faked Spiritualist phenomena, breaking down the boundaries 
between categories of magic: that which is witnessed as a performance and that 
which is supposedly a demonstration of the supernatural.9 The kinds of activities that 
they attempted to replicate and explain were the most controversial and convincing 
wonders of the séance, summarised by the author and member of the Society for 
Psychical Research Frank Podmore in 1897: 
 
Inexplicable sounds; the alteration of the weight of bodies; the 
movement of chairs, tables and other heavy objects, and the playing of 
musical instruments without contact or connection of any kind; the 
levitation of human beings; the appearance of strange luminous 
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substances; the appearance of hands apparently not attached to any 
body; writing not produced by human agency; the appearance of a 
materialised spirit-form.10 
 
The programmes for Maskelyne and Cooke’s debunking performances, which ran 
from 1873 to 1904, like those of Pepper, often emphasised the ancient Egyptian style 
of the Hall itself, rather than the kinds of illusions that were employed (Figure 2.1). 
This, and the Hall’s décor, lent an exotic tone to the proceedings, and played upon the 
common perception that ancient Egypt was the birthplace of magic.11 Although by 
this point ancient Egypt had enjoyed this reputation for hundreds of years, 
discoveries such as that of the Westcar Papyrus in the early 1820s reinforced the idea 
of ancient Egyptian sorcery as being unparalleled.12 The late Victorian magical revival 
was largely devoted to the rediscovery of the occult wisdom of ancient Egypt’s priests 
and necromancers such as the magician of the Westcar Papyrus whose peers, 
according to the Bible, had powers that could rival God’s own miracles.13 Lynn 
Parramore points out that the Ouija board, one method by which the spirits could 
apparently be contacted, had another name in this period: the ‘Egyptian luck board’.14 
Ancient Egypt was also often perceived to be the home of illusory stage magic. As The 
Boy’s Own Conjuring Book (1895) avows, ‘sleight of hand, tricks of the 
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Fig. 2.1. Programme for one of Maskelyne and Cooke’s shows at the Egyptian Hall 
(1887) © The British Library Board (Evan.96) 
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tongue by which the word was kept to the ear, but broken to the hope, and various 
miraculous deceptions, were the means by which the priests of Egypt, Greece, and 
Rome, used to subjugate mankind’.15  
The Egyptian Hall also became one of London’s major moving picture venues, 
and the second cinema in the country, showing its first films (often incorporated into 
magic acts) in the spring of 1896.16 Its influence on two pioneering filmmakers is 
clear: Walter R. Booth who had previously worked there as a stage magician and 
Georges Méliès who was a frequent customer both employed ancient Egyptian 
imagery alongside magic and illusion in their moving pictures.17 Elaborate ancient 
Egyptian themed props and sets can be found in Booth’s Haunted Curiosity Shop 
(1901), and Méliès’s Cléopâtre (1899), Le Monstre (1903) and Les hallucinations du 
baron de Münchhausen (1911). Using techniques that epitomised technological 
advancement in the era, their focus on ancient Egypt and magic reveals just one of the 
ways in which modernity and Egyptian antiquity were brought together in the period, 
and perhaps themselves contribute to the combination of these concepts in the 
popular imagination.  
That Méliès referred to one of his techniques as ‘spirit photography’ is revealing. 
The method of using double-exposure to give the illusion of translucency is the direct 
successor of a similar practice found in fake spirit photographs, whereby people or 
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objects could be made to appear ghostly and indistinct.18 Using the same vocabulary 
as those who supposedly photographed the spirit world, Méliès addressed the close 
relationship between science, illusion and the supernatural, and the techniques 
shared by both those investigating and those claiming to be able to produce occult 
images. Indeed, there appears to have been a direct thematic conversation taking 
place not just between the worlds of the virtual image, but in a variety of cultural 
contexts including contemporary literature.   
 
The Séance and Stage Magic 
The séance and stage magic were, in some respects, very similar performances, 
particularly when stage magic set out to emulate and explain the ways in which 
certain phenomena common to the séance could be produced. As Peter Lamont 
establishes, nineteenth-century audiences told the practices apart depending on what 
the conjuror claimed to be able to achieve – direct contact with spirits of the deceased 
or else illusions and tricks designed to replicate such acts.19 Both kinds of conjuring 
share much of the same imagery, in that things are made to appear and disappear 
seemingly of their own accord. This imagery is apparent in many texts that feature 
the ancient Egyptian supernatural. In H. Rider Haggard’s Cleopatra (1889), the 
protagonist Harmachis communes with the goddess Isis, who appears before him as a 
‘dark cloud upon the altar’ which ‘grew white […] shone, and seemed at length to take 
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the shrouded shape of a woman’.20 Surrounded by ‘bright eyes’, ‘strange whispers’ 
and ‘vapours [that] burst and melted’, the descriptions of what Harmachis sees might 
equally apply to a séance in a fashionable London drawing room, or as David 
Huckvale suggests, a Masonic initiation ceremony.21 The ancient Egyptian spiritual 
rite and the cosmopolitan Victorian experience of the supernatural ritual are 
rendered virtually indistinguishable. Haggard himself attended séances in his youth, 
and although he claimed to have ridiculed these experiences at the time, they appear 
to have made a strong impression on his perception of spirit materialisations.22 Later, 
when Isis appears again, she takes the form of ‘the horned moon, gleaming faintly in 
the darkness, and betwixt the golden horns rested a small dark cloud, in and out of 
which the fiery serpent climbed’.23 With Isis’s entrance and exit heralded by the music 
of invisible sistra and her voice emerging from within the cloud, Haggard may have 
been alluding to the common séance phenomena of disembodied voices and music, 
the latter being famously demystified by the escapologist and illusionist Harry 
Houdini in 1898, when he played musical instruments while tied to a chair. 
Harmachis, like the psychic medium, can summon the forms of spirits, requesting 
‘that the chamber be a little darkened’, ‘the curtains […] drawn and the chamber made 
as though the twilight were at hand’ in order to perform his illusion.24 He summons 
‘the shape of royal Caesar […] on his form a vestment bloody from a hundred wounds’ 
who materialises first as ‘a cloud’ which takes the shape of a man ‘vaguely mapped 
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upon the twilight, and seemed now to grow and now to melt away’.25 Harmachis 
makes the image dematerialise after a mere instant, admitting that it was nothing 
more than a ‘shadow’, a virtual image projected from his own imagination.26 It is 
appropriate that Harmachis, in assuming the role of the illusionist, controls his magic 
using an ebony wand tipped with ivory, a playful wink to the black and white magic 
wand which is now universally symbolic of illusory performance. This variety of 
wand was allegedly first used by the innovative French magician Jean Eugène Robert-
Houdin in the early 1800s (from whom Houdini took his stage name).27 To Haggard’s 
credit, the ancient Egyptians did use magic wands in their rituals (the earliest 
surviving examples date from around 2800 BC), and while his use of a black and 
white magic wand is anachronistic, he does take care to describe this relatively 
modern magical apparatus as constructed from suitably exotic materials.28 Ancient 
Egyptian wands were, after all, usually made from ivory taken from hippopotami.29 As 
a result, Haggard maintains a degree of historical accuracy, while injecting an element 
of nineteenth-century magical convention, closely aligning the two practices. Magic 
wands were also used by groups dedicated to the pursuit of ancient Egyptian lore, 
including the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn.  
The history of ancient Egyptian magic was having a profound impact on modern 
illusory practices. Modern stage magic inherited a greater sense of legitimacy through 
its direct links to ancient Egyptian ritual and illusory conventions, interplay evident 
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not just in Haggard’s novel, but also within broader cultural contexts. Although not 
apparent in the novel’s illustrations, Haggard also describes Harmachis as wearing ‘a 
cap […] about which were broidered images of the stars’.30 Haggard was certainly not 
the first to project the trappings of modern wizardry back onto ancient Egypt. In ‘The 
Flight into Egypt’ (1881), a poem by Francis Sylvester Mahoney, a gypsy well versed 
in magic and able to communicate ‘with the ghosts of the Pharaohs’ wears ‘a robe 
embroider’d with stars’.31 Conforming to the stereotypical image of the sorcerer and 
also suggestive of the Egyptian goddess Nut whose naked body, blue and covered in 
stars, was meant to form the night sky, contemporary and ancient images overlap and 
converse.32 In Haggard and Mahoney, magical ability is symbolically represented in 
the vestments of the ancient Egyptian conjurors; they wear costumes designed to 
impress, similar to the glitzy, spangled outfits donned by stage performers. Magic, 
whether genuine or illusion, is all in the performance. Consequently, Haggard 
presents both illusion and the genuine spiritual vision of divinity in his novel using 
the same images and tropes, from discourses claiming to be real supernatural 
experiences and illusory performance. Blending historically accurate details of 
ancient Egyptian magic with their modern counterparts, he appears to delight in 
confusing notions of time and space in a way that itself references ancient Egypt’s 
impact on a variety of magical discourses. ”?)  
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Algernon Blackwood’s short story ‘The Nemesis of Fire’ (1908) also adopts the 
conventions of the séance and stage magic to depict ancient Egyptian supernatural 
forces. Blackwood describes the materialisation of a fire elemental which was 
originally conjured by ancient Egyptian necromancers to protect a mummy. At 
midnight, the elemental is summoned in a darkened room lit only by red lamps and 
with an offering in the form of a bowl of blood. Sat at a round table and taking each 
other’s hands, the participants experience a plethora of typical séance phenomena, 
beginning with the subtle sensations of the skin being touched with ‘a silken run’.33 
Scraps of silk and other light or diaphanous fabrics were often used by mediums to 
produce ectoplasm, supposedly a visible spiritual energy that first appeared in the 
1880s, while the feeling of being touched (usually on the face or hands) was another 
common occurrence for participants at such events.34 One of the characters present, 
Colonel Wragge, is then possessed by the elemental, his expression changing to one 
that is ‘dark, and in some unexplained way, terrible’ and speaking with a ‘changed 
voice, deep and musical’, at once ‘half his own and half another’s’.35 Here, Blackwood 
draws upon contemporary concepts of the supernatural, not those of ancient 
Egyptian culture; the ancient Egyptians did not believe in spirit possession, and yet 
this trope is found in a number of late Victorian and Edwardian texts with ancient 
Egyptian themes.36 This reveals that the concepts found in contemporary and ancient 
occultism were being brought together, creating novel and hybrid accounts of the 
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supernatural. This was a decadent occultism, combining the sensational phenomena 
that were taking the world by storm with the glamour and exoticism of ancient 
Egypt’s glorious past.  
After the Colonel’s possession, ‘a pale and spectral light’ within which can be seen 
‘the shapes of fire’ begins to materialise from the shadows.37 In the passage that 
follows, the shapes move and interact with the possessed participant:  
 
They grew bright, faded, and then grew bright again with an effect 
almost of pulsation. They passed swiftly to and fro through the air, rising 
and falling, and particularly in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
Colonel, often gathering about his head and shoulders, and even 
appearing to settle upon him like giant insects of flame. They were 
accompanied, moreover, by a faint sound of hissing.38 
 
The passage reads almost as a catalogue of some of the more impressive séance 
phenomena of the time. Glowing lights resembling will-o’-the-wisps were part of the 
repertoires of some of the most notorious psychic mediums, but were particularly 
common in séance photographs. One of the most famous, taken by the German 
psychic researcher Albert von Schrenck-Notzing, seemingly depicts the Spiritualist 
Eva Carrière with a luminous apparition like a streak of electricity emerging from 
between her hands. Although the effect was actually the result of a coincidental fault 
on the film, photographs showing manifestations of light remained popular because 
of the relatively convincing nature of the images. Blackwood’s use of lights and also 
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inexplicable sounds – in this case, hissing – conforms to accounts of some of the most 
notorious psychic mediums as investigated and reported by eminent scientists, 
including the Nobel Prize winners of the Society for Psychical Research.39 Thus, in his 
references to the fraudulent use of fabric to simulate ectoplasm, and lights and 
sounds of a more convincing nature, Blackwood combines elements of the genuine 
and the fake séance.  
There are also elements of the theatrical in Blackwood’s text that appear to 
allude to stage magic rather than the séance scenario. The shape that emerges from 
the shadows does so ‘as though slowly revealed by the rising of a curtain’, aligning the 
materialising elemental with the dramatic conventions of the theatre.40 Although 
curtains were used to drape cabinets in séances, these were meant to shield the 
medium from view, rather than to be raised dramatically in this manner. Popular 
visual spectacle, and specifically the virtual image, is referred to later, when the 
narrator experiences a vision. When the face of the troublesome mummy is touched, 
‘time fled backwards like a thing of naught, showing in haunted panorama the most 
wonderful dream of the whole world’.41 The spiritual experience and popular 
entertainment again collide, in this instance in keeping with ancient Egyptian magical 
beliefs, where visions were believed to reveal holy or arcane truths. The likening of 
such an experience to that of a panorama further aligns the spiritual and the illusory, 
the supernatural and the ordinary, and explains the occult experience in the language 
of popular modern culture. 
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A member of the Golden Dawn, Blackwood was well acquainted with 
contemporary ritual magic, especially that with its roots in ancient Egyptian lore. The 
kinds of magic that initiates were supposedly able to harness were varied, although 
particularly significant are the events of the ‘Rites of Isis’. Performed as magical ritual 
dramas by MacGregor and Moina Mathers at Paris’s Théatre La Bodinière in 1899, the 
usually secretive Golden Dawn exhibited their ceremonies before the public. During 
their enactments meant to emulate real Golden Dawn rituals and apparently, 
according to Moina Mathers, endorsed by the goddess Isis herself who 
encouragement their performance in a dream, statues were meant to come to life and 
the faces of the Egyptian gods emerge from the darkness.42 Blackwood was not only 
familiar with Golden Dawn rituals, he was also a Theosophist, and as a result was 
dedicated to the study of esoteric wisdom passed down from ancient Egypt and 
India.43 Outside of these quasi-religious organisations, he nurtured a keen interest in 
the supernatural. He was a member of the Ghost Club and although he was not a 
member of the Society for Psychical Research, he often aided them in their 
investigations into haunted houses.44 As David Punter and Glennis Byron point out, 
Blackwood was ‘one of the few writers of Gothic fiction actually to have believed in 
the supernatural’, and his experience in these liminal occult groups has a distinct 
impact upon his writing.45 As a direct result of his familiarity with developments in 
contemporary magic, his work is laced with traces of authentic mysticism and 
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scientific inquiry, echoing the aims and beliefs of the diverse circles concerned with 
occultism and the supernatural with which Blackwood associated. 
Séance phenomena also feature in Mrs H. D. Everett’s Iras, A Mystery (1896), 
written under the pseudonym Theo Douglas. Early in the novel, Ralph Lavenham, a 
man sceptical about all things paranormal, attends a London soirée where private 
consultations with a psychic are the evening’s unorthodox entertainment. The room 
in which the sessions take place is described as ‘arranged in semi-darkness’, 
illuminated only by ‘a single lamp with a deep red shade’ and ‘the embers of a dying 
fire left in the grate’.46 While no psychic phenomena occur in this environment other 
than some cryptic warnings from the medium, Lavenham sees a man in ancient 
Egyptian attire elsewhere in the house. Although he assumes the man to be the 
psychic’s accomplice, the medium discloses that the ancient Egyptian is in fact a spirit 
that only she and Lavenham are able to see as a result of their clairvoyant powers. 
The man reappears multiple times to steal amulets from Lavenham’s ancient Egyptian 
love interest, Iras, at one point materialising simply as ‘a slender hand’.47 The hand, 
which has ‘no appearance of detachment […] seemed to reach over from behind [Iras] 
as if the figure to which it belonged were concealed by the back of the sofa, and the 
arm passed through it’.48 This appears to be a direct allusion to the kinds of 
techniques used by charlatans who claimed to be able to produce the hands of spirits. 
These phantom limbs were often seen to be detached, when in reality they were 
usually one of the hands of the performer, or a prosthetic which was manipulated to 
give the appearance of suspension in mid-air, techniques employed by some of the 
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most famous mediums of the age including Eusapia Palladino.49 It is interesting that 
Douglas employs the kind of language used to expose and criticise bogus phenomena, 
commenting that the hand appears as if a trick sofa is being used, the arm of the 
ancient Egyptian passing through a false back. In fact, the reader and Lavenham are 
aware that the sofa is solid, and that even if the hand does not look to be detached, its 
very appearance suggests otherwise. The effect is that Lavenham’s deeply cynical 
outlook is underscored; to him, even genuine phenomena are scrutinised as if they 
are fraudulent. 
It is important to note that Iras herself is presented to be a psychic medium of 
sorts, having prophetic dreams about the loss of the amulets throughout the novel. 
She also reveals to Lavenham that during her life in ancient Egypt she had seen his 
image ‘in the divining-cup, and in the smoke above the altar’.50 Conjuring images of 
her lover thousands of years before they meet, Iras has access to future truths, just as 
the psychic medium at the soirée offers words that predict later events. 
Simultaneously medium and spirit, Iras embodies the Victorian perception of the 
ancient Egyptian religion as intrinsically occultist, and within its system of beliefs, the 
concept of spiritual immortality which was itself key to Spiritualist philosophies. 
The indistinctness of the line between magic and illusion in ancient Egyptian 
contexts is striking in these accounts. Haggard, Everett and Blackwood seem to be 
unable to resist the allure of describing genuine supernatural events in the language 
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of the theatrical, with costumes, curtains and specialist props being central to their 
depictions of the occult. Almost anticipating Hollywood portrayals of ancient Egypt, 
each more opulent than the last, the rich symbolism, fire, smoke, blood and celestial 
music of these accounts create a proto-cinematic effect. These writers focus on the 
multisensory, describing and enhancing their fictions of ancient Egyptian magic by 
drawing upon modern concepts. As a result, their literature would have been made all 
the more accessible and relevant to their contemporary audiences, whose own 
experiences of both modern theatrical illusory practices and occultism would have 
shaped the way in which they engaged with the texts. For the original readers, who 
would have experienced the spheres of illusion and occultism as similar but 
essentially distinct (spectacles either claiming to be real or fake) ,their merging would 
offer a more tantalising option where magic was possible and, contained within the 
world of literature, entirely unthreatening. 
 
The Spirit Photograph and the Moving Picture  
New technologies involved in the creation and display of virtual images turned to 
ancient Egypt in various ways and for different purposes, often for entertainments 
with an emphasis on the magical or supernatural. In turn, the way that ancient Egypt 
was represented by these technologies impacted upon literature, in which the 
presence of the apparatus is evident. Often, these instances draw upon photographic 
technology, emulating the processes by which the image was developed, or in some 
cases, sharing parallels with the appearance of spirit photographs that had been 
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produced through multiple exposures. Methods of projection, including the magic 
lantern, often appear to influence visualisations of ancient Egypt. Alternatively, 
dissolve effects frequently used to depict ghosts in early moving pictures can be seen 
to influence the portrayals of ancient Egyptian characters fading in and out of the 
material world.  
Prior to the 1890s, photographic representations of foreign lands such as Egypt 
were primarily viewed as magic lantern projections. Egypt was a standard subject of 
magic lantern displays, the most common images being tourist stomping grounds 
including the Giza pyramids, the Sphinx and various points along the river Nile. 
Detailed painted images of ancient Egypt were less common than their photographic 
counterparts, and were used for more fantastic purposes (Figure 2.2). For 
phantasmagorical displays, painted slides occasionally depicted ancient Egyptian 
mummies. Barbara Maria Stafford draws attention to the use of the mummy in 
phantasmagorical shows performed by the Belgian magician and physicist Étienne-
Gaspard Robertson in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. In these 
performances, ‘by illuminating a single slide with several candles, Robertson could 
multiply one figure into many to produce a host of frightening creatures, which he 
advertised as the “Dance of the Witches” and the “Ballet of the Mummies”’.51 As 
Marina Warner notes, Robertson’s most successful shows were performed in a 
Parisian convent, decorated with hieroglyphs, which he claimed appeared ‘to 
announce the entrance to the mysteries of Isis’.52 While Robertson was carrying out  
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Fig. 2.2. Nineteenth-century engraving ‘Magic Lantern projecting a scene of Ancient 
Egypt’. Credit: Magic Lantern projecting a scene of Ancient Egypt (engraving), English 
School, (19th century) / Private Collection / The Bridgeman Art Library 
 
 
 
these spectacles when magic lantern technology was in its infancy, the use of ancient 
Egyptian imagery alongside more conventional and established Gothic motifs, such as 
witches, reveals the early inclusion of ancient Egyptian motifs in illusory repertoires. 
Subsequently, the Victorian era saw an explosion in the use of the magic lantern in 
illusory contexts, and hand-painted and photographic slides were often used in 
combination to produce new and exciting results, theatrically accompanied by music 
and sound effects. 53  
Simultaneously, photography was becoming more and more widely used in 
academic disciplines in the late nineteenth century.  In the 1880s Flinders Petrie 
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propagated the use of photography in archaeology, specifically within the field of 
Egyptology, documenting artefacts and the excavatory process, while museums began 
to take photographs of mummies, revolutionising mummy examination.54 Fantasy 
and reality collided at venues such as the Royal Polytechnic Institute, where the 
conventional magic lantern projections depicting ‘popular fairy stories, cautionary 
tales, old jokes, ghostly apparitions, [were] all mixed up with recent reports of 
explorers’ exploits and the latest news’, giving the undertakings an exotic twist, and 
suggesting the presence of the fantastic in the real world.55 
Donald Malcolm Reid notes that photography had an immeasurable impact on 
the tourist industry in the 1890s, as the development of Kodak cameras meant that 
people could photograph foreign landscapes for themselves rather than buying 
postcards.56 As the pastime of photography increased in popularity, more and more 
individuals became well-versed in image manipulation, and as these techniques 
became more widely understood, the demand for novelty photographs exploiting 
these techniques increased. These were available at holiday destinations including 
Cairo, where customers could have their faces overlaid onto an image of a 
sarcophagus (Figure 2.3). These kinds of light-hearted souvenir photographs reveal a 
desire to engage with the association between ancient Egypt and the spiritual.  
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Fig. 2.3. Cabinet card souvenir photograph (c. 1885). Courtesy of George Eastman 
House, International Museum of Photography and Film. 
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The era also saw the popularisation of the spirit photograph. Although they were 
often linked to the kinds of sensational occurrences that characterised late Victorian 
séances, spirit photographs were often produced without the help of a medium or 
participant claiming to have access to supernatural powers. The most famous spirit 
photograph with an ancient Egyptian theme may have been directly influenced by the 
tourist photographs that saw a living face mapped onto an image of a sarcophagus. 
Attracting the attention of some of the biggest names in Victorian and Edwardian 
society, the ‘Unlucky Mummy’ in London’s British Museum, was supposedly cursed, 
and responsible for the deaths of the handful of people who arranged for it to be 
brought into the country.57 Rumours abounded of the presence of an ancient Egyptian 
priestess at séances attended by its original owner, fire that could be seen flashing 
from its painted eyes, and a tale that explained its donation to the museum as the 
result of a warning from Madame Blavatsky that evil forces were at work.58 Most 
chillingly were tales that the mummy-board had been photographed, the 
photographer dying shortly afterwards, and the picture developing with a vengeful 
human face superimposed over the painted likeness of the unknown female.59 The 
story even caught the attention of the press. The mummy-board was the feature of an 
article by W. T. Stead who, according to survivors, discussed the curse the very night 
the Titanic sank, inspiring false reports that the ’Unlucky Mummy’ was aboard at the 
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time and the true cause of the disaster.60 Thus, the photograph, which was often 
lauded as a revolutionary scientific tool representative of modern advances in 
technology, was also known as a medium for the visualisation of the spirit world, as 
well as a vessel for touristic comedy and artful deception. 
The influence of the spectral images that photographic technologies made visible 
can be read in Marie Corelli’s Ziska (1897), a novel set amidst Cairo’s real and 
fashionable hotels. Corelli, who received letters from fans interested in liminal 
subjects ranging from Theosophy to psychical research, repeatedly alluded to Egypt 
as a setting for or the origins of the supernatural in her works.61 Although she never 
visited the country, she had earlier expressed a sense of bitterness that Haggard was 
able to do so in a letter to her publisher, George Bentley. She lamented that after 
Haggard’s literary successes (one might assume, specifically his recently published 
She) ‘he [had] gone comfortably off to Egypt on the proceeds, which I wish I could 
do!’62 Corelli’s desire to visit Egypt manifests itself in the level of real detail she 
includes when referring to the hotels. In Ziska, she dedicates a passage to describing 
the facilities available for the amateur photographer at the Mena House:  
 
That ubiquitous nuisance, the ‘amateur photographer,’ can there have his 
‘dark room’ for the development of his more or less imperfect ‘plates’; 
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[…] With a […] ‘dark room,’ what more can the aspiring soul of the 
modern tourist desire?63 
 
 
This scathing passage is curious because Corelli does not return to the dark room 
later in the novel. Instead of simply acting as a sarcastic attack on the concerns of 
contemporary socialites (which the novel, as a whole, certainly is), it also highlights 
the virtual image as one of the text’s key themes. Corelli’s reference to the 
imperfection of the photographic plates is striking. While this may seem to be a 
simple criticism of the amateur photographer at first glance, imperfections on 
photographic plates often produced unusual effects that were thought to be visual 
representations of supernatural phenomena invisible to the naked eye and yet 
somehow captured by the photographic process. Flawed photographic plates were 
also used by the Society for Psychical Research and other paranormal investigators to 
test those who claimed to be able to photograph such anomalies.64 As a result, the 
technology behind the imagery of occultism and psychic investigation is made 
reference to, reinforcing Corelli’s emphasis on modernity and real liminal science. 
Corelli was aware of the extent to which photographic images could be altered 
through her own personal experience. Notoriously secretive about her age, Corelli 
had a number of her publicity photographs doctored to make her appear younger, 
slimmer and altogether more ethereal, something Jill Galvan has connected to the 
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production of fake spirit photographs through their similar image manipulation 
techniques.65 
While the novel does not contain spirit photographs, it does feature paintings 
that capture and reveal the supernatural in a similar way. The French artist, Armande 
Gervase, himself the reincarnation of an ancient Egyptian warrior, Araxes, paints the 
portrait of the mysterious and eponymous Ziska who, unknown to him, is the ghost of 
the lover he murdered in his past life. While Gervase is able to produce a good 
likeness of Ziska while she sits for him, when he returns to the painting he is 
disturbed to discover that the picture is inexplicably changed. Corelli appears to 
borrow many of the portrait’s details from Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray 
(1890). Like Wilde’s supernatural painting, the image reveals the evil nature of an 
otherwise captivatingly beautiful individual, is kept covered, and simultaneously 
evokes repulsion and fascination. Although not explicitly addressed in the novel, the 
portrait is described as having a number of contradictory features that imply that, 
also like Wilde’s painting, Ziska’s picture changes over time. Gervase claims that the 
picture ‘isn’t the Princess’ and that he ‘can only get the reflection of a face which is not 
hers’.66 Later, the picture is defined as having ‘no real resemblance […] to the radiant 
and glowing loveliness of the Princess Ziska, yet, at the same time, there was 
sufficient dim likeness to make an imaginative person think it might be possible for 
her to assume that appearance in death’.67 It is at once ‘like the Princess Ziska, and yet 
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totally unlike’, comprising both ‘a dead face and a living one’.68 While initially, the 
painting is said to resemble Ziska’s face ‘in torture’, ‘agony’ and ‘death’, later her 
expression is described as ‘half-watchful, half-mocking’, the picture appearing ‘almost 
sentient’.69 The juxtaposition of the alive and dead, the horrific and the serene, in the 
same image is directly linked to the spirit photograph, which conventionally featured 
one or more ordinary sitters joined by eerie and often distorted embodiments of the 
dead. 
Ziska herself is defined by language that constructs her as being visually similar 
to spirits as depicted in contemporary spirit photographs. The way she moves is 
repeatedly described as being akin to floating – she is ‘like an aërial vision’.70 She 
appears to be ‘all fire and vapour and eyes in the middle’, her features are often 
darkened by ‘a curious shadow’, and while her skin is ethereally white, within it is a 
colour ‘dark and suggestive of death’.71 Her clothing is also evocative of grave 
cerements in which phantoms in spirit photographs commonly appear. Most of her 
clothes are diaphanous, gauzy and white, simultaneously suggesting the bridal gown, 
the shroud and mummy wrappings. In the latter half of the novel she is depicted as 
being ‘veiled entirely in misty folds of white’, ‘her exquisite form scarcely concealed 
by the misty white of her draperies’, also suggesting the delicate fabrics used by 
fraudulent mediums to simulate ectoplasm.72 
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Yet, it is at the novel’s climax when the full extent of Corelli’s engagement with 
contemporary virtual imagery becomes apparent. Exhibiting her ghostly powers, 
Ziska’s body changes until it becomes ‘thin and skeleton-like, while still retaining the 
outline of its beauty’.73 The transformation between the picturesque ancient Egyptian, 
the mummy and the ghost is one ingeniously depicted in early moving pictures. In 
Booth’s Haunted Curiosity Shop (1901) and Méliès’s Le Monstre (1903), the illusion of 
spontaneous metamorphosis between these states is achieved through the use of stop 
tricks. While Corelli’s novel predates these early cinematic efforts, the kind of 
transformation she describes had also been undertaken by magic lantern operators, 
where the projection could fade between two different slides, giving the impression 
of transfiguration, or even in dioramas where dissolving techniques were also 
employed.74 Douglas’s Iras draws upon similar optical techniques, where sinister 
shadows often appear and disappear from walls illuminated by ‘a flood of 
moonlight’.75 Iras herself, like the fading between the slides of the magic lantern, 
becomes physically insubstantial, eventually invisible to everyone except Lavenham. 
Instead, he sees her as ‘growing more ethereal under the advancing Shadow’.76 Thus, 
like Ziska, Iras too undergoes this transformation, from the physically solid ancient 
Egyptian, to a fading ghost, to a mummy. As she does, all evidence of her existence in 
the modern world fades, including her signature on her wedding certificate which, by 
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the time Lavenham examines it, is ‘barely legible’, ‘gradually disappearing’ and likely 
to have completely vanished in ‘a few more months’.77 
Projection technology also appears to have influenced passages in Haggard’s 
Cleopatra. When Harmachis is first shown visions of the past by a priest of Isis, the 
pictures seem to be very similar to those produced by projector slides. Harmachis’s 
account of the experience, in which ‘the end of the chamber became luminous, and in 
that white light [he] beheld picture after picture’ emphasises the way in which the 
images are shown in quick succession and against a flat surface suitable for 
projection.78 Passages describing the individual images are separated by observations 
revealing the way in which each image gives way to the next: ‘the picture passed and 
another rose up in its place’.79  Here Haggard deemphasises the supernatural and 
makes the whole spiritual experience seem a surprisingly pragmatic affair. The 
scenes themselves have a number of features in common with contemporary slides 
showing images of Egypt. Harmachis mentions one in which he could see ‘the ancient 
Nile rolling through deserts to the sea’, the Nile being a common subject for Victorian 
slides featuring Egyptian subjects.80 The accompanying illustration only serves to 
further the parallel between this scene and the virtual image created by the 
technologies of projection (Figure 2.4). The stream of light towards the image implies 
that the picture is being projected from behind the figures of Harmachis and the 
priest. The area of the scene taken up by the vision is also represented as existing 
with a defined rectangle, while the smoking lamp in the  
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Fig. 2.4. Harmachis’s vision from Haggard’s Cleopatra (1889) 
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Fig. 2.5. Harmachis summoning ghosts from Haggard’s Cleopatra (1889) 
 
 
 
foreground perhaps alludes to the practice of projecting onto smoke, which was 
frequently used to create a more ghostly effect, or else acts as a visual reminder of the 
light source required for such apparatus.  The image representing the appearance of 
the ghosts later in the novel (Figure 2.5) also conforms to conventions of image 
projection. Again, the magic lantern appears to be made reference to, both in the 
situation of a light source behind Cleopatra and Harmachis and, of course, in the 
subject matter of phantoms. 
The imagery of the phantasmagoria is also apparent in the spirit of the dead 
pharaoh, Menkau-ra, which appears in the form of a ‘grey and mighty bat’ with ‘bony 
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wings’ and ‘fiery eyes’.81  Bats, like phantoms, were popular in phantasmagorical 
displays, which tended to favour the established imagery of Gothic horror over the 
unconventional. Clinging to the chin of a dead eunuch in the eerie darkness of the 
pharaoh’s tomb and later to the stolen jewel that adorns Cleopatra’s breast, the bat is 
contextualised within the combination of the terrifying and the erotic that 
characterises the Gothic genre. Alongside the beautiful woman and the hideous 
corpse, and appearing and disappearing with supernatural speed, the bat conforms to 
a number of the customs of the phantasmagoria, and reveals Haggard’s reliance on 
the tropes and practices of this technology when creating his ancient Egyptian 
horrors. 
The use of projection or photographic imagery in these contexts reveals a link 
between the virtual image and the Gothic. The visual culture of depicting the ghastly 
and otherworldly was being updated, as Egyptian subject matter was implemented to 
suit contemporary tastes. Yet, this was not merely a superficial replication of ancient 
Egyptian symbols and tropes. As new technologies developed, so did the hopes that 
they could allow unprecedented access to the past. There was, however, the 
possibility that, like the spirit of ‘Unlucky Mummy’, the past would be vengeful and 
dangerous. That these threats were believed to be real may seem unlikely, and yet, 
with technologies that allowed these dangers to be captured on film or fraudulently 
created, they could be experienced more realistically than ever before. This may have 
contributed to an increased belief in ancient Egyptian spirits, magic and curses. The 
Golden Dawn is one such organisation that seemed to truly devote itself to such 
notions. On a more widespread level, David Gange notes that ‘Egypt [was] considered 
                                                             
81 Ibid., pp. 190, 323. 
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uniquely capable of revealing spiritual truth’; it was regarded as powerful, important, 
and directly relevant to modern transcendental concerns .82 
 
Accessing the Past through Modern Technologies 
As the previous literary and visual examples demonstrate, the virtual images 
associated with the occult, theatrical and scientific spheres were frequently 
combined, often facilitated by the same technologies put to use by their respective 
proponents. Within the broad range of pioneering visual technologies adopted by 
these magicians, fraudulent mediums, photographers, showmen, filmmakers and 
occultists, there appears to have been a shared desire to revert to the ancient, to 
access antiquity through the new methodologies of modernity, whether these were 
predominantly for the purposes of education, spiritual enlightenment or deception. 
The yearning to depict the unseeable, or photograph the unphotographable, be that 
ancient Egypt or the ghosts of the dead, resulted in the construction of alternate 
realities captured on film or glass slides. The new technologies that accompanied 
these virtual images were thought to have genuine occult applications, which had yet 
to be discovered.  Naturally, this relationship was paradoxical: technologies that were 
enabling their devotees to produce far more accurate and faithful images of reality 
than ever before were also used to create ever more convincing fantasies and 
illusions. The same equipment was being used by scientists and magicians, either for 
the explaining or exploiting of illusory effects for their not altogether disparate ends. 
                                                             
82 David Gange, ‘Religion and Science in Late Nineteenth-Century British Egyptology’, The Historical 
Journal, 49.4 (2006), 1083-103 (p. 1102). 
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Within this hazy mixture of real and unreal imagery, ancient Egypt emerged as deeply 
significant in embodying the overlap between magic and illusion as a result of its 
historical role in the origins of both, and also due to its contemporaneous popularity. 
As a result, it was often depicted as surprisingly relevant to, or otherwise a fitting 
subject for, demonstrations of modern technological innovation. 
Awareness of the physical spaces in which these activities and displays took 
place is essential to an understanding as to why ancient Egypt was used in these 
contexts. The gloomy red-lit séances and photographer’s darkrooms, the dim theatre 
made spectral by increasingly kaleidoscopic lighting effects, the ancient tomb or 
temple cloudy with ceremonial incense, the darkened private rooms used for Masonic 
initiation ceremonies and occult demonstrations; all became indistinct as a result of 
the technological advances that facilitated such transformations of space. With their 
eerie coloured lights, dramatic shadows, smoke and mirrors, the spaces in which the 
magical took place followed a specific set of conventions based upon thousands of 
years of ritual. Darkness is, and always has been, conducive to the creation and 
reception of imagery, whether the product of the scientifically explainable illusion or 
simply manifestations of the imagination. The more the sensory deprivation, the 
more we experience hallucinations of all varieties, imagining that we can sense things 
that don’t exist. In these similar darkened spaces, it seems only natural that the 
experiences associated with each merge. The theatrical is brought out of the theatre 
and into the Masonic lodge, the paranormal occurrences of the séance find their way 
into the photographer’s studio, and the secret rituals that took place in ancient 
Egyptian tombs and temples work their way into the modern imagination.  
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Egypt is particularly important in this exchange because it was given such 
spiritual significance, in many of the emerging alternative religious sects, and in 
contemporary occultism. The ancient Egyptian occult was actually considered by 
some to be real. As a result, virtual images of ancient Egypt carry an extra amount of 
weight. Their virtuality necessitates their falseness, and yet what they symbolise need 
not be in itself fictitious. In literature the confusion of tropes of illusion and magic 
from these extant visual cultures reveals something of the same effect taking place in 
the works of popular writers. Reality and fantasy were brought together and 
interrogated, mirroring the broader cultural desire to break down the barriers of the 
known world and reach out into the ethereal realm of the spirits. 
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WEIRD PHYSICS:  
VISIBLE LIGHT, INVISIBLE FORCES & THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
SPECTRUM  
 
 
In a few minutes there was no doubt about it. Rays were coming from the 
tube which had a luminescent effect upon the paper. I tried it 
successfully at greater and greater distances, even at two metres. It 
seemed at first a new kind of invisible light. It was clearly something 
new, something unrecorded.1  
 
Last night I was hardly able to sleep, from the strong impressions made 
on my mind by the stupendous discoveries and results of experiments by 
Mr. Whetstone [sic] on electricity, and his most ingenious mechanical 
apparatus for an electric telegraph. […]It far exceeds even the feats of 
pretended magic, and the wildest fictions of the East.2 
 
 
In 1892 the celebrated physicist and chemist William Crookes commented on the 
existence of ‘an almost infinite range of ethereal vibrations or electrical rays, from 
wave-lengths of thousands of miles down to a few feet’ which he believed could 
revolutionise telegraphic communications.3 A few years later, and aided by Crookes’s 
experiments with vacuums, the German physicist Wilhelm Röntgen successfully 
produced X-rays, a new kind of electromagnetic radiation, described rather 
                                                             
1 Wilhelm Röntgen, interviewed by H. J. W. Dam, ‘The New Marvel in Photography’, McClure’s Magazine 
6.5 (1896), 403-15 (p. 413). 
2 W. J. Copleston, Memoir of Edward Copleston, D.D., Bishop of Llandaff (London: John W. Parker & Son, 
1851), p. 169. 
3 William Crookes, ‘Some Possibilities of Electricity’, Fortnightly Review 51.302 (1892), 173-81 (p. 174). 
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tantalisingly by Röntgen as ‘a new kind of invisible light’ which Crookes speculated 
were connected to telepathic phenomena.4 The parapsychological was being 
theorised in relation to contemporary physics, and was speculated to occupy the 
same electromagnetic spectrum as visible light. Hypothetically, the ether, which 
contained countless ‘channels of communication’ also sustained ‘ghost-light […] 
invisible to the naked eye’ and acted as a medium that allowed ‘ethereal bodies to rise 
up’.5 In other words, the same matter through which light and electrical signals 
passed was potentially the same substance which allowed the spirits to fluctuate 
between visible and invisible forms. These strong links between the electromagnetic 
field and the occult made way for late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 
associations between electricity, radiation and ancient Egypt which, as the previous 
chapter demonstrates, was already central to Victorian conceptions of the 
supernatural and the magical.  
This chapter investigates the connections between ancient Egypt and the 
electromagnetic spectrum, emphasising the way in which the ancient civilisation 
somewhat paradoxically symbolised and was explained via the imagery and language 
intrinsic to this aspect of Victorian modernity. More specifically, its analysis of how 
ancient Egypt was viewed through the lens of physics and vice versa reveals a 
broader trend that saw the modern defined by its relationship to antiquity, cutting 
edge science aligned with alchemy and a peculiar exchange between the concepts of 
modern scientist and ancient god. In doing so, it addresses electrical phenomena and 
                                                             
4 Röntgen, ‘New Marvel in Photography’, (p. 413); Marina Warner, Phantasmagoria: Spirit Visions, 
Metaphors, and Media into the Twenty-First Century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), p. 256; 
Sherrie Lynne Lyons, Species, Serpents, Spirits, and Skulls: Science at the Margins in the Victorian Age 
(Albany: Suny Press, 2009), p. 105. 
5 Warner, Phantasmagoria, pp. 253-56. 
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spectacular lighting effects, and later the X-ray and developments in the 
understanding of radioactivity as emblematic of modern scientific advancement 
evocative of magic. 
The notion that ancient Egypt may have been more scientifically advanced than 
modern Western civilisation was far from new by the late nineteenth century. The 
general belief that alchemy had originated in Egypt, and that the practice had even 
inherited its name from the country’s ancient name ‘Kemet’, had meant that ancient 
Egypt had already enjoyed a reputation for scientific enlightenment for hundreds of 
years.6 As Patrick Brantlinger observes, mummy stories were particularly quick to 
pay homage to the advanced wisdom of ancient Egypt.7 One of these tales, Arthur 
Conan Doyle’s short story ‘The Ring of Thoth’ (1890) features an ancient Egyptian 
who has lived for centuries as a result of ingesting an alchemical elixir of life. To the 
Egyptian, the secret behind his extreme longevity is ‘simply a chemical discovery’, 
which Western civilisation has yet to realise.8 The text is saturated with references to 
modern apparatus in an ancient setting including ‘test-tubes’, distillers and injecting 
devices, which facilitate the experiments conducted in ancient Egyptian temples 
turned laboratories.9 In creating this hybrid space characterised by its simultaneous 
antiquity and modernity, Doyle responds and contributes to an on-going association 
between the latest scientific breakthroughs and alchemy as the fabled pinnacle of 
scientific enlightenment. 
                                                             
6 Elliott Colla, Conflicted Antiquities: Egyptology, Egyptomania, Egyptian Modernity (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2007), p. 21; Chris Elliott, Egypt in England (Swindon: English Heritage, 2012), p. 1.  
7 Patrick Brantlinger, Taming Cannibals: Race and the Victorians (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
2011), p. 81. 
8 Arthur Conan Doyle, ‘The Ring of Thoth’, in Out of the Sand, ed. by Chad Arment (Landisville, PA: 
Coachwhip Publications, 2008), 61-76 (p. 70). 
9 Ibid., p. 73. 
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By the time Doyle wrote ‘The Ring of Thoth’, other authors including Edgar Allan 
Poe and Grant Allen had published fiction humorously suggesting that ancient 
Egyptian achievements in science and engineering matched or surpassed their 
Victorian equivalents. In Poe’s tale, ‘Some Words with a Mummy’ (1845), the 
reanimated Allamistakeo reveals that his ancient civilisation had superior 
microscopes, and equivalents of the railway and steam engine, while in Grant Allen’s 
‘My New Year’s Eve Among the Mummies’ (1880), the protagonist stumbles upon a 
group of mummified Egyptians who enjoy the benefits of watches, chloroform and 
‘brilliant gas-lamps’ which, when lit with a Lucifer match, illuminate the interior of 
their pyramid tomb.10 In these humorous texts, the Victorian present does not 
necessarily equate to advancement. Although ancient Egyptian civilisation is long 
gone, their scientific achievements outshine those of the modern Western world.   
 Elsewhere, and with varying degrees of seriousness, there were suggestions that 
the ancient Egyptians had known of electricity. The eminent astronomer Norman 
Lockyer wrote about his experiences examining ancient Egyptian sites in The Dawn of 
Astronomy: A Study of the Temple-Worship and Mythology of the Ancient Egyptians 
(1894). Looking for evidence that ancient Egyptian labourers had worked by 
torchlight, he notes that ‘in all freshly-opened tombs there are no traces whatever of 
any kind of combustion having taken place, even in the inner-most recesses’.11 Unable 
to explain the lack of evidence of more elementary light sources, Lockyer recounts 
                                                             
10 Edgar Allan Poe, ‘Some Words with a Mummy’, in Into the Mummy’s Tomb, ed. by John Richard 
Stephens (New York: Berkley Publishing Group,  2001), 179-95 (pp. 192-94); Grant Allen, ‘My New 
Year’s Eve Among the Mummies’, in Out of the Sand, ed. by Chad Arment (Landisville, PA: Coachwhip 
Publications, 2008), 47-60 (pp. 55-56). 
11 J. Norman Lockyer, The Dawn of Astronomy: A Study of the Temple-Worship and Mythology of the 
Ancient Egyptians (London: Cassell and Co., 1894), p. 180. 
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how he and his companion joked of ‘the possibility that the electric light was known 
to the ancient Egyptians’, noting that the delicate paintwork on the walls of the tombs 
could not have been completed using natural light reflected from systems of mirrors, 
as others had previously suggested.12  
The occultist Helena Blavatsky entertained the belief with more sincerity. She 
wrote of the accomplishments of ancient civilisations in her first major work Isis 
Unveiled (1877). She claims that each new modern scientific revelation is 
overshadowed by the inevitable ‘possibility, if not certainty, that the alleged 
discovery was not totally unknown to the ancients’.13 The example she gives laments 
that abundant ‘proofs to the contrary’ do not seem to be altering the general 
consensus that in ancient Egypt electricity was undiscovered and unharnessed.14 
Other notable figures who credited ancient civilisations with knowledge of electricity 
include Marie Corelli, whose supernatural novels often rely on elements of scientific 
theory. Electricity, the ‘epitome of the scientific and technological revolution during 
her lifetime’, proved to be an effective symbol of the harmony between the spiritual 
and the scientific in her writing and her personal beliefs.15 Corelli united a 
combination of concepts from Christian Science, Spiritualism and Rosicrucianism 
which itself drew upon medieval alchemical traditions and ancient Egyptian theology, 
creating her own unique belief system that exalted electricity’s occult possibilities.16 
                                                             
12 Ibid. 
13 H. P. Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled: A Master-Key to the Mysteries of Ancient and Modern Science and 
Theology, I: Science (New York: J. W. Bouton, 1877), p. 526. 
14 Ibid.  
15 Tamsin Kilner O’Byrne, ‘Empire of the Imagination: Victorian Popular Fiction and the Occult, 1880-
1910’ (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Exeter, 2008), p. 231. 
16 Anne Stiles, Popular Fiction and Brain Science in the Late Nineteenth Century, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2012), pp. 163-65. 
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Knowledge of electrical forces, Corelli emphasised, was readily available to the 
ancients, and was only just being rediscovered by contemporary scientists.17  
With various luminaries of contemporary science and occultism suggesting, 
however teasingly, that ancient Egypt had access to electricity, the emergence of this 
theme in literature is unsurprising, aligning antiquity with cutting-edge science. 
Novels such as Bram Stoker’s The Jewel of Seven Stars (1903) and George Griffith’s 
The Mummy and Miss Nitocris: A Phantasy of the Fourth Dimension (1906) see ancient 
Egyptians making use of electrical devices for their own purposes. In The Mummy and 
Miss Nitocris, time-travelling Egyptians search for the mummy of their queen using ‘a 
little electric lamp’ whose origin is unexplained.18 If the lamp is theirs, Griffith 
presents an image of ancient Egypt as far more technologically advanced than 
credited; if the lamp is from the modern house they search, it nevertheless reveals the 
ancient Egyptians’ adaptability when it comes to engaging with equipment thousands 
of years more advanced than their own. Interestingly, while they find the sight of a 
motor car distressing, believing it to be ‘unholy’ and branding it ‘the devil-machine’, 
they do not appear to be at all fazed by electric lights, perhaps suggesting some prior 
experience of them in their own civilisation.19 Stoker’s novel is far more explicit in the 
superior knowledge ascribed to ancient Egypt. Magnetism, electricity and radiation 
all contribute to a complex science developed by Queen Tera, who intends to use it to 
facilitate her own resurrection in the modern world. Stoker’s allusions to ground-
                                                             
17 R. B. Kershner, ‘Modernism’s Mirror: The Sorrows of Marie Corelli,’ in Transforming Genres: New 
Approaches to British Fiction of the 1890s, ed. by Nikki Lee Manos and Meri-Jane Rochelson 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1994), 67-86 (p. 73). 
18 George Griffith, The Mummy and Miss Nitocris: A Phantasy of the Fourth Dimension (London: T. 
Werner Laurie, 1906), p. 40. 
19 Ibid., p. 85. 
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breaking research into radiation go far beyond any acknowledgments of such 
developments in the works of his contemporaries, and for this reason warrant a more 
detailed analysis later in this chapter. 
 
Electricity, Illumination and Visible Light as Spectacle 
As the first chapter proposes, the West End of London became, in effect, a fantasy 
space in which both accurate reconstructions and imaginative retellings of ancient 
Egypt could be engaged with and experienced. It was also a place where electricity 
was well and truly making its mark. On London’s streets gaslight was giving way to 
electric bulbs, theatres made use of its effects inside and out, and major public 
buildings where gas lighting was considered too dangerous such as the British 
Museum were being artificially illuminated for the first time. In lecture halls, 
scientists exploited new techniques to make electricity visible. As a result, instead of 
being confined to the laboratory, electricity was firmly established as a spectacular 
crowd-pleaser. By necessity, electric light flooded recreational spaces which, whether 
implicitly or explicitly, were associated with the imagery of ancient Egypt in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  
Powered by a force with potentially troubling occult connotations, this new 
variety of light revolutionised the methods by which ancient Egyptian relics and 
simulacra could be viewed and examined. As Richard Dennis notes, electric lights 
created ‘a new form of architecture’ where highly lit spaces such as Piccadilly Circus 
and Times Square were attractive not for their buildings but for the lights that 
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adorned them.20 Of course, the West End, as London’s central recreational hub, was a 
priority when it came to electrical embellishment. Its brightly lit entertainment 
venues dominated a landscape that facilitated night-time leisure like never before, 
and this dramatic electric light which had been used in theatres since the late 1840s 
appeared to be spilling out into the streets, extending the atmosphere of performance 
to make the city itself a stage set and its inhabitants the performers.21 If ancient Egypt 
was one of a variety of geographically and temporally exotic metropolitan fantasies, 
encouraged by the glitziness of the West End itself, then the space’s resplendent 
electric lustre must have permeated and distorted this imaginary Egypt. The 
technological opulence of modernity and the antiquated glamour of a bygone era 
were fused in spaces of indulgence. The West End theatres and Egypt’s own 
extravagant hotels were electrically lit before the fashionable London townhouse. The 
juxtaposition of the ancient and the modern was epitomised by Shepheard’s Hotel in 
Cairo, whose style mimicked restored ancient Egyptian tombs and temples, furnished 
with all of the gadgets associated with the luxury hotel experience including electric 
lifts, lights and bells.22 In the hotel’s entrance hall, at the bottom of the staircase stood 
‘a pair of life-size bronze statues of bare-breasted women in pharaonic headdress’ 
(Figure 3.1).23 Both statues hold aloft an electric light made to look like the flame of a 
torch, and thus, are the perfect symbol of the combination of ancient and modern 
                                                             
20 Richard Dennis, Cities in Modernity: Representations and Productions of Metropolitan Space, 1840-
1930 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), p. 134. 
21 Denis, Cities in Modernity, p. 135; William Chapman Sharpe, New York Nocturne: The City After Dark 
in Literature, Painting, and Photography (Princeton & Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2008), p. 
226; Iwan Rhys Morus, Shocking Bodies: Life, Death and Electricity in Victorian England (Stroud: The 
History Press, 2011), p. 70 . 
22 Andrew Humphreys, Grand Hotels of Egypt in the Golden Age of Travel (New York: The American 
University in Cairo Press, 2011), p. 84. 
23 Ibid., p. 82. 
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Fig. 3.1. Lantern slide ‘View 082: Egypt - Shepherd's [sic] Hotel, the Hall, Cairo’. 
Brooklyn Museum Archives, Lantern Slide Collection. 
 
 
 
imagery which contributed to broader associations between ancient Egypt and 
revolutionary science in the period.  
On a larger scale, electric lighting enabled the city’s ancient Egyptian offerings to 
be encountered later, and in different ways. In 1879 the British Museum Library was 
electrically lit for the first time, making it one of the first buildings in London to install 
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electricity. The room was described in The Times as being ‘suddenly illumined as by a 
magic ray of sunshine’.24 The likening of the light to the magical suggests optical 
trickery, stage effects, and self-conscious drama. The readers’ reaction to the 
illumination further emphasises the theatricality of the moment and the pervasive 
idea that electricity equalled spectacle; the light was met with ‘a murmur of 
applause’.25 With the Reading Room’s reputation for attracting those with occult 
tastes in literature, from Spiritualists to Theosophists and members of the Golden 
Dawn, the ‘magic ray of sunshine’ becomes something more, a kind of literal 
enlightenment.26 A decade later, the Egyptian Sculpture Gallery – a room previously 
notorious for being particularly gloomy – was newly lit.27 An engraving from the 
Illustrated London News depicts a private evening viewing (Figure 3.2). The electric 
light, more intense than the natural light previously relied upon to illuminate the 
museum’s galleries, creates an increased contrast between light and dark, casting 
heavier, more intense shadows across the colossal artefacts. With the crowd 
contemplating the dramatically lit spectacle, the museum experience appears to shift 
sharply towards the theatrical. The installation of electric lighting in the galleries as 
well as the library marks a transition from illuminated encounters with scholarly 
material to those with the remnants of an ancient civilisation itself. The electric light, 
inherently theatrical, and simultaneously symbolic of magic and science, proved a 
startlingly appropriate medium in which to view the relics of a civilisation that was 
                                                             
24 The Times, 24 November 1879, p. 9. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Roger Luckhurst, The Mummy’s Curse: A True History of a Dark Fantasy (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2012), p. 176; David Gange, Dialogues with the Dead: Egyptology in British Culture and Religion 
1822-1922 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), p. 263. 
27 Stephanie Moser, Wondrous Curiosities: Ancient Egypt at the British Museum (London; Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2012), p. 196. 
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 Fig. 3.2. Engraving ‘Electric Lighting of the British Museum’ depicting a private 
viewing of the Egyptian Sculpture Gallery, from The Illustrated London News, 8 
February 1890 
 
renowned for its employment of the spectacular in order to glorify the divine. With 
new lighting methods in place, some parts of the museum were being kept open as 
late as ten o’clock in the evening in the 1890s, transforming it from a daytime to a 
twilight venue in direct competition with the city’s theatres.28 
Electric lighting also transformed outdoor spaces. Obelisks took on a more 
sinister appearance in imagery from the era. Surrounded by bright electric  
                                                             
28 Barbara J. Black, On Exhibit: Victorians and their Museums (Charlottesville, VA; London: University 
Press of Virginia, 2000), p. 101. 
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Fig. 3.3. Illustration by Henry Sumner Watson, accompanying an article by Charles 
Mulford Robinson called 'Art Effort in British Cities', Harper's Magazine October 1902. 
 
streetlights or advertisements they loom ominously as bold, dark reminders of the 
ancient world’s endurance (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). In images by Henry Sumner Watson 
and George Hyde Pownall, the ‘otherness’ of the obelisk in the modern city is 
emphasised by its unparalleled darkness. Henry Sumner Watson’s obelisk in Ludgate 
Circus is even rendered partially invisible by the powerful electric light behind it, 
while in both cases the obelisks’ reflections warp and mix with those of the lights, the 
ancient merging with the modern. In Pownall’s painting, the coming together of 
antiquity and modernity is especially potent. As London’s oldest monument, situated  
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Fig. 3.4. The Embankment and Cleopatra's Needle at Night, London by George Hyde 
Pownall c.1910 (oil on panel), The Bridgeman Art Library  
 
on the Victoria Embankment (the capital’s first street to feature permanent electric 
lighting), Cleopatra’s Needle characterises the way in which ancient Egyptian 
symbolism came into direct contact with the cutting-edge. The electric lighting 
surrounding artefacts and replicas including the city’s obelisks contributed to an 
association between ancient Egyptian imagery and that of modern scientific 
innovation. They were co-existing side by side, uniting the two concepts in the 
cultural imagination, and no doubt influencing a number of the textual examples at 
the beginning of this chapter.  
While in art, obelisks are conspicuous because of their lack of electrical 
illumination in otherwise brightly lit settings, the obelisk itself was symbolically 
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connected to light. Virtually all commemorating ancient Egypt’s solar gods, obelisks 
were often topped with pyramid-shaped capstones (pyramidions) coated either in 
gold or the gold-silver alloy electrum.29 Before the sun rose over the horizon, the 
polished metal of the pyramidion would reflect its rays, creating the appearance of a 
light source at the top of the obelisk. Nineteenth- and twentieth-century obelisks 
often duplicated this feature, but as well as being associated with natural light were 
also occasionally explicitly connected to electricity. The Washington Monument, a 
modern obelisk completed in 1884, was fashioned in the ancient Egyptian style 
including the metallic pyramidion at the apex. Rather than gold or electrum, the 
Washington Monument’s pyramidion was fashioned from a distinctly modern metal, 
aluminium, so cutting-edge that thousands of Americans had not heard of it prior to 
the obelisk’s completion.30 The aluminium pyramidion served a dual function: firstly, 
to emulate the ancient Egyptian style, secondly, to act as a lightning rod in order to 
protect the obelisk from damage. Lightning struck the pyramidion just over six 
months later, and modifications had to be made; further lightning strikes did less 
damage but their regularity secured an association between the obelisk and the 
lightning rod that paralleled the popular literary device of the reanimation of 
mummies via the power of electricity.31  
                                                             
29 Brian A. Curran, Anthony Grafton, Pamela O. Long and Benjamin Weiss, Obelisk: A History 
(Cambridge, MA: Burndy Library, 2009), p. 14. That ancient Egyptian obelisks and pyramids were 
often topped with materials that are effective at conducting electricity, and in the case of electrum, 
evoking connections to electricity, appears to have been a coincidence; gold and electrum seem to have 
been selected exclusively for their aesthetic qualities. 
30 George J. Binczewski, ‘The Point of a Monument: A History of the Aluminium Cap of the Washington 
Monument’, JOM (1995), <http://www.tms.org/pubs/journals/jom/9511/binczewski-9511.html> 
[accessed 10 May 2013]. 
31 Ibid. 
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Mummy reanimation in literature had its roots in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein 
(1818). Referred to by its creator as more grotesque than ‘a mummy again endued 
with animation’, Frankenstein’s monster is awakened through a scientific process 
which is left ambiguous.32 Described simply as achieved through the use of 
‘instruments of life’ designed to instil a ‘spark of being into the lifeless thing’, Shelley 
does not explicitly specify that the reanimation is electrical in nature.33 Nevertheless, 
the monster’s awakening tends to be imagined through the use of galvanic 
equipment, and in retellings of Shelley’s tale, often powered by a bolt of lightning that 
strikes a lightning rod during a storm.34 The influence of Frankenstein and the 
possibility of implied electrical reanimation on later texts dealing with mummy 
revival cannot be underestimated.  Jane C. Loudon’s futuristic tale of a resuscitated 
Cheops appeared in 1827. While Loudon’s heavy debt to Shelley’s novel is undeniably 
evident, the scene in which the reanimation of the mummy takes place is described in 
far greater technological detail.35 Loudon’s mummy reanimation is explicitly electrical 
in nature, achieved through the use of a galvanic battery.  
Electrical stimulation would prove to be influential, portrayed as a specific kind 
of movement characteristic of the titular appendage in Théophile Gautier’s ‘The 
Mummy’s Foot’ (1840) and, as a method of mummy revival, a concept borrowed by 
Poe in his burlesque on the topic ‘Some Words with a Mummy’. Electrical reanimation 
techniques were still proving popular in early twentieth-century silent films. Richard 
                                                             
32 Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, Frankenstein: Or, The Modern Prometheus, I (London: G. and W. B. 
Whittaker, 1823), p. 101.  
33 Ibid., p. 97. 
34 Morus, Shocking Bodies, p. 37. 
35 Lisa Hopkins, ‘Jane C. Loudon's The Mummy!: Mary Shelley Meets George Orwell, and They Go in a 
Balloon to Egypt’, Cardiff Corvey: Reading the Romantic Text (2003), 
<http://www.cf.ac.uk/encap/romtext/articles/ cc10_n01.html> [accessed 10 May 2013]. 
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Freeman observes that other than the supernatural methods used in Arthur Conan 
Doyle’s short story ‘Lot No. 249’ (1892), fiction featuring mummy reanimation either 
employs electricity or chemical stimulation through the use of an elixir, as the 
technique by which the subject is awakened.36 Aside from Doyle’s tale, therefore, 
there is a pervasiveness of the idea that science, rather than magic, holds the key to 
reviving the ancient Egyptian dead. 
Tales such as these highlight the growing connection between ancient Egypt and 
electricity in the broader cultural consciousness. Its ancient monuments and relics, 
already associated with metallic conductors of electricity were being illuminated by 
electric lights in museums and private collections, mirroring the increasingly 
dramatic lighting used in theatrical depictions of the civilisation. Numerous stories of 
electrical reanimation through the use of lightning rods or galvanic batteries also had 
an extensive history, revealing the long-standing links between ancient Egypt and 
contemporary science, which had existed throughout the nineteenth century. Yet, 
even in this new age of electricity, the emphasis tended towards the more fantastic. 
Electrical demonstrations by eminent scientists also proved suitable for transference 
onto scenes of ancient Egyptian occultism as a result of their novelty and 
otherworldliness. Of course, those parts of the electromagnetic spectrum which still 
had the power to bamboozle were perhaps more easily imagined as understood by a 
civilisation that placed such an emphasis on the magical.  
Elsewhere, electrical phenomena were also associated with another of ancient 
Egypt’s major architectural structures – the pyramid, which was also frequently 
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topped with a metallic pyramidion. The German inventor Werner von Siemens, whose 
company manufactured the tubes with which Röntgen studied X-rays, recounted a 
peculiar experience in Egypt as he took some time away from laying telegraphic cable 
in the Red Sea. Standing at the summit of the Great Pyramid of Giza during a 
sandstorm, he notes in his Personal Recollections (1893) that he and his engineers 
could hear ‘a remarkable hissing noise’.37 Even more curiously, when one of his Arab 
guides lifted ‘his outstretched finger above his head a sharp singing sound arose, 
which ceased as soon as he lowered his hand’.38 Siemens raised his own finger and 
felt ‘a prickling sensation’, which he deduced was the result of an electrical 
phenomenon when he felt ‘a slight electric shock’ as he attempted to drink from a 
wine bottle.39 In a moment of inspired ingenuity, Siemens fashioned the wine bottle 
into a rudimentary Leyden jar, which he charged by holding it aloft, producing ‘loud 
cracking sparks’.40 The Arabs, believing the static electricity to be the result of ‘magic’ 
which might damage the pyramid, requested that Siemens and his men leave.41 When 
he refused, one of the Arabs attempted to forcibly remove him, provoking Siemens to 
use the wine bottle as an electrical weapon. Touching the Arab on the nose, he felt a 
‘strong concussion’, noting that the Arab must have had a much more ‘violent shock’ 
as ‘he fell speechless to the ground, and several seconds elapsed, […] before with a 
sudden cry he raised himself, and sprang howling down the steps of the pyramid’.42 
Siemens adopts a role somewhere between the stage magician and the physicist. With 
theatrical execution, he harnesses the unusual electrical properties of the Great 
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Pyramid, something which had already been described in earlier fiction featuring the 
reanimation of mummies, including Loudon’s tale which sets the resurrection scene 
within the pyramid itself . In a reversal of the mummy reanimation plot, bringing the 
lifeless subject to a state of consciousness, Siemens utilises electrical force to render 
the conscious subject cataleptic, at least for a few seconds.  
The image of the Westerner inspiring fear in Egyptians through demonstrations 
of electrical power also made its way into fiction. In Richard Marsh’s The Beetle 
(1897), the titular monster responds with terror to ‘an electrical machine, giving an 
eighteen inch spark’ controlled by the inventor Sidney Atherton.43 Here, the Egyptian 
monster is superstitious and degenerate rather than progressive and advanced. 
Marsh’s character is a hybrid in every sense. Able to fluctuate between male and 
female, human and insect, its depiction as capable of adapting to its modern 
surroundings and yet fearful of modern technology suggests a blurring of typecasts of 
the ancient and modern Egyptian. This is also implied by the way in which the 
creature, supposedly a devotee to the ancient Egyptian religion, ‘salaamed down to 
the ground’ at the sight of the electrical spark.44 The image of the scientific showman, 
whether Siemens or Marsh’s character Atherton, producing sparks and shocks for 
dramatic effect, is not limited to the Westerner, however. These powers were often 
transcribed onto ancient Egyptian characters of a less primitive sort. Depictions of 
this variety, however, tend to be linked to electrical showmanship on a far greater 
scale.  
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By the late nineteenth century, electricity had emerged as one of the most 
thrilling tools put to use by scientists whose demonstrations overlapped with the 
theatrical and were in direct competition with the metropolis’ theatres, panoramas, 
dioramas and magic lantern shows, among other visual spectacles.45 Earlier in the 
century, lecture halls were filled by audiences desperate to witness evidence of the 
‘strange invisible forces’ explored by Michael Faraday in his presentations of 
electromagnetism.46 By the late nineteenth century Nikola Tesla, a Serbian-American 
physicist and engineer, had emerged as one of Faraday’s most glorified successors, 
stunning eager audiences with his extraordinary displays of electrical mastery. Yet, 
unlike Faraday, who usually impressed with demonstrations of invisible electrical 
forces, Tesla amazed spectators by producing remarkable effects with visible light. 
His demonstrations were not wires moved by electromagnetism or even the simple 
shocks and sparks produced by the galvanic batteries of his predecessors that had 
been popular since the time of Faraday’s mentor Humphry Davy, but were something 
more akin to wizardry.47 Iwan Rhys Morus and Graeme Gooday both emphasise 
Tesla’s flamboyant showmanship which helped transform his demonstrations into 
magical spectacles.48 As Gooday notes, electricity was often anthropomorphised at 
the end of the nineteenth century, with personifications taking the form of goddesses 
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and fairies if female, and wizards, genies, imps and infants if male.49 Tesla appeared to 
encourage his own depiction as one of these types: the wizard, or, a magical 
masculine embodiment of electricity itself, which had a striking impact on depictions 
of magical light effects in literature concerning ancient Egypt.  
In 1892, Tesla’s lecture on fluorescent lighting at the Royal Institution was 
celebrated as a ‘dazzling theatrical display’, securing his reputation as one of the great 
scientific showmen of the age.50 Contemporary reports of Tesla’s demonstrations 
vary in style, mainly in the degree to which they explain the science behind his 
impressive feats. They tend to be united, however, in a general sense of awe at the 
magical effects that Tesla produced. After Tesla’s lecture at the Royal Institution, Lord 
Rayleigh eulogised, commending Tesla’s display, making particular reference to the 
way in which Tesla made his name appear ‘in letters of fire’.51 While the article in 
Scientific American sticks mainly to the impartial terminology of scientific observation 
(a ‘blue phosphorescent light’ and ‘sparks […] obtained over a distance of 1¼ inches’ 
among other phenomena, are recorded), the author appears unable to contain an 
outburst of magical imagery towards the end: ‘The lecturer took in his hand a glass 
wand, 3 feet long, and, with no special connection of any sort to his body or to the 
glass, when waved in the magnet field it shone like a flaming sword.’52 It is evident 
that Tesla’s displays could not be fully explained via the neat, impartial language of 
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scientific description, as parallels are drawn between his apparatus and magical 
implements. By association, Tesla himself seems a kind of sorcerer. 
Tesla was carefully controlling how he was perceived. In a later piece in Pearson’s 
Magazine entitled ‘The New Wizard of the West’, his laboratory is described as a 
‘miracle-factory’ and he himself is an ‘audacious wizard’.53 The interviewer lists a 
series of amazing demonstrations. Tesla summons ‘a ball of leaping red flame’ by 
simply ‘snapping his fingers’, he makes the darkened laboratory glow with ‘a strange 
light as beautiful as that of the moon’ but as powerful as sunlight, withstands 
powerful currents that instantly kill animals, and emerges from darkness with an 
illuminated ‘halo […] formed by myriads of tongues of electric flame’ which emerge 
from his own body.54 One of the images accompanying the article, an illustration of 
Tesla by Walter Goble (Figure 3.5), further enhances the connection Tesla was 
cultivating between himself, as a modern scientist, and as a ‘quasi-alchemical 
[master] of a hidden mystery’.55 The syntax of the image’s caption, ‘Nikola Tesla 
holding in his hands balls of flame’, appears to be deliberately archaic in order to 
reflect this. Holding spectral light in each hand, Tesla, like the electric statues in the 
Shepheard’s Hotel, was meant to symbolise a kind of timeless enlightenment, 
simultaneously modern and ancient. The now infamous photographs of Tesla sitting 
among seven metre sparks in his Colorado Springs laboratory were part of the same 
scheme. The photos were actually exposed multiple times, creating the impression of  
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Fig. 3.5. Illustration of Nikola Tesla by Walter Goble, accompanying the article ‘The 
New Wizard of the West’ by Chauncy Montgomery M’Govern, from Pearson’s 
Magazine, May 1899, p. 471. 
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the scientist, calm within the centre of a veritable thunderstorm that rages around 
him. As Gooday eloquently expresses, Tesla, ‘magus-like’, was encouraging an image 
of himself as ‘manipulator of lightning and prophet of the most spectacular electrical 
technologies’.56 The religious connotations are hard to ignore. Holding orbs of light in 
his hands or emitting huge sparks from his own body that create the illuminative 
appearance of a halo, Tesla was only serving to further his depiction as ‘a half-
intoxicated god’, one who, like the characters of early science fiction who sought to 
reanimate mummies, planned to perform miracles with his modern machines by 
waking the dead.57 Tesla was not alone in this practice. His rival and fellow inventor, 
Thomas Edison, was nurturing a similar image of himself as a maker of magic through 
his theatrical use of the electric light, employing the language of ancient occultism in 
order to further this persona.58 Common to both was a desire to enrapture and 
beguile with scientific exhibition combined with grandiose ceremonious 
showmanship, one which presented the physical as the magical and the scientist as 
the enchanter. 
It is possible that Tesla even believed he was perfecting a kind of science with 
supernatural potential, suggested by his intention to perform experiments to revive 
the dead. The company he kept in London suggests a degree of open-mindedness 
towards matters of a Spiritualist character. He was on good terms with Crookes and 
Oliver Lodge, and shared their interest in telepathy.59 Crookes, whose studies on 
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radiant matter had encouraged Tesla to work in the same field, and whose findings 
Tesla acknowledged at the beginning of his lecture at the Royal Institution, was 
perhaps the most distinguished scientist involved in a variety of occult activities at 
this time.60 A member of the Golden Dawn, the Theosophical Society, the Ghost Club, 
and heavily involved in the Society for Psychical Research (although not yet its 
president), Crookes discussed the Spiritualist potential of electricity with Tesla, who 
seemed himself to be receptive to these suggestions.61 The notion of undiscovered 
supernatural uses for electricity proposed by one of Tesla’s heroes may have 
promoted such implications in his own public demonstrations. 
Gooday stresses the influence of such scientific showmanship as Tesla’s on the 
scientific romance literature of the period, which often combined electrical and 
supernatural themes.62 H. Rider Haggard’s short story ‘Smith and the Pharaohs’ 
(1912) makes an interesting case study, as it appears to explicitly draw upon 
descriptions of Tesla’s impressive electrical performances, uniting modern concepts 
with ancient, spiritual themes. In Haggard’s tale, Smith, an amateur Egyptologist, 
finds himself locked in the Cairo Museum overnight. Looking for a suitable place to 
sleep he enters the central hall, boarded up whilst awaiting repairs. Here, in the 
darkness, the spirits of the museum’s mummies convene with those of the gods, 
forming a ‘great congregation’.63 The phantoms stand in ranks facing the god Osiris, 
who stares out from the top of a flight of steps, emitting a spectral glow. The room is 
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brightened by the ‘pale and ghostly’ light which, like the light Tesla summoned on 
stage, is described as having ‘a blue tinge’.64 As the light increases in intensity, it 
shoots out in ‘long tongues […] which joined themselves together, illuminating all that 
huge hall’.65 Later, it takes the form of ‘a blue spark’ which transforms into ‘upward 
pouring rays’.66 The strange forms that the supernatural light appears to take are 
eerily reminiscent of descriptions of Tesla’s fluorescent light, powered by an 
alternating current, and the positioning of Osiris and the spirits echo the set-up of the 
lecture hall, with Tesla at the front, and his eager audience facing him in rows. Indeed, 
much of the imagery and terminology is replicated from press reports of his 
demonstrations, particularly the ‘tongues’ of light, and the religious parallels between 
Tesla’s and Osiris’s light-producing bodies. If Haggard’s story was indeed influenced 
by Tesla, then he elevates the scientist to the position of a god, standing in front of a 
worshipful audience. Simultaneously, the ethereal light symbolising ancient Egyptian 
magic is aligned with very modern ways in which electricity could be manipulated. 
Haggard’s merging of the powers of the mortal scientist and immortal god, modernity 
and antiquity, is striking, and reveals the extent to which Victorian and Edwardian 
electrical display was ingrained in visual culture. The city, with its electric lights, 
obelisks and wizard-like showmen, was inspiring the construction of factual and 
literary writing as part of the same discourse that celebrated and explained science 
via the imagery of antiquity. This, however, was not restricted to electricity as visible 
light, but was apparent in discussions of other kinds of electromagnetic radiation, 
including invisible X-rays. 
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X-Rays and Radioactivity 
X-rays offered an even more mysterious phenomenon than static electricity and 
visible light effects. Higher frequency waves than the light of the visible spectrum, 
they were considered ‘a new kind of invisible light’, which could penetrate the flesh 
but not bone.67 The ghostly images that they produced, seemingly depicting the 
human body as it would appear after death, had strong supernatural connotations, 
and there was speculation by some, including Crookes, by this time the President of 
the Society for Psychical Research, that they were related to the transmission of 
thoughts via telepathy.68 Their visual similarities to spirit photographs, with their 
translucent flesh and skeletal motifs, meant that as soon as the first X-ray radiographs 
were produced, they were regarded as new tools in the effort to prove the existence 
of the spirit world, and furthered the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 
fascination with Spiritualism.69 Indeed, X-rays became one of the tools of the 
psychical researcher, notably put to use by Cesare Lombroso in his investigations into 
the ectoplasmic materialisations produced by the Spiritualist medium Eusapia 
Palladino.70 X-ray radiographs were simultaneously treated as modern spectacle, 
both in person via technologies such as Thomas Edison’s fluoroscope, a device that 
created X-ray images that moved in real-time, and in the still, reproduced images of 
the periodical press, thus, occupying a similar place in the cultural consciousness as 
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that of electricity. 71 While its effects were not as widespread and apparent as the 
electricity which was lighting the metropolis, as a science, it was still spectacular, 
sensational and otherworldly. 
Just a few months after Röntgen’s discovery, X-ray radiograms of mummified 
remains were produced for the first time, published in Walter Koenig’s 1896 booklet 
‘14 Photographiën mit Röntgenstrahlen aufgenommen im Physikalischen Verein’.72 
The benefits of using this technique were immediately apparent, and as a result it 
proved popular with some of the era’s most eminent Egyptologists. Among them were 
Flinders Petrie, who took plates of a mummy at the British Museum in 1897, and 
Gaston Maspero, who was the director of the Cairo Museum when its mummy of 
Thuthmoses IV was examined using Egypt’s only X-ray equipment in 1903.73 Grafton 
Elliot Smith (often published under his initials, as G. E. Smith), the anatomist who 
carried out the procedure for Maspero, seems to have made an impact on Haggard’s 
Smith and the Pharaohs, perhaps even serving as inspiration for the tale’s protagonist 
J. E. Smith. The similarities between the two men’s names, the setting of the Cairo 
Museum and a passing reference comparing the glare of the Egyptian spirits to ‘a 
Röntgen ray’ appear to indicate that Haggard, in typical fashion, was drawing upon 
true experiences in order to inspire his fiction.74 Further evidence lies in the 
similarities between Maspero and Haggard’s unnamed director of the museum: both 
are French, congenial in nature, and willing to turn a blind eye to the discoverers of 
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artefacts pocketing some of their more precious finds. The parallels are all the more 
striking considering that Maspero was still the Cairo Museum’s director when 
Haggard wrote the story, which was published in 1912, the same year as Smith’s 
study of the museum’s mummies, which he had unwrapped with Maspero between 
1881 and 1905.75 Interestingly, the royal mummies that Haggard’s narrator lists 
include Meneptah, who Haggard and his daughter Angela had privately inspected 
during one trip to Egypt, an opportunity facilitated by Maspero.76 Rameses II is 
another pharaoh specifically mentioned, along with an anecdote about the pharaoh’s 
unrolling that appears to be based on the real procedure undertaken by Maspero, in 
which the mummy’s arm spontaneously lifted upon unwrapping. Seti II is yet another 
pharaoh described by Haggard’s narrator, who had been among the nine unwrapped 
by Smith in 1905.77  
Yet, Haggard’s veiled allusions to real people with an interest in X-raying 
mummies are minor when compared to Stoker’s reliance upon developments in 
theories of radiation when writing The Jewel of Seven Stars. Stoker first published his 
novel in 1903, the year in which scientific pioneers in the field of radioactivity, Marie 
Curie, Pierre Curie and Henri Becquerel, jointly received the Nobel Prize in Physics.78 
Crookes invented the spinthariscope, an instrument for the observation of radioactive 
decay in the same year, which also saw Ernest Rutherford and Frederick Soddy 
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explain this concept.79 Stoker alludes to a number of recent scientific discoveries to 
add a level of academic credence to his reimagining of the classic mummy 
reanimation plot. The experiment requires a number of magical items and the 
sarcophagus of Queen Tera to be arranged in a specific way to recreate the magnetic, 
electric and radioactive conditions of Tera’s original Egyptian tomb. If successful, the 
novel’s fanatical Egyptologist Abel Trelawny hopes that they will ‘be able to let in on 
the world of modern science such a flood of light from the Old World as will change 
every condition of thought and experiment and practice’.80 Trelawny’s chosen image 
of ancient Egyptian knowledge as a flood of light is apt. Throughout the novel, 
otherworldly light symbolises the mysterious nature of ancient Egyptian power, 
which hovers at the nexus between science and sorcery. Trelawny believes that the 
ancient Egyptians possessed ‘a knowledge beyond what our age has ever known’, and 
as a result would revolutionise the modern world through its advancement of 
scientific understanding.81 
The key to Tera’s revival, it would seem, is a Magic Coffer, which ‘glows from 
within’ when exposed to starlight or the light of special lamps, but not the ordinary 
natural light of the sun. 82 Stoker implies that the artefact responds to types of 
radiation listed by Trelawny, including ‘Röntgen and Cathode and Becquerel rays’, 
and also suggests that newly discovered substances radium, helium, polonium and 
argon may be involved in contributing to its unusual properties.83 The special lamps 
are simply lit normally, but the cedar oil that they contain (oil that, incidentally, was 
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commonly used in the embalming of mummies) is explained to have a particular 
refractive effect on the light.84 Their flames burn with ‘a slow, steady light, growing 
more and more bright; and changing in colour from blue to crystal white’.85 The light, 
already signified as unusual through its changes in hue and intensity, acts in a similar 
way to X-rays. When the light interacts with the Magic Coffer, it shines with a ‘delicate 
glow’ which increases in luminosity until it appears ‘like a blazing jewel’ which emits 
a ‘faint greenish vapour’.86 An exaggerated version of the fluorescent screens that 
Röntgen observed glowing faintly green when exposed to X-rays, and which became 
staple tools in scientific investigations into radioactivity, the Coffer demonstrates the 
ways in which ancient Egyptian technologies, which may seem to be magical to the 
unfamiliar, are more powerful than contemporary scientific equipment.87    
Kate Hebblethwaite notes that the concept of transmutation also appears to have 
played its part in Stoker’s plot. Suggesting that Tera’s resurrection is ‘a spiritual 
version of Rutherford and Soddy’s theory of the conversion of one chemical element 
into another through nuclear reaction’, Hebblethwaite argues that in the original 
ending of the text where the queen vanishes, she has in fact taken possession of 
Margaret’s body, her spirit moving from one medium to another.88 While the theory 
of transmutation was proposed the year that Stoker’s novel was first published, 
making this concept’s influence on the text incredibly up-to-date, I want to suggest 
that there is something much more ancient at work. At the time, both transmutation 
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and X-rays were closely associated with alchemy.89 Rutherford and Soddy’s discovery 
was often illustrated in the press by ancient alchemical emblems, such as the 
ouroboros, a symbol first used by the ancient Egyptians, while the end of the 
nineteenth century saw an alchemical revival, during which there were numerous 
reports that common metals had been transformed into gold through the application 
of X-rays.90 In Glasgow, a company whose aim was to modify lead into gold or 
mercury was founded, while in France four sizeable societies and a university 
dedicated to alchemy were established.91 As a legendary science with its origins in 
ancient Egypt, the transformation of one woman into another appears to be part of an 
alchemical mythology that also emphasises the permanence of the soul. Tera’s ruby 
cut into the shape of a scarab, placed over her heart during the experiment, may 
represent the philosopher’s stone, converting death to life by providing the queen’s 
spirit with a younger body, mirroring contemporary depictions of radium as ‘a 
miraculous healing agent, the elixir of life’ or the legendary stone itself.92   
It is clear that Stoker was drawing upon the latest scientific developments in his 
novel, yet there is a case for the argument that, like Haggard who fashioned the 
Egyptian god Osiris as a kind of ancient Tesla, Stoker did not stop at scientific 
concepts, and drew upon real scientists as inspiration. The similarities between Marie 
Curie and the novel’s ancient Egyptian Tera are striking. Curie was depicted 
romantically by the press, driven to discover forces that were enigmatic and hidden, 
which created ‘beautiful and eerie effect such as luminescence, color changes in gems, 
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and unexpected chemical reactions’.93 Curie’s unusual status as a female pioneering 
scientist and the disparity between her unobtrusive and delicate demeanour and her 
phenomenal achievements only served to further public fascination with her and her 
work.94 As independent women at the forefront of their respective sciences (which 
themselves, seem to be closely related), Curie and Queen Tera appear to have much in 
common. Briefly returning to the discussion of the cryptic encoding of Tera’s own 
name within her double’s – Margaret – in the first chapter, I feel that linking The Jewel 
of Seven Stars’ female characters with Curie reveals yet another facet to Stoker’s 
name-play in the similarities between ‘Margaret’ and ‘Marie’, which points to a close 
connection between them and this contemporary scientist. 
Stoker’s novel contributed to the generic movement away from ancient Egypt as 
subject matter for the Gothic fantasy, or romance, towards science fiction. Haggard 
followed suit, retrospectively offering an explanation for the life-giving pillar of fire in 
She (1887) based on the discovery of radium in his sequel Ayesha, the Return of She 
(1905), a couple of years after the publication of Stoker’s novel.95 As a civilisation 
whose remnants and mortal remains were being re-examined in the light of radical 
scientific techniques, ancient Egypt’s association with the modern scientific process, 
and radical new media such as the X-ray radiograph, itself strongly associated with 
Spiritualism, was inevitable. Marjorie C. Mallet even suggests that Spiritualism and 
occultism prepared society to accept the newly discovered invisible rays and the 
ghostly images they produced.96 Just as physics encouraged ideas of occultism, so 
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occultism readied the mind to accept revolutionary scientific concepts. Credited with 
unparalleled aptitude in such magical sciences as alchemy, ancient Egypt seemed to 
be antiquity’s counterpart to the incredible spectacles produced by modern 
trailblazing scientists, whose experiments offered tantalising possibilities of telepathy 
or communion with the spirit world. This was not something confined to the realms 
of fiction, but treated by some as an actual possibility. Soddy, for example, argued that 
the destruction of Atlantis had come about through the Atlanteans’ inexpert attempts 
to use atomic energy.97 The use of the imagery and theory behind contemporary 
science in these texts thus hints at a greater hope that continued study of antiquity 
might lead to similarly revolutionary advances in occult science, which would make 
accessible the ghosts of the past.  
 
Scientists and Gods 
It is clear from these discussions that currentness in the late Victorian and Edwardian 
consciousness did not always equate to scientific or spiritual advancement. Alchemy, 
as an example of the pinnacle of hypothetical science, was, by its very definition, 
ancient, foreign and teetering on the brink of the magical. As a result, it appears that 
often modern scientific developments that appeared to approach the unreachable 
heights of alchemy were best described in ancient terms. The more miraculous 
science seemed to be, the closer the scientist became to a magus, or even a god.  
                                                             
97 Morrisson, Modern Alchemy, p. 164. 
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The city space is crucial to this coming together of the ancient and the modern. 
Self-consciously made up of multiple times, London, in particular, with its obelisks 
standing stark against backdrops of electric lights encouraged the blurring of the 
ancient and the modern in its very geography. The city entertainment that often 
featured ancient or occult subject matter in its magic lantern shows, immersive and 
exotic panoramas, Spiritualist séances and early moving pictures, meant that science 
had to compete by becoming a similar kind of spectacle itself. The science of the 
lecture hall was growing evermore distant from the comparatively dry experiments 
of the laboratory. Science, like the city whose theatrical electrical lighting had 
emerged victorious in public and private spaces, had become a spectacular 
commodity. Electrical demonstrations no longer relied upon the generation of simple 
sparks and shocks, but were sensory bombardments, of glowing coloured tubes, 
blazing letters, glass wands, eerie luminosity and biblical tongues of flame.  
Outside of the lecture hall, the fantastic imagery of scientific breakthroughs 
found its way into literature describing ancient powers. Most telling of all are the 
references to real scientists – most notably, in Haggard and Stoker’s veiled allusions 
to Nikola Tesla and Marie Curie. They align their ancient Egyptian characters with the 
modern scientists to give their literary magic modern relevance and potency. In doing 
so, they also ascribe some level of mysterious otherworldly qualities onto these 
scientists, romantic notions which were already being nurtured by the scientists 
themselves, or by the journalists who detailed their experiments. As a result, modern 
science was easier to visualise as even novelties were related back to some form of  
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earlier tradition, and ancient magic was given new significance within the realms of 
these new alchemy-like disciplines. This, however, is just one of many ways in which 
ancient Egypt was aligned with late Victorian and Edwardian modernity.  
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Occult Psychology:  
Dream, Trance & Telepathy 
 
 
In Egypt […] there was a regular class of dream-interpreters, men who 
undertook to explain what was prefigured by dreams. No one 
doubted that the phenomena were supernatural.1 
 
 
As the anonymous author illustrates in the above quotation from All the Year Round, 
by the nineteenth century ancient Egypt had long been associated with dreams 
imbued with symbolic meaning. The famous biblical episode, in which Joseph 
effectively predicts the future by interpreting the dreams of the Egyptian pharaoh 
among others, secured this association. Joseph’s remarkable mind-powers, however, 
are not his own, but simply a temporary ability bestowed upon him by God. 
Elsewhere in the Bible, Egypt was depicted as a mysterious country, whose wise men 
boasted oracular abilities which rivalled those imparted by the divine.2 The ancient 
civilisation was also connected to unusual powers of the mind in the nineteenth 
century through historical evidence provided by a wealth of newly translatable 
material since the decipherment of hieroglyphs. These artefacts revealed that trance 
states were used in ancient Egyptian healing, and in these conditions and others, 
                                                             
1 ‘Magic and Science,’ All the Year Round, 4.100, ed. by Charles Dickens, (1861), 561-6 (p. 565). 
2 Kerry Muhlestein, ‘European Views of Egyptian Magic and Mystery: A Cultural Context for the Magic 
Flute’, BYU Studies, 43.3 (2004), 137-48 (p. 139). 
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including sleep and coma, the ka (the part of the soul that departed the body in death) 
was considered to be liberated.3 
In fiction of the fin de siècle, trance, hypnosis, telepathy, and other forms of 
troubling mind-powers, were popular themes.4 Pamela Thurschwell suggests H. Rider 
Haggard’s She (1887), George du Maurier’s Trilby (1894), Bram Stoker’s Dracula 
(1897) and Richard Marsh’s The Beetle (1897) as prime examples of such literature.5 
While these novels’ antagonists are all Eastern to some extent, it is no coincidence 
that two of the four are Egyptian. Ancient Egypt had come to represent matchless 
exotic cerebral capability, especially that which trespassed into supernatural 
territory. As Roger Luckhurst notes, ancient Egyptian characters in late nineteenth- 
and early twentieth-century Gothic fiction tend to be blessed with superior mental 
powers, ones which not only grant prophetic dreams, but also the ability to access 
higher planes of being, induce trance-states in themselves and others, and 
communicate via telepathy.6 Although this image was popularised in literature of the 
late nineteenth century, earlier tales such as Edgar Allan Poe’s ‘Some Words with a 
Mummy’ (1845) had already made comparisons between the ancient Egyptians and 
modern notions of unusual psychological abilities. In Poe’s short story, a reanimated 
mummy describes how ‘the maneuvers of Mesmer were really very contemptible 
tricks’ in comparison to those of the Egyptian civilisation.7 Poe was writing at a time 
                                                             
3 Christine El Mahdy, Mummies, Myth and Magic in Ancient Egypt (London: Thames and Hudson, 1989), 
p. 12. 
4 Grimes, Victorian Gothic, p. 80; Roger Luckhurst, ‘Trance Gothic, 1882-97’, in Victorian Gothic: 
Literary and Cultural Manifestations in the Nineteenth Century, ed. by Ruth Robbins and Julian Wolfreys 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2000), 148-67 (p. 150). 
5 Pamela Thurschwell, Literature, Technology and Magical Thinking, 1880-1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001), p. 37. 
6 Roger Luckhurst, The Mummy’s Curse: The True History of a Dark Fantasy (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2012), p. 213. 
7 Edgar Allan Poe, ‘Some Words with a Mummy’, in Into the Mummy’s Tomb, ed. by John Richard 
Stephens (New York: Berkley Publishing Group, 2001), 179-95 (p. 191). 
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when mesmerism had a wide following; this had somewhat diminished by the closing 
decades of the nineteenth century, but still found favour in some occult circles.  
Accordingly, this chapter charts the use of extraordinary powers of the mind in 
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century ancient Egyptian characters, claiming 
that the falsely ascribed origins of the tarot, the popularity of Theosophy and various 
other forms of Eastern occultism contributed to a renewed interest in supernormal 
mental abilities that aligned the ancient with decidedly modern concerns. Haggard’s 
She and Cleopatra (1889), Marsh’s The Beetle, Stoker’s The Jewel of Seven Stars 
(1903), C. J. Cutcliffe-Hyne’s short story ‘The Mummy of Thompson-Pratt’ (1904), and 
George Griffith’s The Mummy and Miss Nitocris: A Phantasy of the Fourth Dimension 
(1906) reveal the prevalence of such themes across popular literature. In discussing 
these texts, this chapter investigates the eye as central to depictions of abnormal 
powers, itself one of the most widely reproduced Egyptian symbols, as well as mind-
powers established through or envisioned via more corporeal, or technological 
means. I suggest that however spiritual, magical or exotic ancient Egypt is perceived 
as being, it is difficult to divide this view from the modern fascination with the bodily. 
Either through the artistic depiction of ancient Egyptian bodies with their impossible, 
angular postures and exaggerated features, the mummified bodies that occupied the 
homes of respectable Victorians, or the erotic bodies of ancient Egyptian women 
draped in transparent fabrics that dominated depictions of the civilisation, the bodily 
is central to most late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century notions of ancient 
Egypt. Telepathy, trance and prophetic dreams as psychological phenomena, are thus 
rendered somatic as they are imagined in contexts that ultimately combine the 
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overstated theatricality of mesmerism and hypnotism with contemporary scientific 
investigation, alongside interest in these bodies. 
The popularity of Theosophy, with its emphasis on ancient Egyptian and Indian 
mysticism, revitalised concepts of unusual Eastern mind powers in the late 
nineteenth century. The matriarch of the Theosophical Society, Helena Blavatsky, 
professed that powers of ‘astral travel, mesmerism, or various forms of psychic 
sensitivity’ perfected by the ancients could be harnessed through specific 
programmes of study.8 Clairvoyant abilities were also believed possible by members 
of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, while stories of telepathic communication 
travelled back from the furthest corners of the British Empire, including Egypt, which 
had been under British control since 1882.9 Telepathy in particular was a contentious 
subject in late nineteenth-century science. Theorised in the context of scientific 
developments that suggested invisible forces at work within the ether, such as radio 
waves and X-rays, some considered telepathy a mysterious way of transferring 
information that would one day be realised, like the technologies that shared its 
etymology, the telegraph and the telephone.10 Certainly, scientists as eminent as 
William Crookes, Oliver Lodge and Nikola Tesla entertained this view.11 
Simultaneously, it was seen as closely related to mesmerism, itself linked to unusual 
                                                             
8 Luckhurst, Mummy’s Curse, p. 215.  
9 Tamsin Kilner O’Byrne, ‘Empire of the Imagination: Victorian Popular Fiction and the Occult, 1880-
1910’ (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Exeter, 2008), p. 43; Roger Luckhurst, ‘Knowledge, 
belief and the supernatural at the imperial margin’, in The Victorian Supernatural, ed. by Nicola Bown, 
Carolyn Burdett, and Pamela Thurschwell, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 197-216 
(p. 200). 
10 Marina Warner, Phantasmagoria: Spirit Visions, Metaphors, and Media into the Twenty-First Century 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), pp. 254, 269; Roger Luckhurst, The Invention of Telepathy: 
1870-1901 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 88; Hilary Grimes, The Late Victorian Gothic: 
Mental Science, the Uncanny and Scenes of Writing (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), p. 29; Thurschwell, 
Magical Thinking, p. 14. 
11 William H. Brock, William Crookes (1832-1919) and the Commercialization of Science (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2008), p. 264. 
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forms of electricity, and trance states entered into by psychic mediums, which were 
being investigated by a new breed of scientific professional, the psychologist.12 
Whether a subject for study by the physicist, psychologist or the psychical researcher, 
the fascination with telepathy, trance and hypnosis was a distinctly modern 
phenomenon, encouraged by promises made by alternative religious groups that used 
ancient Egypt as evidence that esoteric mental abilities were within reach.13  
Powers of the mind were linked to the contemporary East and Egypt in 
particular. Although modern Egyptians were believed to be less sophisticated than 
their ancient counterparts, they were still associated with unusual mental abilities. 
Travelling in Egypt was a common rite of passage for the enlightened and spiritual. 
Blavatsky, Aleister Crowley and the Spiritualist and clairvoyant P. B. Randolph were 
among those who used experiences in Egypt to add weight to their occult 
credibility.14 Egypt, even in its lesser modern incarnation, had a reputation for 
nurturing supernatural mind-powers. The Austrian artist Rudolf Ernst, famous for his 
lavish Oriental scenes, alludes to this in his painting of a modern Egyptian fortune 
teller (Figure 4.1).  Although the fortune-telling is a street activity, lowly and 
unimpressive compared to similar practices in antiquity, it shows how Egypt was still 
connected, however loosely, to the mystical traditions of the country’s ancient past.  
Fortune-telling was therefore an activity that was becoming increasingly 
associated with Egyptian culture, perceived as a remnant of the greater mental 
powers of a dead civilisation, faded over time, and yet still surprisingly potent.  
                                                             
12 Warner, Phantasmagoria, pp. 253, 268; Luckhurst, Telepathy, p. 106. 
13 Dominic Montserrat, Akhenaten: History, Fantasy and Ancient Egypt (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2000), p. 150. 
14 Hugh B. Urban, Magia Sexualis: Sex, Magic, and Liberation in Modern Western Esotericism (Berkeley, 
CA; London: University of California Press, 2006), pp. 63, 66. 
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Fig. 4.1. The Egyptian Fortune Teller [n. d.], by Rudolf Ernst (1854-1932), oil on panel, 
25½ x 21 in. (64.8 x 53.3 cm.)  
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Although understood to be a bastardised and degenerate form of Egyptian 
heritage, as demonstrated by the commonly used exonym ‘gypsy’, Romani culture 
with its rituals of divination and tarot reading, had a strong influence on occultism at 
the fin de siècle.  In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, fortune telling 
cards featuring winged sun discs, sphinxes, pyramids and ancient Egyptian 
architectural motifs were common.15 In 1909, Pamela Colman Smith, Golden Dawn 
member and personal friend of Bram Stoker, designed the Rider-Waite-Smith tarot 
deck that would prove to be one of the most popular of the twentieth century (Figure 
4.2). She adapted components from decks that claimed ancient Egyptian origin as 
early as 1789, drawing upon Egyptian elements including sphinxes wearing 
pharaonic headdresses, which began to feature in fortune-telling cards since the mid 
nineteenth century.16 A number of Smith’s cards in the wands suit of the Minor  
Arcana also seem to depict the Pyramids of Giza in the background of the illustrated 
scenes.  
Before I turn to the impact of this broader cultural interest in prophecy on 
literature, however, I wish to return to the biblical story of Joseph which, by the early 
twentieth century, was undergoing fundamental changes. On 11 January 1913 a 
dramatic retelling of the narrative opened in New York’s Century Theatre on 
Broadway. Entitled Joseph and His Brethren, the play is unusual in that it contrasts 
Joseph’s God-given gifts of divine interpretation with the occult mind-powers of 
Potiphar’s wife, the bewitching Zuleika. Both her attractiveness and intellect (one 
might assume, specifically, knowledge of the occult arts) are unusual enough to 
                                                             
15 Mark Filipas, ‘A History of Egyptian Tarot Decks’, Essays on the Tarot (2001), 
<http://pasteboardmasquerade.com/Reviews/historye.html> [accessed 1 July 2013]; Simon Wintle, 
‘Rameses Fortune Telling Cards, c.1910’, The World of Playing Cards [n. d.], 
<http://www.wopc.co.uk/goodall/rameses.html> [accessed 1 July 2013].  
16 Filipas, ‘Egyptian Tarot’. 
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Fig. 4.2. ‘The Chariot’ and ‘Wheel of Fortune’ tarot cards designed by Pamela Colman 
Smith (1909) 
 
inspire ‘strange tales’.17 In her room, smoky with incense and decorated with ‘curious 
instruments of magic’, she sits before ‘a great globe of crystal in which weird changing 
lights and colours dimly come and go as she speaks’.18 Zuleika, the very model of 
sensual foreignness, ‘stares fixedly’ at the crystal ball, as if in a trance, a stage 
direction reproduced by original cast member Pauline Frederick (Figure 4.3).19 
Ancient Egyptian powers, a far cry from those bestowed by the Old Testament God, 
                                                             
17 Louis N. Parker, Joseph and His Brethren: A Pageant Play (New York: John Lane Company, 1913), p. 
27. 
18 Ibid., pp. 69-70. 
19 Ibid., p. 70. 
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Fig. 4.3. Pauline Frederick as Zuleika, Potiphar’s Wife, in Joseph and His Brethren 
(1913), from the Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division, Washington 
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are the result of study and the acquisition of the correct apparatus. Unlike Joseph, 
Zuleika exhibits an array of behaviours associated with more controversial topics in 
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century psychology. She attempts to read the 
present and the future from the crystal ball ‘without moving; speaking as if 
unconsciously’, clairvoyant-like.20 It is clear that it is the power of Zuleika herself – 
her ‘soul’s sight’ – and not that of the orb that reveals the images.21 She declares that 
‘the storm in [her] soul’ is making the mystical pictures cloudy and indistinct; it is her 
own emotional volatility and inability to maintain the calm of the trance-state that 
renders the crystal ball nothing more than a ‘useless toy’.22  
The modern scene depicted in Ernst’s painting and the photograph of Frederick 
playing the role of Zuleika have more in common than might appear at first glance. In 
both the outstretched palm and the fixed gaze indicate the trance-like stillness 
required for divination. In both, they are seated and elevated, indicating tranquillity 
and a sense of power. While their objects that inform their art may be different – a 
book at the foot of Ernst’s modern Egyptian fortune-teller and the raised crystal ball 
before Zuleika – they share the need for physical things to augment or supplement 
their own abilities. Thus, the images work as part of the same tradition of visual 
representation of Eastern mysticism. Yet, Zuleika goes further than Ernst’s street 
fortune-teller. Her later command to Joseph during her attempted seduction of him 
parallels the typical instructions of a hypnotist, rather than the biblical femme fatale. 
Instead of ‘Lie with me’ – her order in Genesis – she instead directs him to ‘Look into 
mine eyes’.23 This play, and particularly Zuleika’s character, reveals a perception of 
                                                             
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Genesis, 39. 7; Parker, Joseph, p. 80. 
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ancient Egyptian powers of the mind conceived within the context of contemporary 
psychology. The playwright, Louis N. Parker, clearly differentiates his version of the 
story from others through the embellishment of the character of Potiphar’s wife, who 
does not usually receive a name of her own, let alone the telegnotic and hypnotic 
abilities which empower Zuleika. Consequently, this chapter also aims to offer some 
explanation as to how one of the best-known episodes of the Old Testament, which 
had already been seized upon for hundreds of years in connecting Egypt with dream-
interpretation and prophecy, could be used to explore hypnotism and trance in a way 
that anchors it firmly in the early twentieth century. 
 
Uncanny Eyes and Telepathic Dreams 
Haggard’s She (1887) is one of the most iconic novels of the late nineteenth century to 
deal with the possibilities of heightened powers of the mind.  Dedicated to Haggard’s 
friend, Andrew Lang, who would later go on to serve as President of the Society for 
Psychical Research, She features the term ‘telepathy’ to describe Ayesha’s powers, a 
word coined by Society for Psychical Research founder Frederic Myers just four years 
prior to She’s serialisation.24 Indeed, in the early volumes of the society’s Proceedings, 
articles on clairvoyance, telepathy and trance far exceed those dedicated to other 
subjects, such as spirit manifestations.25 Thus, the mind powers attributed to 
Haggard’s ancient and formidable Ayesha are expressed with self-conscious reference 
to contemporaneous scientific investigations into such phenomena. This section 
                                                             
24 Grimes, Victorian Gothic, p. 29; H. Rider Haggard, She: A History of Adventure (London: Longmans, 
Green, and Co., 1887),  p. 216. 
25 Janet Oppenheim, The Other World: Spiritualism and Psychical Research in England, 1850-1914 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), p. 120. 
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explores this contentious concept, investigated as a kind of modern fringe-science 
with its roots firmly in antiquity. As She aptly demonstrates, the ancient and modern 
were being united through Haggard’s use of both sources relating to modern 
investigations into such occurrences and historical details of their ancient 
forerunners gleaned from factual texts.  
In a further connection to the psychological subjects that interested the Society 
for Psychical Research, Ayesha’s mysterious mind-powers are imagined – like 
mesmeric abilities, one of the Society’s main areas of investigation – as embodied in 
her unusual eyes. Like contemporary mesmeric performances, which often involved 
prolonged, continuous eye-contact between mesmerist and subject, Ayesha exerts 
control through the power of her stare, which incapacitates and restrains ‘more 
strongly than iron bonds’.26 The mesmeric trance, presumed to be the result of 
electrical or magnetic forces, clearly made an impact on Haggard’s depiction of this 
ancient character. Her ability to ‘blast’ her opponents is described as being the result 
of ‘some mysterious electric agency’, one which seems to be expressed corporeally 
when her eyes blaze with ‘an awful light […] almost like a flame’.27 Indeed, the 
physical sensation of meeting her gaze in direct eye-contact is described as ‘some 
magnetic force’ experienced as a kind of electric current.28 The unusual way in which 
her eyes produce light (one might assume, of an electric variety) is in keeping with 
the late nineteenth-century literary trend of emphasising the strange eyes of the 
‘criminal hypnotist’ as a physical marker of the danger they pose.29 This, however, is 
                                                             
26 Alison Winter, Mesmerized: Powers of Mind in Victorian Britain (Chicago; London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1998), pp. 31, 139. 
27 Haggard, She, pp. 156-57, 227.  
28 Ibid., p. 156. 
29 Kelly Hurley, ‘Science and the Gothic’, in The Victorian Gothic: An Edinburgh Companion, ed. by 
Andrew Smith and William Hughes (Edinburgh : Edinburgh University Press, 2012), 170-85 (p. 172). 
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the trait not just of the hypnotist or mesmerist, but of the telepath and the 
clairvoyant. Of the literary characters most commonly held aloft as examples of the 
embodiment of anxieties surrounding all aspects of psychology, but particularly those 
connected to occultism in the late nineteenth century – Svengali, Dracula, Ayesha, the 
Beetle – all have eyes that are in some way abnormal. 
Yet, Ayesha’s eyes and her unusual powers are not simply drawn from 
contemporary accounts of instances of trance and telepathy, both factual and 
fictional. Haggard combines details from these modern sources with classical and 
Egyptian mythology, particularly that concerning snakes. Ayesha’s gaze is described 
as ‘more deadly than any Basilisk’s’.30 Reptilian, and often depicted as a kind of snake, 
the basilisk is just one of the serpentine creatures to which Ayesha is connected, in a 
series of references which go well beyond the traditional trope of the snake as 
symbolic of feminine evil. Lucy Hughes-Hallett notes that the word ‘basilisk’ comes 
from the Greek meaning ‘little king’, used to refer to the ancient Egyptian uraeus or 
the cobra symbolic of royalty, which the Greeks thought could kill with a single 
glance.31 
With her predatory eyes, ‘hissing’ tone and sinuous form partially concealed 
beneath drapery secured at the waist with a ‘double-headed snake of solid gold’, 
Ayesha’s association with snakes functions in more complex symbolic ways that 
convey a sense of serpentine eroticism and imply deadly power expressed through 
unblinking eyes.32 As a woman whose eyes can kill, or else render the onlooker 
                                                             
30 Haggard, She, p. 189. 
31 Lucy Hughes-Hallett, Cleopatra: Histories, Dreams and Distortions (London: Pimplico, 1997), p. 142. 
32 Haggard, She, pp. 155, 164. 
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powerless to move, she is a Medusa-like figure.33 Medusa herself, sometimes depicted 
wearing a belt of two intertwined snakes, seems a likely source of inspiration for 
Haggard’s semi-divine adversary with a fatal gaze.34  
The mythology behind Ayesha’s potent stare also shares parallels with ancient 
Egyptian snake goddesses, Wedjat and Renenutet. Wedjat, who is often represented 
in the form of a snake with a woman’s head, or a woman with snake’s head, is the 
personification of the symbol more commonly known as the Eye of Horus.35 A magical 
character frequently used for funerary amulets, and thus, in Victorian archaeology, 
frequently encountered in close proximity to the dead, the Eye of Horus is also 
connected to the sun as a divine light-giving eye.36 Thus, Ayesha’s luminous eyes, 
which compete in brilliance with the divine pillar of fire that grants her extreme 
longevity, are aligned with those of the snake goddess. Renenutet, another female 
Egyptian snake deity, is portrayed as slaughtering her enemies with her gaze.37 
Ayesha’s lethal fiery eyes also seem to embody this mythological quality. Living inside 
her tomb-like cavern, surrounded by mummies, and herself ancient and swathed, her 
dark eyes with their magical power echo the enlarged eyes painted onto sarcophagi in 
stylised representations of the dead. 
                                                             
33 Bruce Mazlish, ‘A Triptych: Freud’s The Interpretation of Dreams, Rider Haggard’s She, and Bulwer-
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Theosophy, with its emphasis on reincarnation, is another source which appears 
to have had a profound impact on Haggard.38 Diana Basham argues that in She 
Haggard was drawing upon Theosophical doctrine, specifically Blavatsky’s Isis 
Unveiled (1877), while Robert Fraser reads the character of Ayesha as a figure 
inspired by Blavatsky herself.39 Certainly, if physical parallels are to be drawn 
between the two, Blavatsky’s eyes were often noted to be particularly striking, for 
their large size, bright colour, and piercing, hypnotic quality.40 She also thought highly 
of Haggard’s creation. In The Secret Doctrine (1888) she asks, ‘has the rising novelist 
Mr. Rider Haggard also had a prophetic, or rather a retrospective, clairvoyant dream 
before he wrote She?’41 Blavatsky clearly felt that Haggard’s novel subscribed to the 
same fundamental ideologies as Theosophy, but she also implies that She was based 
on historical events, the details of which, lost to all but Haggard, were accessed 
through his singular clairvoyant abilities. Haggard himself revealed how he had 
written the novel in a six-week period, so fast that his process appears to be a kind of 
‘automatic writing’, one might imagine in a trance-like state.42 Haggard’s novel is, 
therefore, a text about telepathy and, according to Blavatsky at least, written via 
telepathy. Its concerns are explicitly those of its time, and its impact, not just on late 
nineteenth-century fiction, but on conceptions of ancient Egyptian power, are hugely 
significant. It is noteworthy that Blavatsky speculates that Haggard received this 
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secret history in the form of a dream, in a state of unconsciousness when the eyes are 
inward-looking, increasing the dreamer’s psychic receptiveness. Evoking the biblical 
account of Joseph, Blavatsky suggests that Haggard’s telegnosis (knowledge of distant 
events) is the result of ancient methods of unconscious clairvoyance, a common 
feature in later fiction dealing with knowledge received unconsciously through space.  
It is clear that Blavatsky was not alone in suggesting that Haggard received the 
story via supernatural means. Describing Haggard and himself as ‘only telephone 
wires’, Rudyard Kipling told his friend, ‘you didn’t write “She” you know, […] 
something wrote it through you!’43 While Kipling perhaps suggests a higher power 
channelling the novel through Haggard via a form of telepathic communication, 
Haggard’s own interest in reincarnation led him to consider that he had mental access 
to scenes from past lives.44 Describing the scenes as ‘dream-pictures’ or ‘mind-
pictures’, Haggard claims to have experienced these visions ‘between sleeping and 
waking’.45 Although he professes to believe they are the product of ‘subconscious 
imagination and invention’, he nevertheless considers the possibility that they are in 
reality ‘memories of some central incident that occurred in a previous incarnation’ or 
‘racial memories of events that had happened to forefathers’. One of these scenes is 
set in ancient Egypt. Haggard sees himself ‘in quaint and beautiful robes […] walking 
at night up and down some half-enclosed and splendid chamber’ in ‘a great palace’. 
He is startled to see an attractive young woman who, although frightened (probably 
at the prospect of being discovered), embraces him in a moment of passion. While 
Haggard seems fairly eager to establish his position as sceptical, he does note that 
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when he related these visualisations to the eminent scientist Oliver Lodge, Lodge 
seemed to attribute more significance to them, although simultaneously reminding 
Haggard of his imaginative gifts.46 Nevertheless, it remains significant that Haggard at 
least entertained the notion that during sleep he was receptive to images and scenes 
from the past, inherited from his ancestors or experienced during a previous 
incarnation. 
Haggard was not the only writer who contemplated his receptiveness to the 
supernatural during states of unconsciousness. After her death, Marie Corelli’s 
lifelong companion Bertha Vyver published her memoirs, which included an account 
of ‘a curious happening’ – a mysterious clairvoyant encounter with the spirit of an 
ancient Egyptian.47 Corelli had been given an Egyptian necklace by Sir John Aird, and 
had promised to lend it to the actress Constance Collier, who was to play the part of 
the Egyptian queen in a production of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra.48 Vyver 
recalls how the night before the performance Corelli was contacted by the necklace’s 
first owner in a dream, warning her against the necklace being used in the 
production. Corelli made her excuses, and Collier wore a substitute necklace. Sure 
enough, ‘Cleopatra, in a passionate scene with Anthony, tore the necklace she then 
wore from her throat and it fell in fragments on to the stage’.49 Corelli, like Haggard, 
obviously attributed some truth to experiences within dreams, and perhaps both 
even entertained the possibility that those regarding ancient Egypt had more 
substantial truths to impart than others.   
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The deep significance of dreams also features in Stoker’s fiction. In The Jewel of 
Seven Stars dreams appear to enhance characters’ natural telepathic abilities. The 
novel begins with the protagonist, Ross, dreaming of the day he and Margaret first 
met, reliving the details of the memory only to be awoken by a message from the lady 
herself. This may be indicative that Margaret has already had some kind of unusual 
psychic effect on Ross, awakening in him some kind of latent telepathy to mirror her 
own visions ‘beyond mortal sight’.50 Again the eye is signposted as the site of uncanny 
abilities. Margaret’s own dreams, she later reveals, allow her access into the ancient 
Egyptian queen’s world, seen through ‘sleeping eyes’.51 The present, as well as the 
ancient, is also visible to Margaret in her sleep. At one point, she awakens ‘suddenly’, 
sensing that her father is ‘in great and immediate danger’.52 Thus, in Stoker’s novel, 
dreams break down barriers of time and space, allowing Margaret the ability to 
visualise or at least detect current and past events separate from her immediate 
surroundings.  
Dream-like visions also reveal the normally invisible spiritual world in The Jewel 
of Seven Stars. Although Ross has no recollection of ‘being asleep or waking from it’, in 
a state akin to reverie, he is aware of the astral body of the tiger the ancient Egyptian 
Queen Tera keeps as a pet.53 Ross describes thinking that ‘all the real things had 
become shadows – shadows which moved’.54 He sees the tiger’s silhouette, and is 
aware that the creature ‘had sentience’, hearing it ‘mew’.55 Although this scene does 
not appear to be a dream in the traditional sense, to Ross it feels like a ‘nightmare’, 
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having all of ‘the horror of a dream within a dream, with the certainty of reality 
added’.56 The tiger’s astral body is not evident while Ross or any of the other 
characters are fully conscious, it is instead only in this semi-conscious state that 
enhances clairvoyant abilities that the spiritual becomes visible. Thus, in Stoker’s 
novel, ideas of knowledge transmitted by supernormal means remained closely 
connected to the biblical notion of clairvoyance through dreams. The conscious sight 
of the open eye and the dream-visions of the closed eye become indistinct while 
under a supernatural ancient Egyptian influence. 
The image of the occult ancient Egyptian eye also features in The Mummy and 
Miss Nitocris. In Griffith’s text, trance is induced through the use of a hypnotic 
emerald which has the appearance of a light source. Like the mystical ruby in The 
Jewel of Seven Stars which, significantly, is likened to ‘the faded head of the Gordon 
Medusa’, the emerald has magical properties signified by hieroglyphic ‘characters 
carved in the stone’.57 The jewel has distinctive physiological effects on the Egyptian 
Phadrig, and his unsuspecting Jewish subject Josephus. Drawing upon the emerald’s 
power, Phadrig’s voice becomes ‘slow’ and ‘penetrating’, his eyes widen and, like 
Ayesha’s fiery eyes in She, ‘[glow] with a fire that made them look almost dull red’.58 
Josephus feels Phadrig’s eyes ‘look into his brain’ and is unable to move, save for 
‘trembling’ and shaking.59 He is only able to speak when asked a direct question, and 
then his speech is fragmented: ‘I should think not—I should think—I should—oh, 
beautiful—glor—glorious—splendid—did—splen—oh, what a light—li—light—li—
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oh——!’60 These dramatic effects of bodily shaking and disjointed speech appear to 
echo the stock tropes of stage hypnotism, although the emission of light from the eyes 
adds a supernatural element to a passage that otherwise reads as essentially 
theatrical. Yet, like Haggard and Stoker, Griffith draws upon genuine mythology to 
combine the symbolism of contemporary mind-powers with their ancient 
antecedents. To Josephus, the emerald, named the Horus Stone, appears ‘like a great 
green-blazing eye glaring into the utmost depths of his being’. This links it directly to 
the Eye of Horus as a magical hieroglyphic symbol. Its common use as a funerary 
amulet foreshadows Josephus’s end as he commits suicide under its hypnotic 
influence. Griffith’s use of an ancient Egyptian artefact as the source of hypnotic 
power is unusual, although its appearance and symbolic origins do conform to the 
image of the mesmeric eye. In doing so, it bridges the gap between body and 
technology, a concern central to the next section of this chapter. 
The Eye of Horus was not just a symbol making its impact on literature, but one 
that was being seized upon by occultists. In a famous photograph of Aleister Crowley 
who, incidentally, used the name of Ayesha’s reincarnated lover in She – Leo Vincey –
as a nom de plume, the Eye of Horus embellishes his pyramid-shaped hat. This 
situates a mystical third eye in a central position at the top of his head (Figure 4.4). A 
third eye in the centre of the forehead was theorised by some, including Blavatsky, to 
be an organ of supernatural sight which the human race had lost over time, an 
ethereal organ that the influential Theosophist Charles Leadbeater would later claim 
took the form of a snake with an eye at the end.61 Its contemporaneous popularity in 
occult contexts allowed the ancient Egyptian eye to come to be so closely related to 
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Fig. 4.4. Aleister Crowley wearing the Eye of Horus on his hat 
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the abnormal eye of the late nineteenth-century mesmerist. Already associated with 
divine power and prophetic dreams, the ancient Egyptian eye had a long history as a 
symbol of occult potency. To this was added the threat of inescapable hypnotic effects 
which simultaneously implied connotations of the atavistic, degenerate and reptilian 
alongside the modern, technological and highly evolved. These contradictory 
associations, of an ancient degeneracy and psychological or technological modernity, 
were not limited to the eye however, but instead can be seen to pervade the entire 
body. As this chapter’s next section shall discuss, ancient Egyptian bodies manifested 
as much hypnotic potential as their enigmatic eyes, seeing the mesmerist’s power 
migrate from its traditional locus and reveal itself in sensual and corporeal ways. 
 
Bodies and Machines 
If mind-control is a kind of penetration, perhaps an act more intimate than the 
entering of the body, the eye is certainly commonly depicted as both the penetrative 
and receptive organ. Paradoxically, telepathy, mesmerism and other mysterious 
mind-powers appear to be as much to do with bodies as they are to do with minds.62 
As the eye functions as the bodily organ most often associated with these powers 
(external of the brain), the effects of this kind of connection are also often imagined as 
bodily symptoms, either in the paralytic effect on the body – as the eyes of the 
Medusa-like figure often inspire – or through a kind of mechanisation. Bodies are 
rendered mere automata while the mind is being controlled by an external presence. 
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Similarly, technological machinery becomes associated with these automated bodies, 
situating them firmly in their late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century contexts.    
David Trotter notes the startling frequency with which male protagonists fall in 
love with reanimated ancient Egyptian women in late nineteenth-century fiction.63 
This, I would suggest, is due to the supernatural and entrancing allure intrinsic to 
their occult bodies. If hypnotism is a kind of seduction of the will, then the tempting 
ancient Egyptian body appears to be its physical incarnation. The romantic gaze 
becomes the hypnotic stare, as beautiful bodies become the mechanism through 
which mesmeric effects are achieved. The ancient Egyptian female body is often 
represented as seductive, exerting a particular kind of sexual control. Haggard’s 
ancient Egyptian queen in Cleopatra is one such example. Initially clad in the robes of 
Isis in a demonstration of her ethereal authority, her body is partly exposed and 
partly tantalisingly concealed beneath a transparent ‘garment that [glistens] like the 
scaly covering of a snake’.64 Drawing upon the rich tradition of ancient Egyptian 
women associated with serpents, Cleopatra exhibits both her supernatural 
sympathies and destructive allure. Like the biblical character of Joseph, she too has 
prophetic dreams, and yet it is her body and not her mind which can ‘match’ the 
magical prowess of sorcerers.65 Terrence Rodgers perceives something supernatural 
in her voluptuousness, labelling her ‘a sexual vampire’ and in doing so, likening her to 
a typical fin de siècle mesmeric monster.66 Her body certainly has a hypnotic effect on 
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men; the protagonist Harmachis is left ‘gazing after her like one asleep’.67 His body is 
left as if in a state of unconsciousness, ‘wrapped […] closer and yet more close in her 
magic web, from which there [is] no escape’.68 Again, as in the immobility that 
Haggard’s Ayesha inspires, the language of physical restriction is used to describe the 
victim of Cleopatra’s mesmeric influence.  
The power of Cleopatra’s body has particular Freudian resonances. Akin to 
Ayesha’s and Tera’s paralysing bodies and evoking the myth of Medusa, Cleopatra’s 
physical form leaves male onlookers frozen in desire. Sigmund Freud characterised 
the fear evoked by Medusa as castration anxiety, a fear of being unmanned or 
rendered passive.69 Cleopatra, likewise, renders Harmachis ‘womanish weak’, unable 
to use the phallic dagger which he has been entrusted to murder her.70 It is through 
this process of emasculation that the subject is reduced to inertness, existing simply 
as an uncanny automaton.  
A similar bodily process occurs in The Beetle, although the procedure is less 
centred around the body as visually erotic and more on its physical penetrability. 
Although the eponymous Beetle establishes control over its first victim, Robert Holt, 
before any kind of eye-contact is made, seemingly manipulating him through the 
power of its voice alone, its influence is immediately manifested physically as well as 
mentally. Holt is disgusted by his own ‘passivity’ and ‘impotence’ while under the 
Beetle’s influence.71 He moves ‘mechanically’ and ‘automatically’ and he and the 
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novel’s other characters consider him to be ‘more like an automaton than a man’.72 
The unmanned mesmeric subject is left powerless to resist when, in a scene shocking 
by contemporary standards, the Beetle enters Holt’s body through his mouth: ‘horror 
of horrors! – the blubber lips were pressed to mine – the soul of something evil 
entered into me in the guise of a kiss’.73 It is through this forced oral penetration that 
Holt’s body is possessed when it is outside of the Beetle’s immediate vicinity. In this 
state, the Beetle can direct Holt through the London streets without losing its power 
over him, maintaining constant physical as well as mental control. Another male 
character describes how the Beetle transforms him into a ‘fibreless, emasculated 
creature’.74 The Beetle manipulates its victims by reducing them to the mere 
mechanics of the human body, leaving them little more than the physical machinery. 
Likewise, Josephus who falls under the hypnotic influence of the Horus Stone in The 
Mummy and Miss Nitocris moves ‘with the motions of a mechanical doll’.75 The 
automaton is thus an image directly linked to the mesmeric subject, whose modernity 
is suggested through their likeness to technologies. 
In C. J. Cutcliffe-Hyne’s short story ‘The Mummy of Thompson-Pratt’ (1904), the 
experimental Egyptologist, Gargrave, attempts to learn of ancient Egypt by 
connecting a mummy to its living descendant. His methods involve contemporary 
technology including the phonograph, which he uses in tandem with ‘a hypnotic 
influence [produced] in the usual way’.76 Although his method utilises modern 
technology and a more medically acknowledged variety of trance – hypnotic rather 
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than mesmeric – there is an element of the ancient to his technique, as he uses a 
mysterious green powder that produces a flame when mixed with water to bring an 
end to the unconscious state. With the mummy and its hypnotised descendant laid 
out next to each other on the floor, the unconscious face of the living Thompson-Pratt 
appears ‘dead’, while the mummy’s reveals ‘some flicker of life’.77 When the mummy 
begins to speak of his experiences, it is with Thompson-Pratt’s voice. There appears 
to be a telepathic link between the two, established by the hypnotic trance. Although 
this is not a past life narrative, the ancestral link between the two individuals is 
paramount. It is not simply the hypnotic trance that allows the mummy to speak, but 
rather, some kind of deeper connection, one that is suggested to be more prosaically 
scientific in nature – hereditary, rather than spiritual. Perhaps drawing upon theories 
of organic memory which, according to advocates such as Henry Maudsley allowed 
‘past impressions’ to be passed through families hereditarily, the shared bloodline 
appears to be vital to the success of the experiment.78 Heredity appears to be 
essential in a number of narratives that involve the telepathic, even if they do not 
appear to contribute to telepathic links. She, for example, is centred around the idea 
of bloodlines allowing reincarnation in descendants. ‘The Mummy of Thompson-
Pratt’ is, however, unusual in establishing a hypnotic connection between living and 
dead which draws upon contemporary medicine in this way.  
The tale’s contemporaneity is further emphasised by the use of a phonograph to 
record the mummy’s voice. Through its use, this narrative, like so many others, is 
related as a scientific account, highlighting the modern alongside the ancient. The 
phonograph, put to use by spirit mediums and Aleister Crowley as well as those with 
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technical inclinations, was associated with both occult and scientific contexts. Indeed, 
in this case, it is used to record the voice of the dead, an uncanny task made all the 
more unnatural by the contrast between the antiquity of the mummy and the 
newness of the apparatus. The tale perhaps harks back to Thomas Edison’s original 
notions of how his invention would be put to use; to record ‘the sayings, the voices, 
and the last words of the dying member of the family’.79 Eerily, it also foreshadows 
Edison’s efforts to create apparatus to converse directly with the deceased in the 
early 1920s.80 Tales such as Cutcliffe-Hyne’s, but also those as early as Poe’s ‘Some 
Words with a Mummy’ (1845), were the precursors to the design, if not the 
realisation, of electrical machines that would make the dead talk. Like the human 
body, which was being reduced to the mechanical by the hypnotist or mesmerist, 
machines become increasingly important in these literary trance contexts, 
encouraging a sense of scientific innovation and impartial observation.  
Similarly, in She, as well as her powers of telepathy and telegnosis, Ayesha’s 
other peculiar mental power is the ability to project images from the minds of others, 
or places she is familiar with as they currently exist, onto the surface of water within 
a ‘font-like vessel’.81 Although Haggard’s use of water as a surface for ‘scrying’ is 
historically accurate in that it was a genuine ancient Egyptian magical practice, 
Horace Holly, the novel’s Cambridge professor, describes the image on the water’s 
surface as a ‘photograph’, aligning the picture not with magic, but with the impartial 
processes of scientific observation put into practice by organisations such as the 
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Society for Psychical Research. The likening of the magical picture to a photograph 
contextualises it within distinctly mechanical rather than psychological contexts. 
Alongside She’s frame narrative, which emphasises the veracity of the events, 
Haggard uses details such as these to encourage a sense that the tale is a factual 
report rather than fantastical story, emphasising the imagery of modernity to align 
the text with the contemporary world of his readers.82 ‘The Mummy of Thompson-
Pratt’ works in a similar way. Set in the University of Cambridge – the same university 
to which Holly aligns himself in She – with its reputation as a place of cutting edge 
scientific innovation, and also the birthplace of groups such as the Society for 
Psychical Research, the variety of occultism it draws upon is the gentlemanly and the 
scientifically rigorous. Modern machines become the counterparts to the mechanical 
body, which the hypnotic or mesmeric – through their interaction with the brain, with 
its wire-like neurons and electrical impulses – reduces to the same physical level. 
Unusual goings-on centring around minds, themselves electrical machines of sorts, 
thus leave uncanny, automatic bodies.  
 
Degeneration and Evolution 
Paradoxically, towards the end of the nineteenth century, visions including dreams 
and hallucinations, and supernatural mind-powers were seen as a reversion to the 
savage, and yet also, by eminent scientists such as Myers, ‘signs of evolutionary 
modernity’.83 As psychological concepts with an ancient history, they were 
degenerate, and yet considered ‘new modes of being’ they assured the retrieval of 
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forgotten knowledge, whose realisation would impact upon modern medicine and 
methods of communication.84 These ideas were seized upon by new occult groups 
who went to great efforts to emphasise that their pursuits were firmly grounded in 
antiquity. The dual status of these concepts as ancient and modern made them 
particularly well suited for use in literature that introduced characters from antiquity 
into the modern world, or else wanted to update tales for a contemporary audience. 
When Parker utilised trance, hypnosis and clairvoyance to add depth to the character 
of Potiphar’s wife in his version of the story of Joseph, he was not only adapting the 
story in a way that responded to modern interests, but also situating her within a 
tradition of Eastern mind-powers that had been an especially popular literary subject 
for the past few decades. This increased cerebral and occult power does not come at 
the expense of her eroticism, but serves to complement it.  Her body and mind are 
made equal weapons of seduction. 
Nina Auerbach and David Glover both read Stoker’s Tera as indebted to 
Haggard’s Ayesha.85 Ancient Egyptian females with remarkable psychological powers, 
their impact is also evident in Parker’s Zuleika, whose powers of clairvoyance during 
states of trance inspire gossip among the other characters. Zuleika is certainly 
degenerate, seeking an extramarital affair with a slave bought for her husband, and 
yet, her highly developed (and modern) powers of the mind make her a dangerous 
and highly evolved adversary. Joseph’s resistance is all the more admirable given the 
ease with which Ayesha and Tera enchant those who gaze upon them and the bodily 
passivity their minds and forms inspire. Of course, Parker was working with an 
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established story, with a fixed end to the narrative. Zuleika’s failure is inevitable, 
which raises the question, why did Parker elaborate upon this aspect of the story, and 
in this way? The answer is that she is made to seem much more of a psychologically 
threatening opponent. As part of the same tradition of dangerous ancient Egyptian 
women as Ayesha and Tera, it is not simply their enticing bodies that ensnare in a 
physical sense, but the mind-powers that lie behind these tempting exteriors. As an 
antagonist, she is empowered through her form, but particularly through her eyes. In 
the image of Frederick, her eyes are emphasised by heavy black makeup similar to 
that depicted on ancient Egyptian funerary masks, or the Eye of Horus motif. Like 
these eyes, she stares unblinking, and it is to this source of power that she directs 
Joseph in Parker’s retelling because, although the female body still holds its erotic 
appeal, the eye is the true source of the mesmerist’s influence. Zuleika’s crystal ball is, 
of course, held aloft by an enormous golden snake with a resemblance to the 
seemingly hypnotised cobras commonly used by snake-charmers.  
In a publicity photograph for Cleopatra (1917) a silent film based on Haggard’s 
novel of the same name, and produced a few years after Parker’s play, it is clear that 
the combination of body and mind as psychological threats continued in conceptions 
of ancient Egyptians (Figure 4.5). Theda Bara, who played the title role, has her flat 
palms raised above her eyes, in a pose of looking or seeing. Her concentrated frown 
and direct eye-contact with the camera lens make it seem like this is no quick glance 
but a long, still stare. Her dark, exaggerated Egyptian eyes are seeing more than just 
the normal faculties of sight can provide. Although not visible in this image, a 
surviving still from the film, itself now lost save for under twenty seconds of footage, 
shows her using a crystal ball, further drawing upon powers of supernatural sight.  
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Fig. 4.5. Theda Bara in a promotional photograph for Cleopatra (1917) 
 
Dressed in the most famous of the film’s selection of elaborate and erotic 
costumes, which would later contribute to the film being declared too obscene to be 
shown by the standards of the Motion Picture Production Code, there is also a 
continuation of the snake imagery associated with the mesmerist.86 The snakes that 
adorn her breasts foreshadow her method of suicide while suggesting a kind of 
hypnotic effect to her body, and the snake headband functions as a symbol of 
Egyptian royalty, as well as evoking the coiled serpents of Medusa’s hair. There is also 
a suggestion that Cleopatra exists in a kind of cold-blooded reptilian state, drawing 
upon primitive and atavistic sources of power to control those who meet her gaze. As 
Suzanne Osmond asserts, towards the end of the late nineteenth century, Cleopatras 
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on the stage cast aside their distinctly Victorian corsets and began adopting costumes 
that embraced the exotic and erotic, emphasising their power through their 
difference.87 In the early twentieth century, and inspired by Haggard’s Cleopatra 
rather than Shakespeare’s, Bara took this visual ‘otherness’ to the extreme. This was, 
however, not just a character cultivated before the cameras, but also off-screen. The 
Fox publicity department constructed an exotic backstory for Bara (whose real name 
was Theodosia Goodman). Claiming that her birth at the foot of the Sphinx had been 
prophesised on the walls of an ancient Egyptian tomb Bara, who would lead men to 
debauchery and ruin, was reared not on milk but on vipers’ venom.88 
Like the character of Potiphar’s Wife, Cleopatra is an ancient Egyptian character 
not usually granted supernormal mind-powers. Yet, as this image suggests, by the 
early twentieth century, ancient Egypt had become so closely connected to imagery of 
mesmerism, supernatural eyes, hypnotic snakes and entrancing bodies that these 
characters were being reimagined in light of these associations. These images of 
mesmeric ancient Egyptians, with their dual focus on powerful eyes and erotic bodies, 
and produced by cutting-edge technologies were leaving their audiences spell-bound.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
Studying ancient Egypt as it was experienced in Victorian and Edwardian cities, 
alongside magical and scientific places and sources reveals much about conceptions 
of modernity, authenticity and fantasy. The fin de siècle fascination for all things 
Egyptian – ‘Egyptomania’ as it has come to be known – resulted in popular 
conceptions of ancient Egypt projected onto and receptive to other contemporary 
interests. Among these, as this thesis has demonstrated, were dazzling displays of 
scientific showmanship, public and private séances, stage magic, theatre and 
immersive simulacra, which seemed to send their visitors thousands of years back in 
time to ancient Egypt’s magnificent past. These, by their very currency and 
popularity, were emblematic of modernity and yet defined by their allusions to 
antiquity. Ancient Egypt was, in this way, often associated with late Victorian and 
Edwardian novelty.  
The scholarly discipline of Egyptology offers an explanation as to how these 
fertile exchanges of scientific, occult and theatrical material were taking place so 
freely. Egyptology, unlike the study of ancient Greece or Rome, did not insist upon a 
traditional university education.1 Its professionals had unconventional backgrounds, 
and enjoyed friendships with keen amateurs in social circles where occultism and 
scientific breakthroughs with supernatural potential were being discussed and 
endorsed. They entertained eccentric theories, and socialised with exceptional 
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characters. It is for this reason that so many of the Egyptologists and writers 
discussed in this thesis have since been rumoured to have been members of occult 
orders such as the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. Certainly, by the end of the 
nineteenth century the word ‘Egyptology’ had come to be synonymous with 
‘esotericism’ or ‘occultism’ in some contexts, something which vexed certain Golden 
Dawn initiates including the poet W. B. Yeats, who bemoaned the fact that the secret 
society increasingly attracted those whose inclinations were more Egyptological than 
magical.2  
One of the main aims of this thesis has been to offer a way in which ancient Egypt 
allowed or encouraged a fluid exchanged between notions of the authentic and the 
false, the real and the fantastic. From trick mummy photographs to the fiction of 
authors such as H. Rider Haggard and Bram Stoker who weaved the real seamlessly 
into their fantastical texts, ancient Egypt facilitated encounters with a past civilisation 
as fanciful as it was grounded in historical and archaeological fact. Like fiction, 
performances of the ancient Egyptian added a sense of dream-like possibility; in stage 
magic, itself merely misdirection and illusion hidden beneath a showy façade, Egypt 
seemed to function as symbolic of a kind of veracity to the conjuror’s claims. Perhaps 
this, to some degree, accounts for the unbelievability of genuine experiences of the 
ancient Egyptian spectacular, the ‘wonderful things’ that left Howard Carter 
breathless as he peered into Tutankhamun’s tomb in 1922. The discovery itself, a 
dazzling quantity of funerary tributes left in a near perfect state for thousands of 
years, could have been straight from the pages of the popular novels this study has 
considered. 
                                                             
2 George Mills Harper, Yeats’s Golden Dawn: The Influence of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn on 
the Life and Art of W.B. Yeats (Wellingborough: Aquarian, 1987), p. 71. 
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What Carter saw would spark a twentieth-century Egyptian revival that would 
have a profound artistic impact on Art Deco style in architecture and the decorative 
arts. It would also trigger an explosion in the building and redesign of movie theatres 
as Egyptian-themed, and inspire a subgenre of horror cinema focussing on 
reanimated mummies. The sheer power of the discovery meant that its influence was 
palpable in art, music and literature across the Western world. It is significant, 
however, that during this revival of interest in Egypt after the First World War, it was 
the authors who contributed to the rich literary material connecting late Victorian or 
Edwardian modernity with ancient Egyptian mysticism who offered their specialist 
insight into the curse associated with the opening of Tutankhamun’s tomb. 
Writers who had published Victorian and Edwardian fiction focussed around 
notions of the ancient Egyptian fantastic came to the fore, evidently feeling that their 
expertise was required. Arthur Conan Doyle, H. Rider Haggard and Marie Corelli all 
gave statements to the press, contributing their knowledge of either the supernatural 
veracity or else scientific improbability of the curse of Tutankhamun in order to 
promote or suppress rumours of occult forces at work.3 Corelli, in a characteristic 
display of uncanny prophecy, foresaw that ‘dire punishment’ would befall those who 
broke into the tomb, two weeks before the death of Lord Carnarvon.4 Her prediction 
has significant synchronicity with her own novel concerning ancient Egyptian ghosts, 
Ziska (1897), in which the climactic scene features vengeful murder at the hands of a 
supernatural being within the most iconic Egyptian tomb of all, the Great Pyramid of 
Giza.  
                                                             
3 Roger Luckhurst, ‘The Mummy’s Curse: A Study in Rumour’, Critical Quarterly, 52.3 (2010), 6-22 (pp. 
6-7); Gange, Dialogues with the Dead, p. 324. 
4 Luckhurst, Mummy’s Curse, p. 9. 
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Doyle, who speculated that the tomb was being protected by elementals exacting 
their revenge upon the unfortunate excavators, might have taken his theory straight 
from Algernon Blackwood’s short story ‘The Nemesis of Fire’ (1908): 
 
The mummy of some important person — a priest most likely—[was] 
protected from disturbance and desecration by the ceremonial magic of 
the time. For they understood how to attach to the mummy, to lock up 
with it in the tomb, an elemental force that would direct itself even after 
ages upon any one who dared to molest it.5 
 
 
 His own tale of murder at the hands of a reanimated mummy, ‘Lot No. 249’ 
(1892) was perhaps, by this point, not spiritual enough for his liking.  
Haggard, meanwhile, denounced the superstition characterising the responses of 
his fellow writers. His opinions on desecrating the tombs of the dead had evidently 
changed by this point. Yet, it is hard not to recall the scene in Cleopatra (1889) when 
the tomb of Khufu in the Great Pyramid is raided. Of the three who enter the pyramid, 
only two leave alive, and these survivors are themselves destined for grisly ends. The 
spirit of the pharaoh whose treasure has been plundered takes the form of an 
enormous bat, a typical symbol of Gothic horror, which flees the violated sepulchre 
only to reappear, heralding death.   
Regardless of the sentiments expressed by these writers, more telling is their 
apparent sense of expertise as a result of their involvement with ancient Egypt. 
                                                             
5 Algernon Blackwood, ‘A Nemesis of Fire’, in John Silence: Physician Extraordinary (Boston: John W. 
Luce & Co., 1909), 143-244 (p. 226). 
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Experience inventing curse narratives translates, in their eyes, to entitlement to share 
their authority with the world. Furthermore, the public appeared to have a degree of 
faith in the veracity of the curse, and an investment in Corelli and Doyle as specialists. 
Hundreds panicked and sent ancient Egyptian artefacts in their possession to the 
British Museum in order to avoid a terrible fate.6 
Again, notions of fantasy and reality, fact and fiction are set in motion. Whether 
endorsing scientific rationality, magical mysticism, or the grey area between these 
poles, writers’ literary forays into the world of fiction provided them with a very real 
sense of their own knowledge and authority when it came to ancient Egypt. Egypt 
was, for those who succumbed to the ineffable allure of occultism, scientific 
breakthroughs, metropolitan entertainment and popular spectacle in the fin de siècle, 
accessible, fantastic and inherently their own. 
                                                             
6 Richard Freeman, ‘THE MUMMY in context’, European Journal of American Studies (2009), 
<http://ejas.revues.org/7566> [accessed 9 October 2012]. 
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